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NO
yourself that Midwest offers you greater This Super Deluxe \lidwest is so powerful,
radio values-enables you to buy the more so amazingly selective, so delicately sensitive
economical factory -to -you way that scores of that it brings in distant foreign stations with
thousands of radio purchasers have preferred full loud speaker volume on channels
since 1920. Never before so much radio for adjacent to powerful locals. Scores of marso little money] Why pay more? The broad velous Midwest features, many of them
Midwest Foreign Reception and Money -Back exclusive, make it easy to parade the nations
Guarantees insure your satisfaction. You of the world before you. You can switch
get 30 days FREE trial in your own home! instantly from American programs
to
Once again, Midwest demonstrates its Canadian, police, amateur, commercial,
leadership by offering the world's most airplane and ship broadcasts. . . to the
powerful and most beautiful ALL-WAVE finest and most fascinating foreign programs.
16-tube, 5 -Band Radio. A start l i n g With a Midwest, the finest entertainment
achievement, it makes the whole world the world has to offer is at your command. It
your playground. Powerful Triple - Twin is preferred by famous orchestra leaders,
movie stars and discriminating radio
tubes (two tubes in one!) give 18 -tube mustctans,
purchasers everywhere. You can order your Midwest
results. This advanced radio is a master
Air -Test ed" radio from the new 40-page catalog
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OPPORTUNITIES
are many

for the Radio

Trained Man

Don't be an untrained man. Let me show you how to get your start
in Radio
fast growing, live money- making industry.
Prepare for jobs as Assembler, Inspector and Tester -Radio Sales or
Service and Installation Work- Broadcasting Station Operator -Wire.
less Operator on a Ship or Airplane, Talking Picture or Sound Work
HUNDREDS OF OPPORTUNITIES for a real future in Radio!

-a

12

Weeks of Shop Training
Pay Your Tuition After Graduation

We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television
and Sound equip ment-on scores of modern Radio Receivers, actual Broadcasting equipment, Television
apparatus,
Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment, Code and Telegraph equipment,
You don't
need advanced education or previous experience. We give you -RIGHT HERE IN. etc.
THE
COYNE
SHOPS -the actual practice and experience you'll need for your start in this great field. And because
we
cut out all useless theory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training
in 12 weeks.
Mail coupon for all facts about my school and training methods.

and industry.
TELEVISION
TALKING
PICTURES
to
as a
Whether this year
later, it
Television is sure
come
commercial
or
will offer
opportunities to the man who is trained in Radio. Here at Coyne you learn Television principles,
and work on actual Television equipment. Talking Picture and Public Address Systems offer
opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new Radio field which is rapidly expanding. Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn Radio Sound Work at
COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

ARRANGE TO FINANCE
YOUR TUITION

I am making an oiler that is the most unusual ever made by a
school. I'll take you here in my shops and give you this training
and arrange a plan for you to pay your tuition in small monthly
payments extending over an 18 -month period, the first payment
to be made 5 months after you start school. I know a lot of honest
fellows haven't much money these days, but still want to prepare
themselves for their start towards a real job, steady work and
better pay.
Mail the coupon for all details of this "Pay Tuition after Graduation Plan."

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
AIR CONDITIONING

To make your training more valuable, I include -at no extra
cost additional instruction in Electric Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Diesel Engines, taught you by personal instruction
and actual work on real equipment.

your start in Radio-in 12 short, pleasant weeks. If you desire
code, this requires additional time for which there is no extra charge.

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack of

money stop you-my plan makes it possible to get Coyne training
with very little money. Many of our students earn part of their
living expenses while going to school and if you should need this
help just write to me. Coyne is 37 years old. Coyne Training is
tested. You can find out everything absolutely free. Just mail
coupon for my big free book!

H. C. Lewis, Pres.

At COYNE in Chicago

ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build and service radio sets.
You get training on real Broadcasting equipment. You construct
Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your own Television images over our Television equipment. You work on real
Talking Picture and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating on Actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time
on useless theory. We give you the practical training you'll need for

Founded 189g

Coyne Electrical School

500 S. Paulina St., Dept.86 -8H, Chicago, Ill.
Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
H. C. LEWIS,

PRACTICAL WORK

RADIO DIVISION

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

500 S. Pauline St., Dept. 86 -8H, Chicago, Ut.
Dear Mr. Lewis:-Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and all

details of your Special Offer, including additional instruction in
Electric Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Diesel Training
and your "Pay After Graduation" offer.
.Name

Address
City

Please Say That You Saw It in

State
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WITH GERNSBACK OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS
Just as we say-"Be prepared to meet all radio servicing emergencies with the Gernsback Official Radio Service
Manuals." You never know when a service job requires that "extra" special attention. It might mean the
difference between doing the job or losing it. You're safe if you have on hand the GERNSBACK MANUALS
-either for regular service work or for servicing auto- radios. (.et your copy today!
No other radio book is comparable to the new 1935 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. In contents, in
style of printing, in grade of paper, in illustrations, there has never been published such a comprehensive

1935
.;?OFFICIAL''
RADIO SERVICES
MANUAL
Direite,

Complete

volume.

This Manual contains over a thousand pages-yet it k only 1% inches thick because it is printed on a special
Bible stock which is an exceptionally good stock, yet one of the thinnest and most durable papers. This 1935
Manual is the most authentic and elaborate service guide ever used in the radio industry.

_4

Contents of the 1935 Manual

Over 1,000 pages full of diagrams and essential information of manufactured receivers-only data of
real use in servicing is included. This new Manual is
really portable since it is extremely thin and light as
well.
Volume V. continues where the preceding
Many circuits of old sets are inmanual left off.
cluded. S Service Men know every set has certain
weak points which are really the cause of trouble.
Wherever the information could be obtained, these
weaknesses with their cures are printed right with
the circuits. This is an entirely new and valuable
All the latest receivers
addition tu the Manual.
are included -all-wave sets, short-wave arts, autoradio sets, midget and cigar -box sets, etc., as well as
P.A. Amplifiers and equipment, and commercial serv-

.

ppht

;.k

-4' 1914.1711 Radia Recoi.an

Full Rodia Service Guide

SET SERVICING
information
Service
found in the Manuals
covers all types of
radio receivers. The
material is extremely
valuable to Dealers
and Service Men. On
many diagrams appear voltage readings
of tubes, socket connections. transformer
data, alignment details, and other serv-

<

7. 00

PUBLIC ADDRESS
The pages on P.A. Installation will be helpful to Service Men
and P.A. specialists
Such prominent features as class A and

amplifiers -single

li

- -

and dual channel sysattenuators,
tems
and mixers
superpower stages- preamplifiers and other corn

merciai devices for
P.A. work are included.

of These

The

Information

relata,

to short -wave receivers have found their
way into the Manuals.
For these standard
manufactured
set e.
wherever post, 1.
complete aligniuI
tails for all

Flexible, looseleal leatherette
cover

1935 Official Auto -Radio

Do You Need to
Complete Your Files

HERE ARE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1935
AUTO -RADIO SERVICE MANUAL

pages crowded with diagram.. service material and
other essential data required for proper servicing of new
auto -radio receivers. Included are diagram,: of sets which
appeared duing 1934, and which were nut Included ln
the supplement to the first edition.
Complete schematic diagrams. chassis layouts, voltage
240

Official Radio Service Manual

Over 400 Pages. 9x12 Inches
Over 2,000 Illustrations

tabulations and
rvicing instructions are Included for
praetiully all sets. "Under -side" tube symbols are also
included to facilitate the job of servicing the set i.
Instructions are included with many sets telling hew to
suppress stubborn cues of Ignition iaterfvnnec. This
Includes the newest ' suppre :stoles," set -:cod what to
,Io when interference is eneountered with till: type of set.
Details on how to make installations in "turret -top" ears
are Included. The different methods used by ear makers
and set manufacturers are listed with the Individual
ruits and
e information.
The Index contains the listing of sets which were published In the fire edition. as well as the set' which appear in the new volume. This information helps the
Service Mau to FO'ate the circuit and details for any

Flexible, Looseleaf. Leatherette Cover
List Price $3.50

<

Official Radio Service Manual
Over 700 Pages. 9x12 Inches
Over 2.000 Illustrations
Flexible, Loose leaf. Leatherette Corer
List Price $5.00
1933

receiver that ha; been made.
Tho hook is bound in a hands', flexible leatherette cover.
To be sure the pages are sturdy. to withstand constant
use, the book is printed on a special "bible' stock. T1nis
is a very durable. but thin paper. The book printed on this
paler ran be easily miled to fit into your pocket or
Blipped in the service kit.

1932 Official Radio Service Manual
Over 1,000 Pages. 9x12 Inches
Over 2.000 Illustrations

Flexible, Looseleaf. Leatherette Cover
List Price $5.00

i

other sets.
AUTO-RADIO
RECEIVERS
All available servie.

information on
auto-radio sets
been

inclut, d.

1931
1',57

Official Radio Service Manual
(Including Supplements,

Pages

Over

this data alone Service Men could der),,
sufficient
know'
to venture in a -i
cialty field-that of
servicing only auto-

i

I
1933

Official Auto -Radio Service Manual
Volume 1)
Over 200 Pages. 9x12 Inches

Over 500 Illustrations
Flexible, Loose-leaf. Leatherette Cover
List Price $2.50

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
99

Hudson Street

99 Hudson Street, New York, N. S.
IEnclosed you will find my remittance of

Flexible, Looseleaf. Leatherette Cover
List Price $4.50
Including Supplements)

New York, N. Y.

I
I
I
I

Over 500

Illustrations
Size 9

a

12"

Flexible. Looseleaf
Leatherette Cover

$2.50
LIST

COUPON TODAY FOR ANY MANUAL!

IGERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, In,.

9x12 Inches
1,500 Illustrations

new

ha,
From

MAIL
r...

Pages

240

-

i

hands are included
addition to the service
material listed
for

PAGES

Every radio man connected In any way with the booming auto-radio business
needs a copy of the new OFFICIAL AUTO RADIO VA \CAL. It contains
only auto -radio service "dope."
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1000

Over 3,000 Illustrations
Size 9" x 12"-only 11/4" thick
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the real auto -radio servicing "dope,"
you can't find a better boot,!
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The cumulative index is even
more complete than before; including cross -references
to sets sold under different names and type numbers.
Volume V includes resistance data; socket layouts;
I.F. data; and voltage data. S Tube data on latest
Free question and answer service -as intubes.
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ME TRAINING PLAN IN THE HISTORY OF RADIO

Make Me Prove That Only
Mere Cost of a
17c a Day The
Pack of Cigarettes

ACTUALLY SETS YOU UP
FOR BUSINESS
RIGHT NOW

That

is

Is the Time to Get Started in an Industry
Making Fortunes for Live, Wide Awake Men.

THIS new and different kind of Training does more than teach you about
all branches of Radio. It teaches you
Radio business methods
sets you up
ready for an actual start in business
and it backs up every step of your
training with REAL PROFESSIONAL
RADIO EQUIPMENT!
No matter what kind of Radio

-it

I

No

can teach you QUICKLY
previous experience required
I want to add my personal assurance
that no matter what sort of work you
been doing . . . no matter how
limited your past experience in Radio
my practical, home study course will
have

.

thoroughly fit you for a useful and
profitable career. There is no guess
work about this. It is FACT!
You will be amazed at how quickly
you will grasp the fundamentals of
modern RADIO
it is really very
easy to learn. My course has been planned
to give you just what you need
in
logical sequence
it's easily understood
.

-

.

.

-

entirely pleasing and interesting .
the best TRAINING value you will find
anywhere in the country. Be sure to write
for my latest FREE booklet "YOUR
.

FUTURE IN RADIO." Fill in the coupon and mail TODAY!

-

-

Today is the time to get started
and Sprayberry Training will start you
right. Investigate at once! I will show
you how an investment of only 17c a day
-just about the cost of a pack of cigarettes -can mean a real future for you in
one of the fastest -growing professions
in the world.

Training you take, it is absolutely
necessary that you have equipment
of this kind BEFORE you are ready
to start making real money.

Sprayberry Training brings it to you
almost at the start- teaches you just
how to use it under actual working
conditions. Upon completion you have
COMPLETE business and technical
training PLUS the needed equipment to
enter business at once for full or part
time profits -or to start off on a career
in any one of Radio's specialized fields
such as Public Address, Auto Radio,
Commercial Radio, Broadcasting, etc.

ACT TODAY
Get Into Radio -An Industry
That Shows a Profit NOW!

Radio is going ahead by leaps and
bounds. And now TELEVISION is on
its way!

READ WHAT OTHERS SAY
ABOUT THE FAMOUS
SPRAYBERRY TRAINING
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SPRAYBERRY

ACADEMY
OF RADIO

F. L. Sprayberry, President
2545 University Place, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Without obligation on my part please send your book "MY
FUTURE IN RADIO" and other details of famous Sprayberry

Training.
Name.

Address

Paste this coupon on a penny post card and mail TODAY

SUPREME INSTRUM
EXPORT DEPT., ASSOCIATED EXPORTERS CO., 145 W. 45th
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YOU CAN BUY ANY

SUPREME INSTRUMENT
ON S. I. C. EASY TERMS

ENTS CORP.

MISS.,US.

A.

STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., CABLE ADDRESS: LOPREH, N. Y.

THE TYPE LB singe and multiple se
assembled in inverted cylindrical aluminum co

wire lead terminals. Dual section units are now avai

a complete variety. Common positive, common negative, separate sections and other important types required to meet any
condition in the field, available in a complete capacity range.

TYPE EP single and multiple section electrolytics in inverted
metal containers with lug terminal assembly. Container common negative and terminal lugs color coded as to capacity.
THE TYPE EA series, in upright aluminum containers is particularly suited for the thousands of out -of -date receivers that
can be quickly and economically rehabilitated with these units.

v

TYPES EE AND EH cardboard container electrolytics are
available with either lug or lead terminals, in both multiple

and single capacity units.

Dubilier dry electrolytics will be found the high
formation process of manufacture. This
engineering development, put into operation after many years of study, research and laboratory reproduction of
actual field operating conditions assures maximum operating efficiency,
long dependable service, positive customer satisfaction.
ONLY in Cornell

-

TYPE ED cardboard tubular electrolytics are hermetically
sealed and embody the most advanced engineering principles. Small, compact, efficient, equipped with wire lead terminals, polarity clearly indicated on cartridge, these capacitors are available in a complete range of voltages and
capacities for every need.

Descriptive catalog
available on request. Look for the C-D display at your local jobber illustrating in
Manufacturers of the complete detail the entire Cornell- Dubilier line of radio
World's finest Conden- servicing condensers.
for more than a
quarter of a century.
& DRY

MICA

sers

WET

PAPER
DYIKANOL
ELECTROLYTICS

alma sta; i)UiU1L
1014

HAMILTON BLVD.

SO.

PLAINFIELD.

N. J.

ACA ASTOUNDS the P. A. FIELD
with 9 Amazing Engineering Developments!
Laboratory comes a serie- of revolutionary engineering con amplifier manufacturers have done for you- and you must admit that no other line has been marked by as ninny notable
advances as AC.1, in the past ten )ear.,
(1) First Anti -Howl Amplifier; (2) First Automatic Audio Volume Control;
(3) First Flouting Audio Power; (4 ) First Automatic Volume Compressor;
(5) First commercial 6L6 Beatty Power Amplifier; (6) First Anti -Microphonic
Circuit; (7) First Cathode -Ray Audio Control Indicator; (tì) First Self -Contained Volume Expander; (9) First Synchronous high and Low Frequency
Complimentary Attenuator.
Out of the 1C

tribution -.

1

_Analyze %hat other

These are but at few of the outstanding improvements exclusively incorporated into the
design of ACA Amplifiers which make them today's best buy for every P.A. industrial,

educational, commercial, institutional and electioneering applications.

All ACA Amplifiers are designed by A.C. Shaney; built under his personal
supervision; unconditionally guaranteed by ACA for FIFE YEARS; available
for FREE TRIAL and offered at a price Well within the reach of all potential

tt

users.
ACA offers you a wide selection from n complete line of "Citation Series" of Go'd Medal
Amplifiers. See these truly great amplifiers at your jobber's today. A request on your letterhead or the coupon will bring you all the detail..
your P.A. prob'em may be, Mr. A. C.
TECHNICAL HELP: Whatever
Shanty, Consulting Engineer, (famous author and
international authority on public address systems) will he glad to help you plan a perfect
sound system for your particular requirements. entirely free of charge.

FREE

Correspondence is invited front sereieemen, P.A. technicians, dealers, distribu
torn, jobbers, factory representatives,
manufacturers, and engineers.

Q0214/1

MAIL THIS COUPON

CO., of AMERICA
NEW YORK CITY
STREET
2p
rI 2o
my moue to your nulling list to red,
yollr latest P.A. Engineering Bulletin:
ni
they are releuaed.
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AMPLIFIER CO., of AMERICA
20 WEST

22ND

STREET

NEW yoRK
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Official Radio Service Handibook
JI'lost "Up-to-the-Minute"
BGok, for Radio t_Men
the book on radio servicing that's just out. It contains
HERE'S
everything Service Men must know. The book, OFFICIAL

RADIO SERVICE HANDIBOOK, is edited by J. T. Bernsley, foremost radio service authority. This 1936 service guide is the only
book of its kind -its editorial material has been prepared that the
technical information can be understood by even beginners in radio
servicing. Every page contains new material, new illustrations-no
reprinted literature or rehashed articles.
Over a thousand actively engaged Service Men have helped prepare the service data found in the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
HANDIBOOK. Their contributions, in the form of service notes,
short cuts, and trade secrets make this book the outstanding volume
on radio servicing ever to be published.
Listc
The OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE HANDIBOOK covers
$
Price
Lii
00 thoroughly over 500 radio topics. It tells you how to analyze the
latest commercial receiver circuits; how to really make money servmidget sets; and, how aligning supers can be made easy.
OVER
PAGES icing
It stresses the many uses of different types of test equipment; it
gives you short cuts in trouble -shooting and repairing ; and contains over 250 pages of operating notes on 1,000 manufactured
OVER 1000 ILLUSTRATIONS
receivers. So up -to -date is the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
6 x 9 inches
HANDIBOOK that it explains thoroughly what to do when a
receiver with the "Magic Eye" goes "cockeyed."
Beautiful Leatheroid Cover
Hundreds of Service Men have already
ordered their copy of this great radio
Contents
this Great Book
service guide. Order your copy NOW if
PART 1- CIRCUIT THEORY AND
PART 4- SPECIALIZED RECEIVER
AND INSTALLATION DATA
ANALYSIS
you
have not already done so.
All -Wave and High Fidelity Receiver

4-

1,000

Partial

Superheterodyne
R.F. Fundamentals;
Receiver Theory; A.V.C. and Tuning Indicatir Circuits; A.F. Fundamentals; Power S.pply Theory and Circuits: Speakers,
Reproducers and Pick -Ups; Commercial
Receiver Circuits of All Types, How to
A na:yze.
PART 2- MODERN SERVICING AND
TEST EQUIPMENT
Fundamentals of Metering and Test
Equipment; Standard Servicing Instruments; The Cathode Ray Oscillograph and

Associate Instruments; How to Build Es-

sential Servicing Test Instruments.

3-

PART
PRACTICAL SHORT-CUTS
IN TROUBLE SHOOTING AND
REPAIRING
Localizing Trouble by Inspection Methods; Short-Cuts with Test Instruments;
How to Quickly and Properly Perform All
Types of Repairs; Unusual Servicing Experiences; Tube Troubles and Characteristics.

of

Servicing and Installation Data; Auto Radio Receiver and Installation; Specialized
Servicing and Installation ¡Remote Tuning
Controls. Home Recording, Automatic Record Changers, Apartment House Antennas.
etc., etc.,: Eliminating Noise Interference.

OVER

Men, you

rouble

Hudson Street

in

for repairing.

f

characteristic
wi

to

1

u

difficulty in immediately

the necessary information.

CLIP--MAIL COUPON TODAY!
IIs

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.
RC-1136
Hudson St.. New York. N. Y.
e temen: Enclosed
you will find my
ittance of
sIttil
for one copy of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
11,1,11100K. TOI' ARE TO SEND TITIS BOOK TO ME

7

99

PART 7- OPERATING NOTES AND
PRACTICAL DATA LISTINGS
Operating Notes on Over 1.000 Receivers
I.F. Peaks of Approximately 3.000 Receivers: Voltage Dividers for 300 Receivers.
Speaker Field Listing; Radio Mathematics
and Measurements.

1II,AGE

;

PREPAID.

,end me handibook C.O.D.
Nligne

Address

City

New York, N. Y.

We accept cash.

sumo,

state
money orders or U.S. checks in

.uanection with this offer. If you send cash. he sure to
register your letter.,
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tscribed on OFFICIAL RAIO SERVICE NAND
OK. The

PART 5- MODERNIZATION AND
CONVERSION DATA
Modernizing and Improving Methods for
All Types of Receivers; Converting A.C.
Receivers for D.C. Operation and Vice
Versa,
PART 6-SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
PROBLEMS OF THE SERVICE MAN
Improving Knowledge and Technique;
Social Problems -- How to Organize. Listing
of Servicemen's Organizations: The Future
of the Servicing Profession.

250 PAGES OF OPERATING NOTES
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OVER WITH A
THE WESTON
MODEL 772

Super -Sensitive Analyzer

46

PRICE

50
NET

TO DEALERS

IN U.S.A.

THE NEW

WESTON ANALYZER

20,000 OHMS

SENSITIVITY OF
MEETS

.

.

PER

.

WITH
VOLT,

WITH OVERWHELMING RESPONSE

-

servicemen won't take less!
Announced but one month ago, the new WESTON
Model 772 Super- Sensitive Analyzer is sweeping
the service field. With sensitivity of 20,000 ohms
per volt
with resistance ranges usable up to 30
megoluns
with current measurements as low as
TA microampere ... with a wide range of usefulness,
including all radio receivers, old or new; television
sets, amplifiers, sound movies, P.A. systems and
photo -cell circuits . . . with a big, super-sensitive
WESTON Meter
and, above all, being WESTON
built throughout, it's no wonder that servicemen,
everywhere, are equipping with this new device.
For there is nothing that compares with Model 772,
except in laboratory instruments, and at laboratory
prices.
Be sure you get full particulars on Model 772
before you buy any set tester. Also, be sure to get
complete information on the WESTON Model 771
Checklnaster, the portable tube checker equipped
for quick and dependable trouble shooting. Return
Weston Electrical Instrument
the coupon today
Corporation, 599 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

...
...

...

THE WESTON

MODEL 771
PRICE

Compact

.

.

.

attractive

tests all present
tubes -neon short check
-voltage ranges for
point-to -point testingresistance ranges for
continuity testing, etc.
For counter and port. . .

CH ECKMASTER

(

$4500
NET
TO DEALERS

IN U.S.A.

...

l

able use.

WE S TON
Jìithwnen/s

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.,
599 Frelinghuysen Ave.,
Newark, N. J.
Rush me bulletin on the new Super-Sensitive Analyzer.
and the Checkmaster.
NANE..
ADDRESS

... ...._..._.__
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"Takes the Resistance out of Radio "
Editorial Offices:

99

Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor
I I
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I I
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WANT A RADIO JOB!"
A Young Man Takes Stock of Himself
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK
THERE must be something
Perhaps I should have taken
Ili ANY young men foil in securing positions
radically wrong with me!
radio resident- or mail a
these days mainly due to their own short.
Here I have been trying
order- school course. which
comings. The following imaginary stock-taking
by one of then is a composite of ideas gathered
to secure a position in my
probably would have saved me
in interviewing applicants and from letters re.
favorite line of endeavor
three of the four points where
ceired during the past fete months by the editor.
Radio, but so far I have drawn
I couldn't make the grade.
nothing but blanks. WherPerhaps my knowledge wasn't
ever I go, it is always the same old story "Nothing broad enough, and perhaps employers want a little more
just now. We'll take your name in case we should have besides just radio knowledge.
an opening." That is as far as I ever seem to get.
What else can be wrong with me? I know I'm a
poor salesman when it comes to putting over my
I have gone to employment agencies, telling them I
wish to be located in radio. I have gone to broadcast own virtues. Evidently that doesn't pay these days
studios, radio factories and radio laboratories, vacuum - -perhaps I shouldn't be so timid and mouselike.
tube manufacturers, and to radio publishers. and left no I naturally am an introvert, and that type of person
stone unturned, but the answer always was uniformly always seems to set their worst foot forward. I must
the same: "No opening."
make up my mind at the very next interview to
Yet I know there are jobs to be had. Dick Smith, one talk right out and not let the fellow behind the desk
of my former pals, didn't seem to have much trouble to fall asleep. It seems to be no use these days to hide
get located in a small laboratory of a local radio set one's own light.
What about my personal appearance? Yes, I admit
manufacturer. John Dale, another one of the old gang.
get a marvelous job in the transmitter room of a local that perhaps Dick Smith was a better dresser and was
broadcast station. And, as I look back upon it now, it more careful in his appearance than I am. That is also
did not seem to take them very long to get the jobs true of John Dale. So, if I spruce up a bit maybe Mr.
not the Employer will take more kindly to me.
either. Evidently the fault lies with me
There seem to be other things wrong with me too.
radio industry.
Perhaps, when I come to think of it. I don't know just I am reminded of this because only last week when I
what sort of a radio job I'm looking for. Of course, I answered an advertisement for a Radio Salesman, the
know that the radio industry is pretty big. and that fellow with the eyeglasses behind the desk seemed to
there are literally thousands of branches, but my main get the impression that I was "not the type." Just what
trouble seems to be that I can't make up my minci just he meant by that. I didn't have the nerve to ask, but
where I fit. I know I have a pretty good education, and evidently my timid bearing and my scared face wasn't
I know radio from the ground up, having started at it
the type he wanted. But perhaps I can overcome these
when I was seven years old. I know radio circuits back- handicaps with a little practice.
And while my knowledge in radio is pretty broad.
wards and forwards. I read all the radio magazines in
sight, yet for the life of me, I can't see into what branch I must confess that it is not 100 per cent; or anywhere
of radio I would fit best. I have a pretty good book near a high mark, when it comes to any specialized
library which contains the best radio volumes but evi- subject. Perhaps the world requires specialists, so what
dently that does not seem to be sufficient.
I am going to do right now is to sit down and make up
And then the employers are always asking what actual a list of twenty -five different radio subjects and check
radio experience I have had. Never having been em- off the ones in which I am most interested. Next. I am
ployed, I naturally haven't got any. Perhaps that is what going to learn all I possibly can on those few subjects.
is holding me back. The superintendent of a radio plant and then I am going to hike right over to the nearest
suggested that I take a job without pay for a few weeks. employer in that branch and get a job, by hook or by
just to get the experience. That is not such a bad idea crook, even if I have to work for nothing for a month
and I may take his advice.
in order to gain that important experience! And perAnother one handed me a questionnaire, and, as I haps. if Mr. Employer sees how earnest I am about getnow remember, I flunked in four points: (1) mathe- ting into his place, maybe he wouldn't want me to work
matics; (2) a purely electrical problem that had nothing for nothing, and with a bit of perseverance I'll land the
to do with radio; (3) a question on physics, also un- job anyway. That is my resolution and I'm going to
related to radio; (4) no previous radio experience.
stick to it.
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HARBOR RADIO
TELEPHONE SERVICE
TWO different systems of
harbor radio telephone
communication were announced last month. By means of thes.
installations it is possible to talk to
the crews of tow boats and other harbor
craft at any time either day or night:
thus facilitating boat dispatching.
The first system was announced by
Western Electric Co. They have set up
a 400 -watt, 2,198 kc. transmitter at St.
George, Staten Island, N. Y., and several 2,590 -kc. receivers at different locations in the vicinity of New York harbor, for 2-way telephony.
This system operates in conjunction
with the exchanges of the New York
Telephone Co. so that any telephone
can be used to call the ships, by simply
giving the correct number to the toll
operator. By means of selective signalling (similar to the dial telephone) a
regular telephone bell on the ship rings
when a call is made for that particular
ship. A button on the telephone handset puts the boat transmitter on the
air when talking from ship to shore.
(The tug captains have 3rd -class radio
telephone licenses, which do not require
knowledge of the telegraphic codes.)
A charge of $3.00 for a 3- minute conversation is made. Installation on the
boats costs the owners about $1,250.
Larger 50 -watt transmitters are also
obtainable. At present, only one channel
is available for this service.
The second system was announced by
Radiomarine Corp. of America (RCA).
This is, so far, a 1 -way system, from
Radiomarine experimental station
W2XBG on 17.1 megacycles, to the receivers on the tow boats. Instructions
can thus be made, changed or cancelled
from the dispatchers to the boats.

-

Above, the appearance of the French Internation
Exposition- featuring radio. Left, wife of the police
chief of Brighton (Eng.) talking over the pock t
radio system.
I

RADIO IN PARIS
EXPOSITION

POCKET 2 -WAY
POLICE RADIO
THE police force of Brighton, England has been experimenting with pocket
radio for some time, having equipped
its patrolmen with pocket receivers,
some 2 years ago.
Last month, however, they tried out
a 2-way system using pocket transceivers operating on ultra -high frequencies,
so that the "bobbies" could talk back.
According to reports, this new system proved entirely successful, with a
few minor exceptions. It is expected to
speed up police work tremendously, by
maintaining perfect contact between
headquarters and the men on beat.
Inquiries in New York revealed that
the metropolitan police have been experimenting with pocket- and belt-radio
equipment for some time but found the
battery expense too great for general
use -they are watching development
carefully, though.

DUN AND BRAD STREET'S REPORT
TlIE report of Dun and

Bradstreet covering the
first 6 months of 1936
which was published last month, revealed several conditions which are exceedingly optimistic.
During this period, radio sets were
turned out at a faster rate than during
any other period in the history of the
radio business! Console models of the
better quality comprised the bulk of
the output as interest in midgets and
cheaper consoles waned. The production of auto radio sets for the 6 months
equalled the entire output in 1935.
Factories have been running 4 to 6
weeks behind their shipping dates!
Y64

TIIE importance of radio
in business, industry and
everyday life has been
demonstrated in numerous ways dur-

ing the past few years. Recent scientific expositions have particularly stressed
this fact -as many of the displays were
either concerned with radio or electronic subjects, or the displays themselves operated by electronic means.
Last month, in announcing completion of plans to hold a huge International Exposition in Paris, the importance of radio was again demonstrated
as the Exposition will not only be well
represented throughout with radio and
electronic items, including the featured
"Radio- Palace," but the entire Exposition is built around the Eiffel Tower
which has been associated recently with
television experimentation (having a
high-frequency television transmitter
installed at its base with the antenna
supported on the tower).

RADIO'S MAGIC

WORD- MEDICO

NE day last month, the
telephone in the Marine
Hospital in New York
brought the following message from the
S.S. West Caddoa, far at sea :-"Third
mate dangerously ill -symptoms nervous shock, heart trouble, seems excitable and faint. Advise means of stimu-

O

lating heart."
Five minutes later, telephone, telegraph and radio facilities were used to
relay instructions from the hospital
staff.
This humane service was given as a
result of the receipt of the call MEDICO
at the Radiomarine Corp. station at
Chatham, Mass. The call MEDICO,
which is given preference over all other
messages except SOS, was inaugurated
15 years ago by the Seaman's Church
Institute. Several hundred such "free"
calls are handled yearly by the government doctors.

The

harbor radio -phone equipment on
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now such a vast and diversified mrt it becomes necto make a general survey of important monthly developments. RADIO -CRAFT analyzes these developments
and presents a review of those items which interest all.

Radio

is

essary
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RADIO- DROUGHT
INSTIGATOR?
month, in an issue of
Liberty magazine, BerLST
narr Macfadden, publisher of that magazine, wrote an editorial
in which he purported to show that radio is the arch villain responsible for
all the recent "freak storms, drought,
floods and cold winters" (also without
doubt, grandmother's lumbago).
It is astounding that a person supposedly so well versed in scientific facts
should entertain so childish an idea.
Apparently Mr. Macfadden is unaware
of the extensive and authoritative investigations which have been made by
Government bureaus, which clearly establish the causes of drought and flood
conditions. Also, we wonder if Mr. Mac fadden blames radio for the extraordinary floods and droughts mentioned
in the Bible? Or, in more recent times,
the floods of the Hoang -Ho River in
China in 1887, or at Johnstown, Pa., in
1889; both of which occurred before
"radio "?
It is surprising to what lengths some
people will go to prove that a little
knowledge is a dangerous thing!

"TONE" BROADCAST
FOR MUSICIANS
AL,the request of a number of musical organizations, the U. S. Bureau
of Standards, last month, sent out a
test radio broadcast of the musician's
standard "A" tone of 440 cycles per
second, day and night for a test period
of 2 weeks. This was intended for musical instrument manufacturers, piano
tuners and others.
The transmission of this standard
"A" will be continued if sufficient interest is shown.

Above, radio equipment of the Navy department
working in conjunction with the warships Oklahoma
and Quincy in rescue work. Right. Jean Parker with
the sound reflector.

RADIO IN THE
SPANISH REVOLT
again, last month,
r a d i o communication
ØNCE
was given a test of its
mettle in the rescue of stranded American citizens in war -torn Spain.
An outstanding example of the effectiveness of this communicating medium occurred in connection with Ambassador Claude G. Bowers. For several
days after the uprising in Madrid, no
word was heard from the Ambassador
and it was feared that he might have
come to harm. Finally, he spoke directly with the Assistant Secretary of
State in Washington, via radio telephone. The State Department announcement following this conversation stated: "The Ambassador explained that
he was unable to cross the (French)
border to submit telegraphic reports as
all traffic, even in diplomatic cars was
closed, and that he was depending entirely on radio."
Radio was also employed by the Spanish insurgents in urgent requests from
Melilla (the Spanish Moroccan rebel
base) for the immediate delivery of
anti-cholera serum and hydrophobia
serum from Seville by plane.

WARNER BROS.
RETURNS TO ASCAP
LAST month marked the
termination of G hectic
months of operating independent of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Music Publishers for Warner Brothers' music publishing subsidiaries.
The agreement between the two dissenting factions brought back on the air
many favorite musical selections which
have been missed from broadcast programs. It also automatically withdrew
over 200 infringement suits started by
Thy complete ship transmitting and receiving installation on the tug "Lancaster" of the P.R.R.
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Warner Brothers against broadcasters.
The exact terms under which Warner
Brothers returned were not disclosed.
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NOVELTY IN "MOVIE"
RECORDING
NEW device for improving the pick -up of sound
from a distance in motion picture recording was perfected
last month, to facilitate a difficult job of
recording.
The device consists of a parabolic reflector with the microphone fastened at
the focal point of the parabola. The
sounds within the focus of the reflector
are then concentrated at the mike, thus
increasing the sound tremendously.
Radio -Craft readers will remember
that a similar sort of device was described several years ago, for picking
up and recording bird calls!

NEWS BRIEFS FROM
HERE AND THERE
KING the past month a
number of news items
have appeared which
are of interest to radio men.
The Coast Guard tried out a new
P.A. system light enough to be installed
on a plane, yet powerful enough to shout
hurricane warnings over a radius of
1 mile!
Purdue University and National
Television Corp. placed the Federal
Communications Commission in an embarrassing position by contesting the
F.C.C. order to move all television experiments out of the medium frequencies -both outfits claimed to have
been sending satisfactory television
images on these frequencies for some
time. Witnesses for Purdue warned the
F.C.C. that they "dare not become a
body for suppression and repression."
In a shake -up of the Bureau of Air
Commerce, foretold in these columns a
(Continued on page 295)
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LOOKING AHEAD IN

The modern

analyzer,
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When Anning S. Prall, Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, called to
order the open forum on radio activities
that unloosed the tongues of radio's foremost practitioners, one of the most important events in the history of radio was
chronicled. As a direct result of the information made available at this conference,
many new radio services of importance to
every person in the radio business will soon
be accorded by FCC the life- giving ichor
of frequency assignments and other engineering grants so essential to their very
existence and growth.

¡photo -Phil n Radio & Trlcvi ion Co.. San Franrisro.)
service bench, with its test speaker, tube checker and set
model of efficiency. Above are shown 5 of them in a factory.

R. D. WASHBURNE

PART

RADIO problems and
plans affecting the "radio listening population" of more than
°225,000,000, were searchingly analyzed, and either discarded or put on the
table for further consideration (at the
preliminary International Radio Conference at Bucharest in May, 1937, and
the general Telecommunications Convention at Cairo in February, 1938),
when more than 90 outstanding personalities. in the technical and business
aspects of radio, this summer gave expert testimony before the Federal Communications Commission concerning
the activities of over 70 of the foremost national and international organizations in the broadcasting, communications, and scientific radio fields.
The roundtable conference dealt
mainly with new developments in connection with the frequencies made
available in the range of 10 to 60,000
kc. (30,000 to 5 meters, respectively),
in accordance with Article 7 incorporated in the General Radio Regulations adopted at the International Telecommunications Convention held at Madrid in 1932 (which superseded the
Washington Convention in 1927).
WORLD

I

the Army's 31 fields. The ' z- million
dollars worth of equipment the plan
requires will make work for hundreds
of radio men.
*

*

*

Before we take up specific instances
of these new developments in the radio
field, let us learn the background of
legislation that limits and controls radio activities.

All general phases of operation in the
broadcast band of 550 to 1,600 kc. will
be open for informal discussion at hearings before the Broadcast Division of
the FCC beginning October 5th. Broadcasters have been looking forward to
this step, ever since President Roosevelt, last June, signed the Wheeler Bill
repealing the quota system or Davis
Equalization Amendment in 1928, to
the Communications Act adopted in
1927 at the International Radiotelegraph Convention at Washington.
The newly -formed FCC, in 1927 found
itself so hampered by lack of funds,
despite the use of part of the finances
of the Radio Division of the Department
of Commerce, that a chaotic condition
was rapidly developing as broadcast

stations in the larger cities strove to
acquire the most desirable radio facilities. To aid the Federal Communications Commission in its work, Congress
in the Fall of 1928 passed the Davis
Amendment; as a yardstick, the Amendment adopted certain quota figures
which allocated a value to stations of
certain classes and power. It gave to
each of 5 zones, 8 high-powered, cleared
channel assignments; and to each of
these zones, its share of regional and
local stations, in accordance with the
population. However, this arrangement
resulted in overquota- States with a
large area and sparse population were
lacking in radio service. By reverting
to the original Radio Act of 1927,
through repeal by Congress last June
of the 1928 Amendment, the zoning
system was legally abandoned; it now
remains only to carry out the provisions
of the original Act, and it is for this
purpose, in part, that an informal hearing beginning Oct. 5th, to which all
broadcast interests have been invited,
has been called by the Broadcast Division. Such changes as are brought
about as a result of this hearing proba-

Uncle Sam's $1,000,000 spending
spree on Army air stations, planned for
1937 under the watchful eye of the U. S.
Signal Corps. will benefit the commercial airway systems, too. The program includes (1) setting up simultaneous radio beacons and weather
broadcasting systems (OK'd by the
Bureau of Air Commerce) at 18 fields;
(2) installation of traffic control transmitters at 20 of the busiest Army airports; and, (3) replacement with high frequency equipment, of existing low frequency radio equipment at each of
'tb'iRUrr.

ner International

ecitrrrlan,l.1
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Broadra_tinó O®u,

Berne,

"Trapped by Television"

is a

Columbia picture in which Lyle Talbot co- starred with Mary Astor. Perhaps
"future" is now out of date, in some television lab!

this television camera of the
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THE RADIO FIELD
Objectives of the FCC Open Forum
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

To determine the present and future needs of
the various classes of service for frequencies
above 30,000 kc. (10 meters, approx.) , with o
view toward ultimately allocating such frequencies to services;
To secure for the public and the Commission a
deeper insight into the conflicting problems
which confront the industry and the regulatory
body in the application of the new frequencies
to the service of the public;
To guide experimentation along more definite
lines as may be justified from the evidence presented at the hearing;
To review present frequency allocations to
services in the radio spectrum below 30,000
kc., and;
To assist the government in its preparation for
the International Telecommunications Conference at Cairo in 1938.

(111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111(1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

bly will occur gradually, so as not to
disturb too greatly the existing economic set -up -that is, the design and

construction of broadcast transmitting
and receiving equipment.
By this diplomatic "squeeze play,"
as a result of the "speak now or forever
after hold your peace" tenor of the
forum, many laboratory developments
of vital interest to the man who is looking into the possibilities of radio as a
vocation were forced into the open.

Governor Landon rates P.A. an essential presidential campaign tool.

WLW, Cincinnati, with 500,000 watts

antenna power. These "follow the
leader" stations are: WJZ. New York;

KNX, Los Angeles; WHAS, Louisville;
WGN, Chicago; WHO, Des Moines; and,
WJR, Detroit. If the FCC grants per-

mission, this fall, for construction and
operation of these "jumbo" stations,
the service areas of the respective stations will be vastly improved. In simple
terms, it means that the radio installation and repair business in these
regions will be sufficient to put hundreds
* * *
of small radio companies on Easy
Super -power station applications now Street!
* * *
number 6 that want to join the ranks of
So much for the prologue. Let us now
raise the stage curtain.
COMING

EVENTS CAST THEIR SHADOWS

Said Commander T.A.M. Craven,
Chief Engineer of FCC, "Radio is not
only at the cross -roads in its comparatively brief development in the past 20
years, but it appears to be at the
threshold of creating a new and important branch of the radio industry," as
well.
The radio highway in the ether is
badly congested from to to _o,nnn kc.

SHORT WAVE
TREATMENTS

Produce Immediate Results in

STOMACH
TROUBLES
All
and

Chronic Ailments

The interference tendency of certain diathermy equipment must be condoned on humanitarian grounds,
but these units are rapidly being improved. Note the recent newspaper "ad."
(Photo- Westinghou +e)
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and rapidly becoming so between 20,000
and 30,000 kc. (about 10 meters). New
services, such as facsimile (the electrical transmission and reproduction of
fixed images) and television (the
electrical transmission and reproduction of transient visual images), are
voicing demands for both point -to -point
and broadcast operation. Aviation is
requiring more frequencies to afford
better navigation in the air, and hence
greater safety of life in the aeronautical
industry.
Demands are increasing for marine
and overseas public radio telephone
service circuits.
The status of the frequency spectrum
is about as follows: 10 kc. to 100 megacycles, useful; 100 to 200 mes., still in
the laboratory, but showing signs of
having valuable application; 200 to 500
mes., shows probabilities of future practical application; and, 500 to 10,000
mes., highly problematical in its applicability. The vacuum tube today is useful
up to about 100 nies., but problems in
the use of this device at the higher frequencies are being overcome very rapidly, and it seems logical to assume that
we will have the vacuum tube with us,
in some form or other, as an integral
part of equipment operating at frequencies far beyond any we use today.
Although man - made interference
(such as created by diathermy apparatus, X -ray machines, automobile ignition systems, and other industrial electrical apparatus) is an important obstacle to many services, it is probable
that cooperation between all industry,
engineers, scientists, and the government, will result in operation of most
services that will be satisfactory to the
general public. It is probable, though,
that many radio men will secure good
berths as "interference specialists" in
all the large cities.
(Continued on page 310)
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RADIO AND PUBLIC ADDRESS AT
THE BERLIN OLYMPICS
III
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ARRANGEMENTS for bringing to
225,000,000 worldwide radio listeners the "play by play" story of the
events in the XI Olympiad held this
year at Berlin, Germany, broke all records in their scope and extent.
As indicated by the background theme
of this photo layout, and the photos
268

themselves, provisions for public address, ultra -short wave point-to -point
radio communication, short- and long wave broadcasting, and television were
extensive. Broadcasting facilities also
included spot transmissions over more
than 35 broadcasting channels; and de(Continued

on page
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Radio at Texas Exposition; Electronic piston -pin test; Russian television; Carrier telephone.
P.A. system
at the Texas Centennial Exposition`
The

was divided into
6 parts or loops,
so

that individual

parts of the Exposition could be
provided with different sound effects as desired.
Sourd emanated
from special pylons which projected the sound
4 directions,
each tower covin

ering a particular area of the
grounds. The sys-

tem cost over
$100,0001

.1.

a

:adio and Public Address worked together in aiding the
effectiveness of the Texas Centennial Exposition at Dallas.
The P.A. system consisted of 26 wide -range sound units
combined with a large number of "singing towers' con sining high- and low -frequency speakers. The studio
(above) was also used for radio broadcasts.

_

The first public cathode-ray television demonstrations of

._.ft

the Soviet Government were announced last month, with
the introduction of a television transmitter utilizing a ray
tube similar in some respects to the Zworykin Iconoscope.
The system sends views of 70,000 picture elements.t.,,,r,,t

Electronics has found useful application in automatically
inspecting piston pins in the Ford Motor Co. plant. The
piston pin enters the inspecting machine and is rotated
under a phono. pickup, so that variations in surface finish
Hardness is indicated by a rebounding
throw a relay.
hammer which intercepts the light to a PE. cell if hardness
is correct.

A new method of 2 -way communication that uses the electric -light wires has just been placed on the market. By
means of these units, 2 persons can walk into any building
end by merely plugging into any 2 outlets, hold a 2 -way con versation. Carrier wavelength is far above broadcast band.

1

novel communication
device, shown at
The

1
J

left

and right,
consists of a 4-

tube unit with an

electrodynamic
speaker which
acts as both microphone and re-

producer.

When

used as the trans-

mitter,

carrier
over the
line,
modulated
by the dynamic
"mike." As the
receiver it acts
just like a radio
receiver. (It is
claimed that it
will not radiate.)
a

is sent

R
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THE NEW

PHILCO SYSTEM OF
TELEVISION

-

first detailed published description
exclusive to
RADIO -CRAFT
the new Philco system of television.

The

A.

-of

F. M

NKNOWN to most of the television world Philco has been
carrying on experimental television work for over 8 years!
Rather than make premature announcements it had been deemed better to
wait until an appropriate development
stage was reached before describing the
activities in this new branch of radio
communication.
To secure a picture was not such a
great task, it was the removal of all of
the small but nevertheless conspicuous
defects that was the real job. The engineering staff being familiar with the
difficulties existing in the leading systems at that time, concentrated on these
very problems, the nuts that were most
difficult to crack. These, when solved,
permitted the laying of a foundation for
a television system which gives truly
high- definition pictures of acceptable
quality.
Hand -in -hand with the television circuit advances progressed research work
in the vacuum tube laboratory on the
special tubes used in the system.
Picture quality equal to that of home
movies was, and still is, the goal. Such a
requirement forced our engineers to be
careful of small defects, distortions and
the like, whether due to the camera tube,
the picture tube or the system. This led
to larger, brighter cathode -ray tubes,
and camera tubes of improved sensitivity and detail. Cathode -ray projection tubes were built to explore the
paths leading to larger pictures. One

U

Fig. A. The appearance of the receiver console.
The images are seen in a mirror in the lid. Note the

comparatively few controls for sound and images.

Fig.

B.

The rear view of the set chassis.

Fig.

An unretouched copy of the views received
on the receiver shown in Figs. A and B.

E.

conclusion drawn from these experiments was the desirability of using more
than 240 lines.
NUMBER OF LINES INCREASED TO 345

The next progressive step appeared to

be a 345 -line picture. Some technicians
reasoned that a good 240 -line system

would give better pictorial results than
a fair 345 -line system. However, it was
decided to try 345 lines. In due course
amplifiers were improved, special tubes
designed to meet the new requirements,
and new scanning equipment built. Once
again defects and distortions had to be
eliminated one by one.
Again a satisfactory image was ob(Continzted on page 315)

OPENING FOR OPERATOR
TO

VIEW IMAGE IN MIRROR

MIRROR
LENS
PHOTOELECTRIC
PLATE

FOCUS

"PHILCO
CAMERA
TUBE

C r:

LENS

AMPLIFIER

CASE

ELECTRON
GUN

DEFLECTING
YOKE

Fig. C. A phantom view of the special viewing camera.
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Fig. D. The appearance of the camera ready for operation.
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NEWEST TUBES FOR THE

RADIO INDUSTRY
The octal -base tubes are gradually encompassing The entire tube
Field, replacing existing types and supplying similar characteristics.

J. H.
CTAL-BASE tubes took long
strides, last month, in replacing
existing types, even invading the
heretofore untouched group of
2 -V. battery tubes. Table I is a compilation of the comparative numbers of the
new tubes, having octal bases, with the
previously-available types having the
same characteristics. In some of these
cases, the previous tubes are glass types
and in others they are metal tubes.
The 25 -V. series of tubes is particularly well represented this month, as
exemplified below:
25B5- Dynamic -Coupled Dual -Triode.
This tube is equivalent in characteristics
to the well -known 6B5, with the exception of the filament which is designed
to operate at 25 V. Because of its filament, the tube is expected to replace the
type 43 tube in many A.C.-D.C. sets,
supplying triode class A output in place
of the pentode output with its relatively
high harmonic content.
It is interesting to note that the new
tube, requiring no external bias, takes
advantage of the full 110 V. of the "B"
supply in A.C.-D.C. sets, thus supplying
a maximum output of 2 W. with 9 per
cent harmonic content, compared with
only 0.9-W. from the 43 in a similar

the only difference being in the use of
an octal base on this tube. The 25N6
tube can be used as a replacement for
the 25A6, by simply shorting the
cathode bias resistor in sets designed
for the latter tube.
The manufacturer, Triad Mfg. Co.,
recommends that for best results, a
diode -type detector be used before the
25B5 and 25N6. In experimental work,
it was found that the 6Q7 supplied the
optimum characteristics for use with
these tubes.
25B6G- Pentode Power Amplifier.
This tube, also, is an improvement over
the type 43. It is a glass tube, with octal
base. It is a power pentode, known as
the "uni- potential cathode" type, according to the manufacturer, Raytheon
Production Corp. The output power of
1.75 W. is materially higher than the
0.9 -W. supplied by the 43 with 95 V.
applied to the plate and screen -grid, and
a control -grid bias of 15 V., the plate
current is 45 ma. and the screen -grid
current is 4 ma. At maximum signal
voltage the screen-grid current rises to
12 ma.

Circuit.

Plate Voltage

0

Voltage

Characteristics
Coated uni -potential cathode
25 A.C. or D.C.

Current

0.3 A.

25B5

Heater

Class A Amplifier

Output Plate (Pr)
Input Plate (P')

180 max.

110
110
o

Control -Grid

100+
0
46

Plate Current (P)
7
5.5
Plate Current (1 ")
36
Amplification Factor
25
11.400 15.200
Plate Resistance
2.200 2.300
Mutual Conductance
2.000 4.000
Load Resistance
3.5
2.0
Power Output
9
9
Harmonic Distortion
Signal Volts For
21
21
Rated Power
45

V.
V.
V.
ma.
ma.

ohms
nimbus
ohms

w.

per cent

-

Dynamic - Coupled Dual Triode. This tube has the same characteristics as the 25B5 described above,
25N6

25B6G Characteristics

Voltage
Class
2
1

Fig.

I.
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6B5
coupled triode

output

Screen -grid Current
Screen -grid Current"
Plate Resistance (subject to
considerable variation)
Load Resistance
Mutual Conductance
Power Output
(10 per cent distortion)
No signal
"Maximum signal

V.

-15

V.
V.

45

ma.

4

MR.

12

ma.

sitivity

of a
Pentode without the harmonic content
of the latter.

The

25 -V.

43

Taal.E

Octal Glass

Type

NOVEMBER,

IC6

1D5G
1D7G
1E5G

1A4

IE7G

1F4

1FSG

1F4
1F6

IA6
1B4

1H4G

30
1B5 or 25S
19 (exc'pt fil. curr.-^40 ma.)

1116G

1J6G
5V4G

5X46
5Y3G
5Y4G
5Z4MG

6A56

6646
686
6C5G

6F5

686G

686
77 or

or 6F6

42

6K6G
6K7G
6L6G
6L7G
6N6G
6N7G

41

78

6.17

or 6F6
or 6K7

6L6
6L7

6P7G
6Q7G
6R7G

6X56
6Z4G
25A6G
25Z6G

'Ipi

5Z4
5Z3
5Y3
80
5Z4
6A7
6A3
6Q7
6C5

6F5G
6F6G

6J7G

(Continued on page 297)
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I

Equivalent Metal
or Glass Type

IC7G

IF7G

665 or 6\6
6A6 or 6N7
6F7 or 6P7
6B6 or 6Q7
85 or 6R7
84 or 6X5
84 or 6X5
43 or 25A6
25Z5 or 2576

}i'e
6K5-G

socket connections for the new tubes described on this page. The characteristics are
given to other tubes with identical characteristics.

fo r

tube.

OCTAL -BASE GLASS TUBES
AND EQUIVALENTS

2.000 ohm,
4.000 mmhos
W.
1.75

6J5-G

fila-

ment makes the
2585 a replacement for the

Added to these interesting new 25 V.
tubes which are especially adaptable to
A.C.-D.C. sets, are several new 6 V.
tubes of the glass and metal types.
6J5G General Purpose Amplifier. This
is a new glass tube having an octal

2586-G

tube,

which supplies
the power sen-

V.
0.3- A.
95
95

Tube

equivalent
of
the well known

Amplifier

I

Plate Current

25N6-G

The

A

Grid screen -grid) Voltage
Grid (control-grid) Voltage
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STREAMLINED MIKE
IS

ALSO A LOUDSPEAKER!

Essentially, this unit is a reversible loudspeaker that may be
used as a microphone.
It has been demonstrated to
RADIO -CRAFT that the output of this unit as a mike is
sufficient to operate a second one as a loudspeaker!
sh;

ANDREW HALBRAN
.111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIBIII IIIBIIIBI11111111111111111I

Fig. A. The neat appearance presented by the
bullet mike is evident from this view. Because of
the high efficiency, and directional characteristics "close talking" is not necessary.

ERE IS a magnetodynamic micro- Note the extreme compactness of this
phone so sensitive it rivals and dynamic microphone unit. The exact
bids fair to exceed the sensitivity relations of all the components of this
of a carbon microphone! -and yet microphone are clearly shown in Fig. D.
requires no current supply to operate it! Here we see that the path of the sound
(See Fig. A.) ; furthermore, it may be waves, which enter the large opening at
made to function as a "transone end of the outer housing, is
ducer" (that is, both as transalong an outer chamber that
mitter or microphone, and as
gradually decreases in dia reproducer or loudspeakmensions; at the end of
er) ; see Fig. E!
this chamber the sound
The "secret" in this
waves are deflected
amazing new developinto a tapered, tubular
ment in public- address
chamber that runs
equipment is a twothrough the center of
fold one: (1) a dia second bakelite
minutive high-coermolding to which
sive magnet is used;
IN ANY
the dynamic unit is
and, (2) a tiny exthreaded
the exact
ponential trumpet effect
conformation of these
is secured in the molded
tapered chambers is exbakelite housing; see the
tremely important in securcross- section illustration, Fig.
ing the fidelity and exceptional
D. Let us refer to the detailed ilsensitivity that characterize this
lustrations of this new microphone, to new microphone. The sound waves then
find out more about it.
impinge on the small, specially -constructed conical diaphragm to the apex
MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION
of which is fastened the voice coil. (To
Referring to Fig. B, we see 2 bullet - facilitate the assembly of this unit
or egg- shaped housings that nest one resilient buttons are provided as supin the other; within the inner housing is ports at one end of the unit; at the
contained the "motor" or microphone opposite end resilient stirrups are
unit -one -half the inner housing is the used.) This internal design of the microactual dynamic unit, as shown in Fig. C. phone causes the voice frequency to
travel over an area that is approximately twice the length of the housing,
before it reaches the diaphragm of the
HI- COERCIVE
VOICE
dynamic unit. A small magnet of iron COIL
MAGNET
alloy supplies a very intense magnetic
field, that is cut by the moving voice coil.
(Continued on page 313)
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Fig. B. The bakelite construction used for the
outer shell and deflector housing can be seen
here. The "motor" unit is in the inner case.

Fig. C. The actual unit nests into the bakelite
case as shown above. The conical diaphragm of
the mike can be seen in the right -hand part
of the instrument.
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BAKELITE
SUPPORT
BUT TO

their method of assembly can be seen in this phantom view.

Fig.
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E. The

high efficiency can be demonstrated
2 units as shown above.
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RADIO -CRAFT receives hundreds of magazines
from all parts of the world. Since the cost of subscribing to each of these would be prohibitive for
most radio men, we have arranged with technical
translators to prepare reviews for our readers.
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enamel- covered wire, and a tap is made
at the 20th turn (55 turns from the ends
of the coils which are connected to the

A FRENCH "BUTTON- TUNED"
RECEIVER

latest issue of L'Onde Elcctrique (Paris) a group of new
French radio sets was briefly described.
One of these sets, shown in Fig. A., is
unique in that it is tuned to any one of
20 stations by the simple expedient of
pushing a button on the control panel!
Tle set is equipped with autonuttic fregrcncy control, similar to the American
sets using automatic tuning (see the
October 1936 issue of Radio- Craft).
No information was given as to how
the buttons accomplish the rough adjustment in tuning in a station, but it
is likely that a series of levers is used
to turn the tuning condenser to the approximate point, the close tuning being
done by the automatic frequency control. The magazine L'Onde Electrique
expressed some doubt as to the practicability of "button tuned" sets in general.
1

INTERNATIONAL
RADIO REVIEW

N THE

ground binding post).
The values of other parts and the
positions of the parts are shown in the
diagram, and follow standard practice.

ENGLISH ACORN TUBES
NEW midget tube similar to the
"acorn" types made in the U. S. has
just been perfected in England, according to a patent review in the latest issue
of )fireless World (London).
As shown in Fig. 2, this new tube,
however, is assembled without the usual
"press" for sealing the leads, as connections are brought through widely -separated wires distributed around the outside of the glass shell. The elements are
compressed into the smallest possible
space by the use of a series of nesting
rings on which the elements are mounted. Thus, the grids are flat screens
mounted on insulated rings, while the
cathode is a flat cup with a spiral wire
A SELECTIVE CRYSTAL SET
in the bottom. By this method
THE MAGAZINE Radio Tecnica filament
.:Buenos Aires) recently ran an article of nesting, the elements can be placed
which should interest radio experiment- very close together, insuring efficient
ers and beginners. It contained the de- operation without the long, parallel
scription of a really selective crystal set. leads which prevent ultra -high freThe set was designed according to data quency operation in ordinary tubes.
discovered in connection with the deAN ELECTRONOMETER TUBE
velopment of tuners, and in fact uses a
CCORDING to a report in L'Inband tuner similar to those employed in
dastrie Francaise Radio-Electrique
some of the most modern tube receivers.
The circuit of this set is shown in (Paris) recently, a new French tube has
Fig. 1. It will be noted that 2 coils and just been placed on the market for the
condensers are used, the coils being measurement of minute currents.
This tube is used with a sensitive galseparated as far as possible and placed
at right- angles to keep the coupling at vanometer in a circuit somewhat sima minimum. The coils are then coupled ilar to the V.-T. voltmeters which have
together by a small variable condenser become so useful in high- frequency
which controls the selectivity of the set. work. With one tube, a sensitivity of
A 2 -gang condenser simplifies the tun- about 10 -" A. is possible, while with an
ing of the set-which has only 1 tuning amplifier following the electronometer
tube, a sensitivity of 10-" can be
control.
The coils are wound on cardboard achieved.
This remarkable sensitivity to minute
tubes 2 ins. in dia. and 3 ins. long. Each
coil is wound with 75 turns of No. 28 currents is made possible by reducing
(Continued on page 296)

Fig. A. A French

"Button-tuned" receiver.

Fig. I. A South American selective crystal set.

Fig. 2. The inside of the midget tube.

The el rtrono,,,ctcr, it will he remembered (from the physics class in
school) is ordinarily a desire consisting of a small folded piece of gold-ha
(gold foil) suspended in a glass jar with a contact on top. and is used
indicating the presence of tiny electric currents'or charges. Since fo
the
power consumption is extremely small. the device ran be used to detect
he pr seller of small electrostatic charges, etc. This new tube is more
se ust iue

Ì

`

than the golddraf typ..
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Fig. C. The appearance of the portable set.
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Have you considered your future in radio?
What chance have you to succeed -what
method of procedure will yield the best results? The answers are given below.

W.
ATTRACTED to some extent by the glamorous fame of
the few big money makers in the broadcasting field,
thousands of young people concentrate their hopes and
thoughts upon the radio industry as the future realm
of their vocational careers. A number of them dream of jobs
as announcers or as artists in front of a nation -wide audience. However, it is not this group in which we are interested.
Instead, our concern is with those who concentrate their
thoughts upon the design or construction of transmitters and
receivers, or upon research in one of the nation's leading
laboratories
is these whom we should like to guide
through the labyrinth of the professional market, today.

-it

A CHANCE

FOR AMATEURS

An interesting feature about the American radio industry
is the fact that a considerable number of the most successful
men in this industry are former amateurs, and it seems
that a consideration of radio as the future career for a radio
amateur is not a bad idea, because it gives him a chance
to utilize valuable experience acquired from his hobby.
It is certainly more sensible than to start a vocational
trip in "terra incognita," i.e., to go into an industry where
lack of fundamental knowledge of this industry makes it
necessary to begin at the first step in the long stairway of
experience collecting.
But this is not the only reason why a radio career seems
to be a desirable one for the young radio amateur seeking
a way to make good. The Grecian philosopher Plutarch said,
some 2,000 years ago: "A man's felicity consists not in the
outward and visible favors and blessings of fortune, but
in the inward and unseen perfections and riches of the

mind."
This statement, full of wisdom and knowledge of human
nature, still hits the mark after all this time, However, and
this is of great importance in today's world of dollars and
cents-the radio industry is not only the realm for a young
man who seeks "beauty of soul" but it provides at least as
many chances as any other industry for the "right" man to
make good.

VICE PRESIDENT
$15.000 YEARLY

CHIEF ENGINEER
$ 10.000 YEARLY

E.

SCH RAGE

But: "Who is the right man ?" Not the one who likes to
play around a little bit with radio, because all his friends do
the same, but the one with inborn technical abilities, reenforced by proper training. Playboys, who go about the mat ter of radio somewhat similar to the housewife who lets the
family starve if either the cookbook or the can opener gets
lost, have little chance to make money, because creation
and not reconstruction is the key to success.
This leads us to a discussion of the "nervus rerum," to the
never expiring question of money. How much money can a
young man with ability and deeper interest make in the
radio field if he chooses it as his vocation? This question must
be answered by means of another question: "What kind of
training does this young man in question have ?"
The importance of proper training for a successful career
in radio's realm is shown quite impressively by Fig. 1. We
see at the left side an unskilled laborer who "graduated"
from the sixth grade of elementary school, and who would
be better out of the radio industry since a person of his class
has but little chance without additional training. He may
eventually get a $12- or $14 -a -week job on a factory assembly
line, but he would do much better by going into the shipping
department of the company, or somewhere else where unskilled labor is much better paid, than in the price -slashing
atmosphere of the radio industry.
This does not mean that even such a "graduate" can't
become the executive of a large business. It is, of course,
quite difficult, but the history of American industry contains
inspiring examples of hundreds of insufficiently educated
men who did very well. It was, though, and still is, an infinitely torturous task to succeed in this way, and the few
examples of brilliant careers are by far overbalanced by the
hundreds, and even thousands who did not reach their aim.
The history of our industry, however, seldom tells about
their wasted struggles and starvation.
Successful careers of graduates of the 6th grade elemen
tary school, on the other hand, are even possible today
Remember, too, that there is always plenty of room at the
top for men with real ability. No one is born too late:
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Fig. 3. National breakdown of technicians' average weekly income.
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who is to go to fill the big jobs in the big companies when
the big men who are filling them now are out of the picture:
But the chances are very poor for the man who trembles
each time he is confronted with an application blank because
he must bare the fact that he has but a limited school training.
I must also disappoint even those who graduated from
junior high school, and in fact a great many who are graduated from senior high school, because they are also classified
under "unskilled labor" when they must admit to being

without additional training. There are, at present, thousands
of high -school graduates who work on the assembly lines
of American radio factories, and make not more than $18
weekly, which is, according to the statistics of the Radio
Manufacturers Association, the average income of workers
of this industry!
HOW TO ENLARGE A

$18 -PER -WEEK
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AVERAGE INCOME
ANNOUNCER
$ 29 00 WEEKLY.

AVERAGE INCOME OF RADIO STATION
TECHNICIAN 1 35.00 WEEKLY

`

OF RADIO
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A

INCOME

cessful career is by attending the evening or daytime courses
in a technical school, or study courses of technical correspondence schools of good reputation (such as Coyne Electrical School, National Radio Institute, R. C. A. Institutes, Inc.
and Sprayberry Academy of Radio. Editor). Such a training entitles the man to a job as junior engineer which means
about $25 per week -and even more in a relatively short
time, if the man in question has special qualities.
Of course, graduates from reputed schools of technology,
as for example: M.I.T., etc., have the best chances. However,
an education of this kind means quite a financial investment.
In some, it involves a study consisting of 8 years in elementary school, 4 years in high school, and an additional 4 years
in a college or an institute of technology. (As stated, in more
detail, in the November, 1935, issue of RADIO- CRAFT.Editor.) To just what extent this investment may be advisable in each specific case is difficult to decide, since a great
many of the leading men in the American radio industry
obtained their positions without such "intensive" training.
On the other hand, about 80 per cent of the rank and
file of the great staff of the Bell Telephone Laboratories are
graduates from universities, institutes of technology or
similar institutions.

rr

+

í

Now let's take the case of a nice fellow who has not had
the opportunity to attend the evening course of an accredited
technical school. What is he going to do? There are many
correspondence schools, and in addition there are many excellent public libraries all over the country. If he learns enough
about radio technique by this method of vocational education
eventually he may become a laboratory assistant, a job which
is not only better paid, but one which also opens for him
the road to the top, since if he has the chance to work in
such a place, he may have an opportunity to show his real
qualities and abilities. However it takes a man with a good
brain and great ambition to succeed in this way.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MAKES THE ROAD SMOOTH
A more promising method in building the road to a suc-
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ABILITIES DETERMINE SUCCESS

Getting down to brass tacks, the success of men with or
without academic training depends on other facts than just
scl- olarly wisdom. It depends on faculties which no one can
learn, but which are inborn, as for example the ability "to
see problems" -that is, "to analyze the factors involved,"
"to arrive objectively and without prejudice at solutions ";
and, last but not least -"to convert their ideas into designs
of practical value" (see Fig. 2).
In addition to these abilities and analities these men must
have "aspects of leadership," and this is the kind of men
the American industry is looking for. But as Mr. Samuel S.
Board, the placement specialist states in a pamphlet, published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers:
"The demand for such men is greater than the supply "!
And Mr. Board. an authority in this field, knows what he i*
talking about.

BUT
ABOUT 20.100,000 CARS

-FARMS WITH
ELECTRICITY
WATER PIPED

INTO
HOUSE

Another point of interest in a discussion of chances for a
career in the radio industry are the vocational opportunities
for women in this professional line. One would think that
(Continued on pane 298)
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THE FAST- MOVING
RADIO FIELD
A well known instructor, takes the reader
through the labyrinth of radio development.
LOUIS L. C REDN
radio as the
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vacuum tube. Because of it, radio
broadcasting and
sound pictures
have to a great

extent attained
their present
state of develop-

Talking picture recording applies radio developments.

RADIO TODAY is a fast -moving

industry. During the comparatively short period of a decade, the
rapid strides made in the development
of radio have been nothing short of
amazing. Progress has been achieved in
improving the efficiency of operating,
servicing, broadcasting, sound pictures,
maintenance, electronics, research and
allied activities. New ideas and new
methods have been utilized to make
radio indispensable in commerce, industry and the home. No other medium has
been so largely responsible for the present popularity and widespread use of

ment. Recently its
use has been extended to
applications
through its photoelectric cell type. In
addition the vacuum tube is now employed in such widely different fields as
metallurgy, medicine, biology, music
and other fields, to all of which it has
contributed many definite advantages.
There is no denying the fact that before radio reaches its peak, other important and astounding inventions and
applications relating to its use will be
made. Indicative of what may be expected in this process of radio's evolution is the therapeutic branch of short
waves now in its early stages of develop-

industrial

The

electronic stethoscope -a new portable model.

ment. Already, experiments in shortwave fever therapy are being conducted
by hospitals and in the laboratories of
physicians and dentists. Today science
has given the doctor the Inductotherm.
This ingenious scientific device comes
to the doctor's aid to help him destroy
(Continued on page 299)

THE BUSINESS OF

"RADIO PLASTICS"
31111111 I I 11111111111

W.

Plow. 1M1. ILi
Molded radio cabinets attract atterri
,

internationally -known
manufacturers of molded rodio
products tell you the history
and latest status of this important branch of the radio industry. The importance of
Two

these

phenolic molded and
laminated materials is well known to old -timers.
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DON MASON

GRISWOLD, JR.

MERCHANDISERS and engineers
of the radio industry spend unlimited time and energy searching for new developments and materials
which will make better radio receivers.
One of the most important results of
such research activity has been the introduction of "molded" products for
radio cabinets and parts. Radio engineers have found that molded parts not
only improve the tonal qualities of the
instrument but also provide opportunities for simplifying methods of production. And the problem of merchandising
takes on new interest because of the
unlimited possibilities in design afforded
by molded parts and cabinets.
In spite of the widespread popularity
cf molded materials in the radio industry, comparatively few people actually
know what they are made of, how they
are molded, and what advantages they
have to offer. The story is indeed an
interesting one.
PHENOLIC RESINS

Of the various types of molding resins
(Continued on page 301)

WILL endeavor to give you a
picture of the development of
radio and the part that molded
materials have played in this development from the early days of "wireless"
(radio telegraphy) and radio broadcastWE

ing.
Long before 1923 when the public
began to be radio conscious, molded
materials were aiding the commercial
producers of radio's parent, "wireless"
(radio) telegraphy. When commercial
radio code apparatus was being installed on ships and on shore stations,
molded and laminated insulation items
were component parts of these sets.
Panels were laminated phenolic and
many insulating parts, dials, knobs and
switches were made of molded phenolic
compounds. In 1916 pioneer amateurs,
in constructing their spark -type sets
equipped with regulation telegraph keys
and headphones, were also relying upon
these materials.
But radio history records its first big
steps forward during that period which
first saw the advent of the vacuum tube,
(Continued on page 300)
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A

SPECIAL

A.F. AMPLIFIER
FOR THE DX -ER
This high -gain amplifier with high- and low frequency volume control has "automatic

frequency gain," or "A.F.G."

Fig. A. The appearance of the complete tuner

and amplifier.
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HERE IS AN audio-frequency radio
receiver "end" for the DX -er,
which features 11 outstandingly
important elements that relate
directly to best performance in the reception of long- distance ( "DX") programs. These features are listed in
Table I.
It is known that the A.F. characteristic of a "DX" receiver can either aid
or impair its efficiency for long -distance
reception. Another fact which is often
overlooked is that, in the great geographical area of this country, most
broadcast and short -wave receivers must
properly be regarded as DX receivers.
The prevalence of dead or semi -dead
spots, freak geographical channels
wherein stations 1,000 or more miles
distant overshadow locals, the directional effects of weather conditions, and
the bugaboo of fading, are difficult and
very real reasons for that statement.
The development of high fidelity has
bees a step forward in the art of broadcasting and its reception, and its use is
to be desired whenever possible. Except
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Considering those somewhat opposing factors, the author has designed and
built an A.F. amplifier which gives variable response on both ends of the audio frequency range. It makes possible
hitherto unknown enjoyment of DX
music. It will put snap into a dull, flat
tuner, and resonant boom into a reluc-
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Fig. 2. The audio amplifier circuit. Note the treble and bass control systems.
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TABLE I

Features of the DX audio "end"
1.

Continuous independent bass injection

or attenuation.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

NEW TYPE VARIABLE A.F. RESPONSE

iñ

29

7

sharply -selective superheterodyne tuner,
regardless of whether the selectivity
(and therefore the fidelity) is variable
or not, an A.F. system with a variable
treble response is desirable. At the same
time, the desirability of bass control has
long been known, since it has been indirectly accomplished in all modern receivers by a variable treble cut-off!

7

c10

6A7

in the metropolitan shadow of the transmitters, high fidelity by way of intermediate- frequency band expansion is
seriously curtailed. Outside of these
areas, if the listener is to exercise the
right of program selection, less than 10
kc. selectivity is usually necessary. To
achieve realism of reproduction from a

8.
9.

Continuous independent treble injection or attenuation.
Separate volume controls feed bass and
treble into the output, which is in
turn controlled by a master volume
control.
Real automatic tone control: i.e., automatic increase of treble response on
the stronger signals. with quieter tuning and quieter fading.
Controllable elimination of objectionable roar while receiving certain stations.
Controllable elimination of squeals
and chatter while receiving other stations.
Corrections for variations in frequency
response as noted in the transmissions
of various stations and programs.
An unusual flexibility in the natter
of personal tone control.
Power output dependent only on out-

put tubes and speaker used.
3 -stage
amplification

10. Excellent

Il.

for

mike, phonograph, or electrical musical instruments.
Economical and easy to build.

tant speaker; or (and this is oftentimes
more important), it will remove the

snap or boom!
The superhet. tuner used with this
amplifier was built to give reliable
reception in a country dead -spot. It has
r20
k
little to recommend it beyond the fact
that it is a "brute force" selector. It
with a very high noise level, un)C13.. copes
usual amplitude swings of R.F. input
,
(16
voltage during fading, and a nightly
condition during which stations 1,000 to
2,000 miles distant over-ride locals 30
By
250V
miles away, seemingly bringing in all
of the extraneous noises en route. It was
aligned "right on the ball" and then
stager -tuned a very small amount. (See
Fig. 1.) Consequently the electrical
sound fed to the 2nd- detector is far from
satisfactory. It is a distortion device,
and an audio amplifier capable of complementary distortion is required to supplement it.
The A.F. amplifier, which is shown in
schematic at Fig. 2 was built to get the
utmost realism in the reproduction from
this tuner.
To give definite, positive frequency
discrimination in the high and low A.F.
channels, 2 distinct detectors are used,
and mixing is accomplished electronically. The circuits and parts are all
(Continued on page 302)
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NEWEST DEVELOPMENTS IN

BEAM -TUBE INPUT AND
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
The salient factors involved in the design of "reverse
feedback" transformers for use with the 6L6 power tubes.

LEON J. LITTMANN
Fig. A. Complete transformer and component part

.

IT HAS been pointed out that the 2nd -

harmonic distortion present in the
6L6 tubes is very large and to obtain
the rated low percentage of total -harmonic distortion it becomes prerequisite
to employ these tubes with associated
circuits which are designed to eliminate
and to balance out this 2nd -harmonic
distortion.
Up to this time all the efforts of the
tube manufacturers were towards making the harmonic distortion as low as
possible. According to their ratings, apparently the best that was obtained
were tubes with a total harmonic distortion of 5 per cent. However, it is possible to obtain as little as 0.6 -per cent
harmonic distortion with the new type
6L6 tubes, if used in conjunction with
the proper circuits. There are essentially 3 methods which were found to be
most satisfactory.
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The first method is to take part of the
plate signal voltage and feed it directly
into the control -grid return of the corresponding tubes.
Figure lA shows the use of a resistor6L6
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capacity network that can be used with
any standard output transformer which
has the proper impedances, provided
that the input transformer has split
(Continued on page 311)

TUBE WITH LARGE
23rHAR. CONTENT
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I I II
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-E-
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30

°
t

-

CYCLES

Fig. I. Detail circuits showing the different methods of obtaining
with I tube.

high output and low distortion.

AN "ACORN" -TUBE
BEAT -FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR
A new instrument for Service Men and technicians which
has many applications in receiver and
RIIIIRIII W

NEW variable- frequency A.F.
oscillator, operating on the beat frequency principle, and weighing
only 10% lbs., has just been placed on
the market for service technicians and
engineers. This oscillator, which is completely self-contained includes such features as a direct -reading dial and a
center -tapped output transformer having impedances of 250, 500 and 5,000

A

II I

amplifier repair.

IIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIn IIIIIIIIIII IIII
I I

I

same frequency and their outputs combined. By making one of these oscillators fixed in frequency and the other
variable over a small range, the difference or beat frequency may be adjusted
to any desired value, by shifting the
variable oscillator.
In the oscillator, shown schematically
in Fig. 1, the fixed-frequency oscillator
consists of a 954 acorn-type tube, oper-

ated in an electron- coupled circuit at
350 kc. The variable- frequency oscillator is also a 954, operated in an electron- coupled circuit and operated over
the frequency range from 335 kc. to
350 kc., the variation accomplished by a
tuning condenser attached to the main
dial.
The output of each oscillator stage is
(Continued on page 301)

ohms.

Applications of the new beat-frequency oscillator shown in Figs. A
(heading illustration) and B, include
(1) measuring receiver and audioamplifier fidelity, (2) testing speakers
and cabinets for howl, and (3) as a
sweep frequency on an oscilloscope for
checking unknown frequencies.
The operation of a beat- frequency
A.F. oscillator is based on the "beat" or
difference frequency produced when two

R.F. oscillators are operated near the
278

Fig. I. The circuit of the complete beat oscillator including fixed and variable oscillators.
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satile Cathode -Ray tube." Another article that describes
some usual and unusual applications of the oscilloscope
will be found in April, 1935, Radio -Craft entitled, "Fundamental facts about Cathode -Ray tubes." The second part of
this article appeared in the May 1935 issue.
Last, but not least, the reader would do well to review
the 6 articles by A. A. Ghirardi which appeared in consecutive issues of Radio -Craft from July, 1935, to December,
1935.
Most progressive Service Men own, or use, a

test oscillator

as part of their regular equipment. In order to obtain visual
resonance curves of receivers, it is necessary to have both a
test oscillator and some means of wobbling or shifting the
peak frequency above and below the resonance point. The
device may consist of a vernier condenser rotated at high
speed by a small motor, or it may be of the inductive type
which is also motor-driven. A third type, which makes use
of the vibrator principle was described in Radio -Craft for
June, 1936. All 3 types are used in conjunction with a test
oscillator and the oscilloscope. A typical method of connecting the 3 units to a receiver is shown on page 474 of Radio Craft for February, 1936. Using the same basic idea, it
should be possible to wobble an audio -frequency oscillator to
obtain visual audio response curves of each stage or overall
response of a complete amplifier. (At the present writing,
we are informed that such an instrument is under development.)
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^CHECKING HUM RIPPLE VOLTAGE^

The subject of audio distortion analysis is of great importance. The designers of modern home receivers of the better
type, make use of high -power, multi -tube audio amplifiers,
which ai-e more or less complex in structure. The average
Service Man who is called upon to check audio distortion
in any of these receivers, as a rule does not have any easy
job on his hands. To begin with, the Service Man cannot be
certain as to where distortion arises (in the more complex
circuits) nor of what type of distortion he is confronted with.
With the oscilloscope and a simple audio oscillator, it becomes
a relatively simple matter to find the trouble, definitely and

RADIO -CRAFT

3.000

DISTORTED WAVE
AT OUTPUT

OUTPUT LOAD

- PHASE

1000,

PHAR2,000NAG.

/

0

AMP

DISTORTION ANALYSIS

quickly.
We shall give one example of each of the 3 types of distortion which may be encountered in defective amplifiers.
Figure 10A shows an example of frequency distortion which
shows that the amplifier does not amplify certain frequencies
as vrell as it does others. For this type of test, it is necessary
to use an audio oscillator with a continuously- variable frequency output. The oscillator output voltage however, must
not vary, as this would result in wavering of the waveform
traced on the oscilloscope screen.
The second type of distortion is shown in Fig. 10B and is
known as amplitude or harmonic distortion. In general, this
(Continued on page 304)
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NOW THAT we have completed the construction of the
oscilloscope, we are concerned, naturally, with the
practical uses to which the instrument may be put.
We shall endeavor to show how the instrument should
be connected to the various pieces of apparatus under test,
so that the builder may avoid misleading results and needless
waste of time.
For an illuminating discussion of the many possible uses
of the cathode -ray tube, the reader is referred to the excellent article in April, 1936, Radio- Craft, entitled, "The Ver-
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The salient points in operating the oscilloscope, plus a number of useful references
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USING HEADPHONES
IN SERVICE WORK
The author proposes several effective ways

to isolate trouble with "headphone" testers.
PAUL A.

B

OTTO R

FFIIIl111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111I11111111111

straightforward method of isolating a poor condenser is
to put a charge on it with a battery (a single cell will do),
then discharging this voltage through a phone. By an aural

AN ORDINARY radio headset possesses certain characteristics not frequently thought of. For example, the
better grades have an absolute sensitivity of about 1/10-

microampere, or better; consequently, even the trifling voltages induced on an antenna system alone, when rectified (as
with a crystal detector) are capable of creating an audible
signal. Thus a high degree of sensitivity compared to the
cost is available. The following examples of the use of this
simple piece of equipment are merely typical cases and are
not all of the applications which might present themselves
to the Service Man.
Use as an A.C. galvanometer or "null indicator." For many
years bridges built to measure capacity, inductance, or resistance in alternating circuits have depended upon headsets as detectors of the balance point. Such bridges for use
by Service Men (for the measurement of capacity, in particular) are now available at reasonable cost.
Condenser leakage tests. Probably the simplest and most

,
//_!ji \L
`>6
o`l/

comparison of the volume of sound produced in the receivers
after a period of time has elapsed since the charging, a
general idea as to whether the insulation of the particular
condenser has been punctured can be gained.
Testing continuity. By connecting a battery in series with
the phones, and by means of test probes touched to the circuit in question in various places, the technician may immediately determine whether or not the circuit is open. This
method of checking wiring of electrical equipment of all
types is widely used in manufacturing plants.
Lining -up multi -stage sets. A number of the well -known
manufacturers use the "headphone" system in aligning certain of the less "critical" sets and circuits. The process is to
impress an A.F. modulated R.F. signal to the input terminals; by listening in headphones connected through a condenser (of perhaps 0.01 -mf. capacity) to the output, it is
possible to determine whether a particular adjustment makes
the signal more or less audible.
Locating hum. To determine the source of hum in a set
is sometimes baffling, but in general, it is either induced or
is conducted into a circuit. If conducted, the probable source
(Continued on page 304)
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A MEMBER'S CONVENIENT
RADIO- CRAFT, ORSMA

TEST BENCH

Dept.:

As an ORSMA member (16,552) I believe the picture, Fig. A., of my
service bench would be of interest to other members. In building it I
wanted everything in 1 panel. As you will notice, at the top of the panel.
recessed behind a glass window in a black box permitting
the neon tube
me to see it without turning out the lights. Many other kinks are employed, and the panel affords facilities for all voltage and current tests.
tube, resistance, and condenser tests, and standard resistances, and condensers are available by means of pin -jacks.
HARRY A. NORMAN,
Baltimore, Md.

i

"BRIEFCASE PORTABLE" (A CORRECTION)
TREASURE LOCATOR DATA
RADIO- CRAFT, ORSMA

-
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1

sockets to mount the coupling condensers. Keep all the grid and plate
leads short in the R.F. section. Be sure to mount the A.F. transformers
and R.F. chokes under the tube shelf. using duolateral chokes, as shown
in the illustrations. In the oscillator section. use a 30 -mhy. duolateral
choke mounted as close as possible to the plate terminal. The lower values
of gridleak result in better tone.
It is really surprising how sensitive these machines can be when properly assembled and adjusted.. The one I worked over would respond to
a tin can several feet below ground!
I greatly enjoy Radio -Craft and believe it to be the best Service Man's

magazine on the market.

E. H. DISNEY,

Lowry City. Mo.

(Continued on page 306)

Dept.:

When I started building the "Talking Briefcase" receiver described in
your September issue. I found an error in the diagram on page 137.
A connection is shown linking the lower ends of the 2 coils comprising
the Ant. coupling transformer. This link would short out the 0.05 -mf.
bypass condenser, and also ground the 3 V. tap of the "C" battery through
the 0.25 -meg. decoupling resistor. No doubt most readers have noticed this
error, but a correction notice might save some novice a lot of trouble.
(The symptoms are reduced sensitivity, and circuit oscillation.) Reference
to Fig. 1 will show which lead to remove.
Mr. Pugh's letter on page 163 under Readers' Dept. of same issue
brings to my mind my experience with the "Treasure" Finder described
in the August. 1934, issue of Radio-Craf t. I rewired 1 of these machines
after the constructors were unable to get satisfactory results. The following hints will insure proper performance. Mount the sockets in the
receiver so that all the filament wiring is on one side and all the grid
and plate wiring on the other with just enough space left between the
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Fig. A. Well- designed and completely -equipped service bench of Mr. Norman
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ANALYSES of RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS

OPERATING NOTES
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Philco Models 19 and 89. The
chassis that is common to these sets
reached the shop with the complaint
that it was weak, insensitive, and
there was no short-wave reception.
All tubes and voltages checked
properly. By placing the antenna
lead on the cap of V, reception was
much improved. As may be seen in
Fig. 1, the primary of the antenna
coil is shunted with a 10.000-ohm
resistor. The antenna lead was
orened at X, and a continuity test
slowed that the primary coil was

oren. Replacing this coil restored the
re,eiver to perfect condition.
E.

H. Moss

Bosch 10, Twin -Speaker Model.
One of these models came in with a
very loud hum. Filter condenser C23
(Fig. 2A1 was found open and replaced. The hum decreased material:y but still seemed to be abnormal,

especially with the tone control on
the bass side. I was then informed by
the owner that it had always performed that way. (The tone control
had to be at the high level in order
to listen comfortably to the set.)
Checking the circuit carefully I
found the filtering system and the
ca'ile from the 2 speakers connected
as in Fig. 2A. Compare this with
Fig. 2B which is the correct diagram
for this set. A little study will show
that the filtering of Fig. IA is very
inefficient as compared with Fig. 2B.
Changing 3 of the speaker leads to
correspond with Fig. 2B entirely
eliminated the hum. (Peculiarly
enough, this set was originally wired
that way, as proven by the lengths
of the speaker leads!)
Crosley Fiver, 148, 167. The dual
6 mf., 300 V. and
8 mf., 25 V. in these sets will invariably open, short or develop a
leak between sections.
When open, there will be uncontrollable oscillation when shorted.
a "dead" receiver: and when leaking, will result in distortion and low
volume. For a permanent repair use
a dual unit rated at 400 V. and 25
V., or higher if possible. (After all,
there is only so much space.)

filter condenser of

Crosley 173. Weak reception with
all tube voltages OK can no daub'
a

traced to an open Feld coil
(Jensen K3). The speaker field current is supplied independently by the
be

25Z5 rectifier.
Check the 8-mf., 25 -V. electrolytic

condenser connected from the first
A.F. (type 781 suppressor -grid to
tuning condenser frame. This will
sometimes short, with a resulting
slight decrease in volume.

Echophone 84. Very low volume
accompanied by distortion. or no
reception at all. Check the -meg.
resistor 1R2, Fig. 31 on the panel at
rear and underneath the chassis.
This resistor is in the 24A detector
.croen -grid lead and fails frequently.
Replace with a 2- or 3 -W.
Also check 116 and RS IFig. 3) for
variations in value.
1

Fsda KA. An annoying and persistent hum in these models, when
all other remedies fail, may be cured
by connecting a 1- or 2-mf, paper
condenser from cathode of the 27
detector -amplifier tube to chassis.

RADIO -CRAFT
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Gubransen 13. No screen -grid voltage on the R.F. and I.F. tubes in
this set is due to the failure of the
screen -grid

bypass

a
condenser,
200 V. (C9,
Fig. 4). This condenser is in a container with several other bypass
units and has 2 (brown) leads from
the ungrounded side. One lead goes
to the R.F. screen -grid and the
other to the I.F. screen -grid. When
replacing this condenser, therefore,
clip both brown leads from the condenser can and connect the 2 screen grids together. A 0.25 -mf. condenser

0.3 -mf.

unit rated at

rated at 400 V. will be entirely satisfactory to connect from screen -grid
to ground.
Resistors 113 and 115 should be
checked when condenser trouble of
this nature has occurred as they may
vary greatly from the values shown.
t Even the volume control was burned
out, on one receiver.)

Majestic 460 Chassis. Set Models
67, 68. 69, 196, 461, 463, 666, 776 &
886. Receiver "dead," with no voltage on the G -2A7 -S modulator plate,
indicates an open primary in the
1st I.F. transformer. Similarly, no
voltage on the G-58 -S (I.F. stage)
plate shows an open primary in the
2nd I.F. transformer. (In the last
6 of these receivers repaired, I have
had to replace 2 1st I.F. transformers and 4 2nd I.F. transformers.)
No screen -grid voltage on the R.F.,
ose.-mod., and I.F. stages is due to
an open section of the Candohm voltage divider. This is the end section
farthest from ground and should be
10.000 ohms.
High voltage throughout set is
caused by an open in the next section measuring 9,000 ohms.

No voltage at all will usually
prove to be a shorted 16-mf. electrolytic condenser (on top of
chassis).

Radiola

RCA

82

or G.E. H -31.

/O TEN DEFECTIVE

Intermittent reception for abaft
the first 20 minutes of operation

\1j

has been found in several of these
receivers to be caused by a faulty

condenser in the oscillator tuning
system. )C2, Fig. 61 Moving this
condenser slightly with a bakelite or
rubber probing rod while the set is
in operation will usually produce the
cutting off. Do not replace with anything but the exact size, 745 mmf.,
and then readjust the low-frequency
compensator, Cl.

Silver Marshall J. No plate voltage

I.F. and 2nd
I.F., would seem to be a shorted
electrolytic condenser connected from this plate supply to ground.
Before removing this unit however,
make a thorough check on the 1 mf.
section of a triple metal -cased bypass block mounted near the I.F.
sockets. This condenser, rated at
only 300 V. usually is the offender.
on the R.F., mod., 1st
4 -mf.

Also check the 10,000 -ohm, 3 -W.
carbon resistor connected between
the plate supply and the screen grids of the above stages. This will
sometimes measure only 5,000 ohms.

When this
model plays OK for 5 or 10 minutes,
becomes
choked
and
then gradually
muffled with a corresponding reduction in volume it is usually evidence
that the 47 amplifier circuit is going
into oscillation. (This may be
checked by watching the plate current, which will rise to almost
double the normal reading.) To cure
permanently, insert a 1 -W. resistor
of 7,000 or 8,000 ohms in series with
the screen -grid lead: and if the 47
tube is the least bit weak, replace

Stewart Warner

it.

102 -A.

A mechanical hum in one of these

e
Rt as

R

Fig.

Ra

RS

47

R6

Ra

volume and distortion in
an Echophone Model S -4.

3. Low

receivers was located after considerable trouble in the filter choke. The
laminations are simply held together
by a "shaped" cover, which should
fit very tight. Squeezing the outer
cover with a large pair of pliers will
effect a cure.
The power transformer will hum
badly at times and tightening the
bolts does not seem to help much.
If this trouble is encountered the
bolts should be loosened or removed
and the edges of the transformer
core painted with heavy lacquer.
Allow the lacquer to dry for a few
minutes and then turn the bolts up
as tightly as possible. Do not turn
receiver on until the lacquer is absolutely dry.

Westinghouse W11-1S or RCA
11-11. Motorboating between
stations only. Clean all tuning condenser rotor contacts and solder
ground wire to each. Put in pigtail
connection if possible.

Victor

Miscellaneous Notes. 1. Tunable
Hum. In nearly all cases where one

or more type 47 tubes are used in an
amplifier, a loud hum on strong signals-especially with the tone control on the bass side -is due to insufficient filtering of the 47 screen grid voltage supply.
2.

Noisy Audio Transformers. To
(Continued on page 311)

Philco 18. Intermittent reception.
0.05 -mf. bypass condenser
connected from antenna coil second-

Faulty

ary to ground.
Philco 96. Several of these models
have come to my attention with a
whistle on every station and the r
rt that several other Service Men
Fad worked on them without success.
Neither did I find anything wrong

with the receivers in question but a
good ground installation effectually
silenced the whistles in each and
every ease.
One receiver in particular had
been using a 5 ft. pipe driven in the
gr.(e and. with a window lead to the
set of not over 6 ft. in all from the
pipe to radio set. This set (circuit)
o- ciliated from one end of the dial
to the other. A new ground clamp,
window strip and new connections
made not the slightest difference.
A 55 -foot wire to the nearest cold
water pipe did the trick.

Fig. I. Restoring sensitivity to
Philco Model 19 or 89.
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Faulty series condenser.

RCA Victor R -28 -P or G.E. K-50 -P.
intermittent reception in this set is

quite often due to a defective condenser in the oscillator tuning circuit
(CA, Fig. 5). This must be replaced
with the exact size of 720 -mmf.
The dual 4 -4 mf. electrolyic condenser mounted under the chassis
will often open or short. At the first
sign of trouble replace both units as
it will only be a short time until
the other section goes.
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Fig.

2.

Hum in Bosch model

10.

Fig. 6. Another faulty series unit.
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NOVEL RECEIVER DESIGN directly from the 110 V. A.C. lineThe receiver is of the superhetero(I I79)
dyne type. Operation is on the band

This set's novel appearance is achieved
by using a "rear" speaker. (1179)

(RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.)
THE SPEAKER outlet of this
receiver is at the rear, as illustrated by the mirror. The circuit used is
a 5 -tube superheterodyne, covering a
range of 540 to 6.i00 kc. in 2 bands.
The output is 0.9 -W. The airplane
dial has a 6 -to-1 ratio with a band
indicator. An antenna wavetrap and
iron -core I.F. transformers are used.
The cabinet is of novel design and is
highly finished.

POWER OUTPUT TUBE
TESTER (1180)
(Triplett Electrical Inst. Co.)
THE EQUIVALENT of 9 separate

This new power

output tube tester uses
operating voltages. (1180)

units is contained in 1 case in
this instrument. Tubes are tested by
working them under approximately
the conditions which they meet in
the receiver. Any type metal or glass
tube may be completely tested for
worth and shorts. The apparatus
also contains provision for testing
all types of condensers, and may be
used as a D.C. milliammeter, an
A.C. or D.C. voltmeter. ohmmeter,
or decibel meter.

SEMI- PORTABLE 35 -MM.
PROJECTOR (I181)

T HE

SAME quality of picture and
sound as available in the largest
theatres may now be had for school
auditoriums, churches, etc. All the
refinements to be had on the largest
machines are offered in this equipment. Both variable-area and variable- density sound film may be used.
Although the projector was designed
for arc lamp projection. any Mazda type lamp may also be used. Standard exciter lamps and photo-cells are
employed.

GAS- ELECTRIC

PLANT

(1182)
Semi -portable

35

mm. projector. (1181)

A.C. power plant
of 300 -W. output at 110 V. is
now available at a very low price.
It will operate any 110 -V., 60 -cycle
A.C. equipment. including radio sets.
In addition, there is a 7u_ -V. direct current winding which may be used
to charge 6 -V. storage batteries or
to run any 6-V. appliance using less
than 50 W. A .swit:h cuts oat this
winding when not in use.

AFULL -.size

2

-WAY

10 -METER POLICE
RADIO STATION (1183)

ESIGN ED for the smaller

ILO

V.

A.C. and

6 V.

D.C., on tap.

(1182)

A 10-meter

2 -way

police set. (11831

munities which wish to install
2-way police car communication. this
crystal -controlled outfit operates

This

combination fester is one of the
new series. (1184)

first in a

Name and address of any manufacturer will be sent on receipt of
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com-

a

between 30 and 42 mc.. and the
quality of transmission is very good.
The carrier power of the transmitter
is 5 W. The receiver also uses crystal
control for maximum stability.

COMBINATION

TESTER

(I 184)
(Readrite Meter Works)
ADIRECT- reading signal genera-

tor and a multimeter are corn -

bined in this new "Runger- Examiner" instrument. Both A.C. and U.C.
volts may be measured from 0 to
1,000 V. in 5 ranges, and D.C. values
from 0 to 250 ma. in 4 ranges. Ohms
up to 0.25 -meg. may be measured
with provision for connection of

external batteries for higher ranges.
A reverse -scale low range of 0 to 300
ohms is also provided. The oscillator
covers from 100 to 19,000 ke. in 5
ranges. and has individually -calibrated coils with built -in trimmers.

TRIPLE -SEALED

CONDENSERS (1185)
(Tobe Deutschmann Corp.)
PRIMARILY designed for use in
damp and humid climates, these
condensers are triple protected. The
condenser unit itself is first hermetically sealed, then placed in a tube
and resealed. An outer tube is then
slipped over and another seal given.
All standard sizes are available.

UNIVERSAL TEST SPEAKER
(I 186)
ELECTRICAL, characteristics of
95 per cent of all speakers used
in home or car receivers may be perfectly duplicated by this unit. The
replacement field coil consists of a
high- inductance choke with 9 resistance values from 300 to 10.000 ohms.
and taps at 300 and 2.500 ohms. The
u n i v e

rsa

l

COMBINED PHOTO -CELL
EXCITER UNIT (I (87)
OM PL ET

photo -cell
A
contained in the case
fitted with a
cuver
i
trated. The
t

is

and photo -cell are
combined in this unit. (1187)

which focuses light on any remote
mirror, and from thence to the cell
within, for operation of a sensitive
relay. The unit shown will operate
its relay with an illumination of 1.5
foot -candles. It will operate about
10 to 15 times per second. The relay
will carry 2 A. at 115 V. A.C.

"CAMPAIGN" -TYPE MOBILE SOUND SYSTEM (I 188)
(Allied Radio Corp.)
HIGH POWER of 20 W. and high
efficiency are assured with thi.outfit. The simplifier with its dynamotor, and all mixing and other
controls are contained in a steel
case, which also carries the built -in
phonograph. The double -button carbon microphone has 12 ft. of cord.
while the two 12 -in. speakers each
have 10 ft. of cord and polarized
plug.. The amplifier circuit contains
3 stages.

output transformer

matches the speaker to any single.
parallel, push -pull, class A. Alt. or
R output stage. Since the speaker
is of the permanent- magnet dynamic
type. it may be used to replace the
original of any battery receiver. A
socket is provided to enable the
Service Man to quickly connect the
speaker to sets which have plug -in
speakers. The case is of steel finished
in brown. with the escutcheons
etched on aluminum.

&

The exciter lamp

a

1

lea;

Condensers in all standard capacities.
A "triple- sealing" process protects
this newest condenser sufficiently for
use in humid climates. (1185)

ALNICO- MAGNET
VELOCITY MICROPHONE
(1189)

AI,

eircuit are incorporated in

this unit. The dural ribbon is suspended in a shock-proof frame. and
this combined with the shock -proof
mounting of the entire microphone
allows it to be moved without damage or noise. The transformer is
shielded in such a sway that hum is
eliminated. It is impervious to
moisture, in fact it may even be
u,ed in the rain without injury!

A

universal

self- addressed, stamped envelope. Kindly give (number)
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(Supreme Sound Labs,)
magnets and a new mag-

for

in

test speaker.

(1186)

above description of device.
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A 20-W.,

"beam" -type "campaign" sound system. (1188)

Alnico

-

velocity

phone.
Adjustment is made by means of the
screw on the end. Ten turns of the

BEAM POWER PORTABLE
AMPLIFIER HAS VOLUME screw are required for the full capacity change, and the variation is subEXPANDER (1190)
(Amplifier Co. of America)
THE 92 -W. output of this amplifier
contains less than 2 per cent harmonics. The gain of 133 db. is sufficient to enable use of any type of
microphone, as well as any type of
phono. pickup. The circuit uses 10
tubes and features such advanced developments as compensated volume
controls, automatic audio volume control, volume expansion, and highand low -frequency tone controls.
The field current for the two 12 -in.

speakers is supplied by the amplifier
chassis. The entire system is housed
ir. a case 21 x 19 x 12 ins. deep. The
output of the system is sufficient to
adequately cover 20.000 sq. ft. out
doors, or 18,000 people indoors.

NEW DYNAMIC SPEAKER
(1

191)

ALL UNITS of this new series are
designed around a new and novel
voice-coil support. This permits free

longitudinal movement of the cone
yet enables accurate centering of the
voice coil so that a much narrower
air gap may be used. The field coils
may be changed or replaced without
disturbing the pole -piece clearance.

A COMBINED MIXER
AND PREAMPLIFIER (1192)
OIISOLETE power amplifiers designed for a single channel and
carbon mikes may be brought up to
date by use of this equipment. It
m Ikea possible the mixing of any
2 inputs, whether they are high gain
or not. The single-ended amplifier
gain on mike jacks is 65 db. and
that on the phono. jack is 30 db.
The self- contained power supply is
exceptionally well filtered and shielded so that the output is humless.
Output impedances are 200 and 500
ohms, while input is designed for
high- impedance equipment.

COMPACT AIR- DIELECTRIC TRIMMERS

193)
(Meissner Mfg. Co.)
TWO TYPES of the new air
dielectric trimmers are shown in
contrast with an ordinary attach
ment plug, to show the size. The
small size ( "B " -1 to 12 mmf.) i
intended for R.F. trimming work
while the large unit ( "A " -50 to 10
mmf.) is used in I.F. transformers
(1

Lseful for diathermy units. (1196)

RADIO -CRAFT

for

stantially linear. The movable electrode acts as a piston, sliding in and
out of the fixed electrode and thus
varying capacity.

20W. SOUND TRUCK
AMPLIFIER (1194)
(Radolek Co.)
OPERATION of this amplifier is
possible from either 6 V. D.C.
or 115 V. A.C. The 6 tubes, used in
a 4 -stage circuit, provide a gain of
115 db. The frequency curve is said
to be flat from 40 to 9,000 cycles
within 1 db. All accessories are connected by means of plugs. Input circuits are provided for either crystal
or double -button carbon microphone,
and radio or phono., with mixing
controls for fading either. The controls may be operated remotely from
the steering column, if so desired.

A I2 -TUBE 7 TO 2,100
METER RECEIVER (1195)
TWELVE tubes are used in this

modern receiver which covers a
7 to 2,100 meters, in
5 bands. The beam power output
tubes provide an output of 20 W. of
very high quality. All parts are impregnated for use in any climate,
and air trimmers are used. Besides
the 2 -speed tuning dial there are tone
control, compensated volume control,
sensitivity control, variable selectivity, and a cathode -ray indicator to
aid tuning. The chassis is used in
all types of cabinets, and with speakers from 8 ins, to 15 ins. in dia.

range of from

HIGH -FREQUENCY
CONDENSER (I196)
DESIGNED to offer the hi "hest
possible efficiency in high -frequency work, this new unit is especially adaptable to ultra -short wave
transmitting, and to therapy work,
at frequencies of the order of 30
megacycles and upward. The condenser shown has a maximum capacity of 28 mmf. per section and a
4,000 -V. peak flash -over rating.
Isolantite insulation is used and the
plates are buffed and polished.

PORTABLE "DEMONSTRA-

TOR" ANTENNA (I197)
(Philco Radio & Television Corp.)
SERVICE MEN who find it difficult to demonstrate new receivers
in locations where the erection of a
temporary antenna offers considerable difficulties, such as in large
apartment houses, will welcome this
easily and quickly-erected collapsible
antenna. It can be put up in a minute or so and is said to give fine
results on any band. It folds up into
a compact weatherproof case.
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magnet

A "beam"

micro-

32 -W.

volume -expander portable amplifier. (1190)

(1189)

DE LUXE PROJECTOR
(I 198)
RELIABILITY of performance is
stressed in this apparatus. It
features such refinements as a
Geneva movement for shifting film,
and a double exciter socket so designed that if a bulb burns out during a show, a simple shift of the
bracket immediately brings the extra
bulb into place and in focus. The
whole design is so engineered that
delays in performance will be held
to an absolute minimum, just as
they are in professional theatre
work.

ANALYZER PANEL (I199)
(Radio City Products Co.)
WHEN used with a suitable
multi -meter, this analyzer unit
provides the user with a comprehensive free point, free reference
system trouble finder. Metering at
all socket terminals is provided, for
current, voltage, resistance and
capacity measurements. Tubes may
be tested from the receiver chassis.
Standard RMA numbering is used
throughout, and future developments
are provided for, since a spare wire
is furnished in the cable, together
with a spare terminal on the panel.
The depth of 19;i ins. allows the unit
to be mounted in the cover of many
meter cases.

6,000 -V. "DYKANOL"
CONDENSER (1200)
(Cornell. Dubilier Corp.)
dielectric called
Dykanol "A ", which remains
stable under all temperature conditions, is used in this condenser. The
units are made in all standard capacities and ranges up to 6,000 V.
They are amazingly compact, the
1 mf. size being only Mils. high.
These units are ideal for transmitters and the higher power P.A.

ASPECIAL

Interchangeable -field speaker.

(1191)

A mixing preamplifier. (1192)

(FOR SIZE
COMPARISONI

*it

Air -dielectric trimmers.

(1193)

apparatus.

PORTABLE SPEECH
AMPLIFIER (1201)
POSITION mike mixer and a
-stage A.F. amplifier is includIt is designed to meet
the needs of remote pick -up work of
all types, and as such is housed in
a case fitted with handles and removable cover. All necessary equipment is included, among which is a
volume indicator. mike current
meter, provision to read current of
each mike button separately, constant- impedance T -type faders, etc.
A43

ed in this unit.

A sound -truck amplifier. (1194)

CABLE -TYPE
TRANSFORMER (1202)
(Amperite Corp.)
LOW- IMPEDANCE microphones
may be worked into hi- h- `.mpedance amplifiers by the use cf this
compact transformer. The cable of

the low -impedance microphone may
(Continued on page 307)

A 7- to 2,100 -meter

12-tuber.

(1195)
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BUILD THIS BEGINNER'S
2 -TUBE A.C. -D.C. RECEIVER
little set is an "all- wave" job- range, IO to
Try your hand at building it!

This easily -built

550 meters.

C2

TUNING

GUY STOKI_

--C

LY),

so as to occupy a minimum of space this
model measures only 4 x 5 x 21/4 ins. and
has a total weight of only 4 lbs. Its low

cost and small dimensions make it an
ideal set for the fan who wishes a small
portable receiver to carry around on

PHUNE'

cast band programs. Operated in an
intelligent manner, even the inexperienced radio beginner should be able to
pick up many of these stations with
good volume. The author has had no
difficulty in picking up numerous European and other foreign stations with
excellent volume and regularity in New

various outings and trips.
No batteries whatever are required,
operation being entirely from the 105 York City.
Examination of the circuit diagram
to 130 V. A.C. or D.C. house current.
By using the highly-efficient plug-in reveals the use of two types 37 or 76
type coils this receiver can readily cover
(Continued on page 305)
R3
the entire wavelength range of
Fig. A. The appearance of the -tube set.
RLCT.
Teo,J7,.DCT
t:0v
RI
1-MW
-1C-0C
from 10 to 600
e
THIS SIMPLE, inexpensive and meters. In this
..:.
o3:ú-cs
highly efficient all -wave receiver range is included a
C4úúj
has been designed to meet the needs host of amateur
Tt
of the radio experimenter of rather code and voice
limited means. The design of the unit transmitting staOro
1r1
is such as to use only those parts whiçh tions, foreign and
are essential to proper operation. No domestic shorti
C4
frills or fancy gadgets are used as they wave broadcast
would only increase the cost, while con- stations, aeroplane
rT-ac
`T--"
tributing but little to the performance. and ship transmisSMF<,0
.- 700 0.40.45
The entire receiver may be made for a sions, police calls
cost of approximately $3. Constructed and regular broadFig. I. Picture circuit of this easily -made set.
POWEI

,

CORO

2

li

C

R4.

e.nc.

o [o

S

AN EASILY -BUILT
4 -TUBE PORTABLE SET
Portable sets are finding many applications, not only in
the summer for vacation time, but through the entire year.
GUSTAVE L.
midget portable batteries with comparatively long life make it possible now to
fill a long felt need. The set shown here
is the answer to this need as it comprises everything desirable in a portable
set.

Fig. A. The set ready for operation.

THE DESIRABLE attributes of a
portable receiver are (1) light
weight, (2) compact size, (3) economy of operation and construction, and
lastly, (4) enjoyable volume and sensitivity without the use of excessive antenna lengths.
Previous portables have ranged from
bulky wood cases with built-in loops, to
cigar box models with earphones-and
all with contradictory features. The
sensitive superhetrodyne delivered good
signal strength but the multitude of
tubes required large and heavy supplies
of batteries; while the low- powered sets
were lacking in "wallop." Only the recent introduction of the new low-drain
2 V. multi-purpose tubes and a line of
284

The circuit is of conventional super hetrodyne design, and incorporates 2
iron -core I.F. transformers and highO5C & OE I.

-

lFT1

1

s1A6

IFT2

(A4

/

LI

gain litz -wound tuning coils; very necessary features which provide accurate,
sharp tuning and minimize the necessary antenna length. The entire set
measures 14 x 10 x 51,< ins. high. The
battery compartment contains 3 portable 45 -V. midget "B" blocks; 1 3 -V.
midget "A "; and 2 71/4 -V. midget "C"
(Continued on page 306)
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Fig. I. The circuit of the 4-tubs superhet. receiver.
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MAKING A

Q-TEST
ADAPTER
`

Part II includes the constructional details for
the Q Adapter -Part Ill will contain the catibration and operation of the instrument.

C. W. PALMER
.11I

I

PART Il

IIIIIII1111111111111111IIIIIPI1111111IIIIIIIIII I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111I IIIIIIIIIIIII I11I III11I I I

I I

IIIIII

II

111111

l l ll l

lll l

1111 l 11l

Fig. A. The Q Adapter with ifs companion oscillator.

lll llllll 1111

to the circuit under test (for Q measurements) ; and, (3)
connects the V.-T. voltmeter to external circuits for voltage
measurement of high- and low- frequency alternating currents and direct current.
The condenser chosen for this Q tester is actually a finely constructed transmitting unit using isolantite insulation,
and a greater spacing between plates than is employed in the
usual receiving type. The capacity range of the condenser
is from 20 to 500 mmf.; and the capacity curve so closely
follows a straight line increment of capacity that an even
spacing of dial numbers can be used with negligible error
in calibration. However, the constructor may wish to follow
the writer's procedure and make on Bristol board an ink
drawing of the dial (and while you're at it, drawings of
the 2 switch -escutcheons), from which drawing any photostat house will be able to make a "negative photostat." ** ( See
(Continued on page 318)

LAST MONTH, in Part I, we discussed the need for a
means of measuring Q in the experimenter's and
Service Man's shop. In Part I, also, we explained
briefly just what Q represents and explained the fundamental circuit of the Q tester. In order to prevent disappointment, let us repeat that it is necessary to have an oscillator
which will supply an unn+odulated signal at the frequency
at which the Q of a coil, condenser, tuned circuit, resistor,
etc., is to be operated, in order to use the Q Adapter.
It will be remembered that the fundamental principle of
this new Service Man's tool, the Q Adapter, is based on the
ratio of the voltage measured across a standard condenser
to that measured across the same condenser in series with
the impedance to be tested, the entire network being resonated to the desired frequency. These two voltages are
measured by a vacuum -tube voltmeter, since this device is
substantially free from frequency characteristics and will
operate at very high frequencies.
Therefore, it is necessary that we have a dependable V.-T.
voltmeter as the basis for our Q Adapter. In designing this
voltmeter, a type 954 "acorn" tube was chosen, because of
its very low input capacity which maintains a high impedance for the measuring circuit, even at extremely high
frequencies.
In order to operate this V.-T. voltmeter from the A.C.
power line and to eliminate the necessity for batteries, a
rather special power unit was designed. As shown in Fig. 1,
this consists of a 6X5 rectifier directly connected to the
line, and a filament transformer supplying the heater power
for the 6X5 and the 954. The filament transformer is used
to insure constant filament voltage, so that the calibration
of the voltmeter will be dependable, and to further insure
this, a line voltage control tube is used. This is supplemented
with a load resistor across the filament winding of the
transformer which tends to stabilize the slight variations in
load encountered when the tube filaments are used alone.
(Unless the specified type of resistor is used the unit may
not continue to carry the load for very long.)
A 3 -way switch: (1) permits the voltmeter to be connected
across the oscillator input, for adjusting the oscillator voltage to the correct point; (2) connects the V.-T. voltmeter
LINE VOLTAGE
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types of power amplifiers.

THE VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER builds up the minute
variations of the photoelectric cell until sufficient energy
is obtained to drive or "excite" the power amplifier.
It contains from 1 to 5 stages of vacuum -tube amplification. Modern developments have leaned toward the use of
tubes having higher amplification factor (gain is computed
from this) ; the use of tubes having indirectly- heated
cathodes; the use of screen-grid tubes for voltage amplifiers
is becoming popular; the use of parallel plate feed, because
D.C. in transformers causes saturation of core materials
and this, in turn, results in wave form distortion; and,
finally, careful filtering of all PE. cell circuits, plate circuits,
grid circuits, and filament circuits. Improvements in photoelectric cells have also aided this line of development.
TYPES OF AMPLIFIERS
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Figure 3A is a type of amplifier widely used by system A
each projector. Notice the resistance capacity filter in the PE. cell anode lead; that the filaments
are wired in series with dropping or limiting resistor R4.
A rheostat is used in the other filament leg to control the
volume of each projector in order to match them.
In Fig. 3B we find the hookup used, in one form or another,
by practically all of the independent manufacturers. This
will be the type that the radio service engineer will encounter
most often. The tube or tubes will most likely be 4- prong,
direct-heater triodes. Remove these and use indirect heater
tubes having higher amplification factors or, if you prefer,
and feel capable, use a screen -grid tube. Values are given
for 3A -type cell and RCA 868 cell (using screen -grid or
triode). We urge at this point the inclusion of "varitone "control (described in a past issue of Radio- Craft) and a
separate 500 -ohm input for microphone or phonograph service to be incorporated in the voltage amplifier output transformer. The varitone is connected across the output-tube
plate winding.
Figure 3C is an interesting application of parallel feed,
used in order to separate the speech and power circuits.
Close inspection shows that it is thoroughly conventional
and not as complicated as it appears. It is well filtered with
resistance -capacity filter units.
Figure 3D is a parallel feed, transformer-coupled circuit
used by system B in their high- fidelity installations. Resistor
R2 is a complicated resistance-capacity network, "lumped"
for convenience. Much of the circuit, from the first tube on,
is like diagram 3C. Elimination of parallel feed simplifies
this coupling immensely; the PE. cell connects in series with
a 90 -V. supply and the primary winding of the PE. cell
transformer. The secondary may have an impedance of 500
ohms; or it may be a grid winding, if the distance to the
voltage amplifier is short. This is, by far, the easiest method
of changing over the PE. cell coupling to extended frequency,

-one being mounted on

and is recommended.
At this point, you are asked to look at Fig. 2, (in part I,
September 1936 Radio- Craft) which is a wide -range voltage
amplifier. Note that while the first tube might he parallel
plate feed , it is also a type of impedance coupling used to
prevent the increased output from the new type 3A PE. cell
from overloading V2. Attention is called to the grid filter at
(Continued on page 312)
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PROS AND CONS OF
MICROPHONE TYPES
A terse comparison of the five types of
microphones which are commonly used for
..

P.A., broadcasting and other types of cornmunication.

JOHN ERWOOD
THE RAPID advances in sound equipment have brought
out the development of 5 distinct types of microphones.
Carbon Microphone. The carbon microphone consists
of a stretched diaphragm across the center of which rests
a loosely- packed pile of carbon granules in a carbon cup.
Sound pressure waves, on striking the diaphragm, cause a
lateral movement with a consequent increase or decrease
of pressure upon the carbon granules. An electric current
is maintained through these granules and the effect of
changing pressure of the granules is to vary the resistance
of the element. This causes a fluctuating current across
2 terminals mounted on either side of the carbon pack.
Advantages: It is low in cost, has a relatively high output
and is of low -impedance type.
Limitations: It is limited in frequency response, its noise
level is intrinsically high and increases with use, and the unit
requires an exciting current for operation.
Velocity or Ribbon Type Microphone. This microphone
does not require a diaphragm. It has a loosely- suspended
ribbon maintained in an intense magnetic field. Sound -pressure waves hit against the ribbon, causing it to move. The
ribbon cuts the field of the magnet, producing varying

Three popular

mike types -A, carbon type; B, Velocity
C, Dual.d.aphragm crystal type.

or

ribbon type;

potentials across the extreme terminals of the ribbon.
Advantages: It has a highly -directional pick -up range
which is advantageous for indoor work. Its noise level is at
a minimum. Its frequency response is excellent and is largely
controlled by the design of its coupling transformer.
Limitations: This type of microphone is not a good device
for close talking, giving "bassy" reproduction and is not
particularly adapted to out -of -door work because of the
delicately -suspended ribbon.
Crystal Microphone. There are fundamentally 2 different
types of crystal microphones. One, a diaphragm type, which
employs a sound cell with a diaphragm attached to some
point on the cell. In the diaphragm type of crystal microphone, sound waves strike the diaphragm and vibrate the
sound cell. The sound cell is so constructed that feeble currents are generated in proportion to both the amplitude and
frequency of the sounds which strike it. This feeble electric
current is then sent to the amplifier.
In the sound -cell type of crystal microphone, no diaphragm
(Continued on page 305)

THE BEGINNER IN
PUBLIC ADDRESS
A treatise on feedback -that bug -a -boo of all P.A. workers,
with some advice on speaker placement.
E. L.

M ELTON

NOT every P.A. beginner recognizes

certain fundamental conditions
when setting up a simple P.A.
System. The following discussion of
these fundamentals will serve greatly to
smooth the path of the man who is making, Public Address his vocation.
"Feedback." Thi3 term is commonly applied to those "howls,"
"squeals" and "whistles" that emanate from the loudspeakers when the
"gain control" is advanced too far.
It is caused by the speakers creating
sound waves that extend as far as the
microphone with sufficient intensity to
actuate it and again become amplified
and passed on to the speakers and thus
continuing until the gain control is reduced. The frequency of this disturbance is usually of the same order as the
resonant frequency of the microphone
or speaker, or it may be a frequency at
which the amplifier is most efficient.
The most simple means of preventing
it is to isolate the microphone from the
RADIO -CRAFT

for

speakers but since this procedure is
impractical in many installations we
trust consider other effective means.
"Close-Talking" Microphones. Microphones of the "close- talking" type are
usually quite effective in reducing feedLack. In most cases, however, they consist of a standard microphone in which When Dr. Francis E. Townsend addressed the Cleve
the sensitivity has been reduced to such land national convention of Townsend Clubs, recently,
utilized 3 microphones to feed the P.A. system
an extent that they will respond only to he
a "bullet" (condenser mike and preamplifier), a
the stronger sound waves. This reduced "dynamic," and last but not least a "cue ball"
crystal type.
sensitivity limits their use to "voice"
reproduction since it is necessary that SOUND DISTRIBUTION
the sound input be at very close range.
For best results proper sound distrisuch as talking or singing directly into bution and good quality of reproduction
the microphone. This also necessitates are of major importance in any instaladditional amplification for a given out- lation. Good equipment, having power
put.
ratings well above those actually reTone Controls. Since feedback usu- quired for the job, is very essential.
ally occurs at a relative high frequency, The use of overloaded or inferior equipa tone control that attenuates the high- ment usually results in a system whose
er frequencies is often beneficial in re- reproduction is unpleasant to the ear
ducing it. Proper adjustment of such a and actually worse than none at all.
control often permits greater output
Sound Distribution by "Force." This
from speakers before feedback occurs.
(Continued on page 313)
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INTRODUCING A NEW -TYPE

"AUDIO" A.V.C.
BEAM AMPLIFIER
Applying automatic volume control to the
P.A. amplifier to improve speech characteristics.
A. C. SHANEY
I II I II I

Fig. A. The appearance of the portable P.A. system.

HOW "AUDIO" A.V.C.
OPERATES
Heretofore, proper P.A. operation has necessitated an expert technician's unremitting vigilance to manipulate the audio "manual" volume
control, in order to compensate for the performer's movements near the "mike," changes in
voice loudness, etc. The new "audio" automatic
volume control or "A.A.V.C." system here described does it instantaneously, automatically!
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IT SEEMS that the approach to electrical perfection as

reflected in the high -quality amplifier of today has served
to bring more definitely into focus the fact that an amplifier is more than just a series of electrical circuits and
mechanical components.
Many desirable features which can now be found in modern P. A. amplifiers are not as yet listed in typical amplifier
catalogs or tables of specifications, nor are they looked -for
in the usual P.A. demonstration.
Strangely enough, P.A. technicians have not become aware
of the fact that a P.A. installation does not become a complete and useful electro-mechanism until an orator starts
talking into the microphone and an audience hears and
understands the orator. The input of an amplifier does not
begin at the microphone, any more than does the output end,
with the loudspeakers- bones, muscles, nerves, habits, instincts and human temperaments of the orators, and of the
audience must all be taken into account by the true engineer
and designer of P.A. equipment.
The human element that should go into the design of P.A.
(Continued on page 308)

A

COMPLETE
OCILLOSCOPE "SERVICER"
A

-unit oscilloscope, with sawtooth, sweep and fixed frequency oscillators; frequency modulator; and, vertical
and horizontal amplifiers. The circuit is given.
I

D. E. JO HNS ONIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIImIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IT HAS been the practice up to now to tracing and many other applications.

supply oscilloscopes for service and
analysis work without the frequency
modulator (wobbler) or oscillator, so
essential to visual alignment and receiver analyses.
The instrument shown in Fig. A. contains all the usual elements of an oscilloscope, such as synchronizing, intensity, focus, and spot centering controls as well as a vertical amplifier,
horizontal amplifier, and variable timing axis or sawtooth oscillator. In addition it contains a fixed frequency 1,000
kc. R.F. oscillator, a motor -driven condenser frequency-modulator, a fixed
timing axis or sawtooth generator synchronized with the frequency modulator,
and a jack for connecting the frequency
modulator to an external R.F. oscillator.
Thus, it contains in one metal cabinet
all the equipment required to service
receivers. It may be used for all kinds
of test work such as audio amplifier
testing, waveform study, transmitter
adjustment, vacuum tube characteristic
288

The vertical and horizontal amplifiers
have a frequency range of 15 to 100,000
cycles. Switches are provided to turn
off the amplifiers independently of each
other, and for connecting the input directly to the deflecting plates.
The variable timing axis oscillator operates over a frequency range of 15 to
15,000 cycles, in 8 ranges. It uses a type
885 thyratron tube and a series of condensers and resistors for changing the
frequency range.
The frequency modulator or wobbler
consists of a motor- driven condenser
which is used to modulate the 1,000 -kc.
fixed -frequency oscillator at 15 kc. each
side of the carrier frequency. Two condenser capacities are available for the
modulator, so that a choice of two band
widths is available. The 1,000 -kc. oscillator can be beat against an external
variable- frequency oscillator for producing frequency -modulated signals for
I.F. amplifier and R.F. amplifier alignment. It may be also used to produce

Fig. A. The front of the oscilloscope unit.

audio wobbling by correct use of an external oscillator, for A.F. amplifier ad-

justment.
The fixed timing -axis oscillator in the
unit consists of a condenser charging
circuit and a shorting commutator
which works on the same motor shaft
as the frequency modulator, thus keeping the output curve of a receiver on
the fluorescent screen regardless of line
voltage changes or changes in the speed
of the wobbler motor.
(Continued on page 308)
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HOW TO MAKE A
DIRECT -IMPEDANCE

BASS BOOSTER
The construction of an add -on booster

increasing fidelity of sets
L.

IviITCHELL

is

for

detailed here.

BARCOS.11llllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllll,PART II

HAVING discussed the fundamental reasons for the
low -note booster in last month's issue of Radio- Craft,
we are now ready to undertake a description of the
instrument itself.
An inspection of the schematic diagram, Fig. 2, discloses
a 2 -stage amplifier, resistance -capacity coupled, with a
6J7 and a 6F6 for maximum gain. The current supply is
furnished by a typical power circuit utilizing a 5Z4. Every
effort has been made to keep the unit as simple as possible,
yet every source of possible extraneous noise has been
checked.
Inasmuch as the unit is operating at a high level, care
must be taken to eliminate any incidental rumblings which
might detract from the pleasure to be had from it. For this
reason, such details as shielding the input grid leads and
filtering the current supplies to obviate any possible feedback
or motorboating were found to be advisable. In addition, the
unit is then mounted in a black-crackle steel box which
thoroughly shields it from interference or from interfering
with the main amplifier and receiver.
The low- frequency filtering is accomplished by means of
the resistance-capacity trap circuit R5, C2 and C3. This
próvides for a rather sharp cut-off and allows only those
notes below (about) 75 cycles to play any prominent part in
the reproduced music. While the response tapers off above
this point, the strength of the signals is not great enough to
interfere to any considerable extent with the voice. Further
filtering action is had by resonating the output transformer
with C6 to approximately 30 cycles. This increases the efficiency in these regions by several decibels.
By means of the D.P.S.T. switch, Sw. 2, mounted on the
front panel, we are able to cut out these filtering sections
and convert the L.F. booster into a very efficient little amplifier with a response as shown in Fig. 1 (Part I). Considering the simplicity of the circuit, the overall frequency characteristics are excellent, holding up very well at both ends,
and actually surpassing many circuits having much more
pretentious claims. When used with a crystal pickup and
the speaker for which it is designed, the unit has surprisingly
good tone as judged by conventional standards.

Fig.

B. The

rear of the chassis showing parts layout.

CONSTRUCTION

Because of the simplicity of the circuit, wiring difficulties
are reduced to a negligible value. As may be seen from
Fig. B, the actual component layout is such that associated
parts are in every case close to one another, in this way
eliminating long leads, cross -overs and considerable work.
Rugged construction insures the unit against deterioration
from the constant heavy vibration to which it is often subjected when placed near the speaker.
The chassis and cabinet are available with all socket and
mounting holes ready punched so that the actual labor of
assembly is largely eliminated. While the layout shown is
not empirical, the constructor is advised to follow it as
closely as possible in order that no unexpected symptoms will
show up.

INPUT CONNECTIONS

The proper point in the amplifier to attach the L.F.
booster is best determined by experiment. In the majority of
the newer radio sets, the writer has had greatest success
in tapping on to the plate prong of an output tube. Usually
the hum level is low enough to permit this, and enough gain
is had overall to permit the L.F. unit to be partially attenuated in output. In some cases, the L.F. response of the radio
receiver, which includes the detector, is so low that the L. F.
booster, despite its high gain, is unable to bring it up to a
high enough level unless operating from the output stage.
In other instances the second, or even the first audio stage
will furnish the best L. F. signal, both from the standpoint
(Co) tinned front page 314)
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Fig. C.

The underside view

of the chassis.
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ANT.
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G-6A75
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PUTTING

VIBRATOR

NEW TRICKS
INTO OLD SETS

TUNING

CABLE

Details for modernizing the popular Majestic "6611 to rival the latest auto -radio sets.
VOLUME
CONTROL

AND
SW CABLE

.-TONE CONTROL

SPEAKER

1

G-6Y5

Fig. A. The appearance of the top of the chassis.

id N THE SPRING, the young man's
fancy
where the radio man is
concerned should read, "In the
spring the radio man's income
lightly turns to memories, " -unless he
has learned from experience, and embraced refrigeration, sound or automotive radio as a spring and summer tonic
and "builder- upper."
The writer has been directly connected with the automotive radio end of
the game for the past several years, almost to the total exclusion of home radio, and while there are periods of
slackness in the ear-radio field, they are
not nearly as sharply defined or prolonged as the summer slump in the
home-radio field. There is a definite reason for this -the car -radio set is used
almost daily, summer and winter, and
consequently it goes out of order almost
the same as does an integral part of the
car itself, and hence money is spent almost as surely for repair of the carradio set as for any regular mechanical
repair to the motor, etc.
As a matter of fact there are in all
the larger cities, places which specialize
in car -radio installation and service,
and show profits summer and winter.
The installation field, in particular, is
not nearly as crowded as is the home service field, due mainly to 2 big factors: first, for successful operation of
a regular installation shop, sufficient
space must be made available to accommodate the cars that require radio service; second, the average radio man,
knowing little or nothing about the successful installation of an auto -radio set,
feels that he has insufficient knowledge
of the subject. A more than "kidding"
acquaintance with ignition systems
must be on tap for the simple reason
that it is sometimes necessary to make
more or less of a change in the wiring
or placing of integral parts of the ignition systems of a car in order to suc-

-"

cessfully eliminate that last little tick
of "motor noise."
The successful and established radio
man, however, can establish himself as
an integral part of the auto -radio business, in a way that does not take into
consideration either of the factors mentioned above in connection with installation. By that I mean servicing and improving sets that are already successfully installed in cars.
Along these lines, consider one of the
290
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most popular car -radio sets of its day, "BEFORE" AND "AFTER" CIRCUITS
Let us take a look at the Majestic
the Majestic 66. Plenty of these sets
were sold, and although they are now "66." Figure 1 illustrates the original
considered obsolete quite a number of circuit. It is largely conventional
them are still in daily service. As a mat- superheterodyne using an intermediate
ter of actual record there are less of frequency of 175 kc. It is very selective
these sets in the hands of "second hand" and because of the low I.F. it is free
dealers than of any other automobile - from images, tweets and blurps. Also
radio set on the market. Why? Because it incorporates a 3 -gang condenser,
these 66s are still being transferred which contributes to the sharpness of
by their original owners from one car tuning. The circuit sequence is: 1 stage
to another. They are good sets, well of tuned R.F.; composite modulator -osbuilt (mechanically strong), and are cillator, using the 6A7 tube; 1 stage of
easily removed and installed. But -how high -gain (but not too sharply tuned)
they can be improved, using present - I.F.; this is followed by a diode declay circuit changes, is "money in the tector, A.V.C. and 1st A.F., combined in
bank." As a matter of fact if one of one tube; and, a fairly decent pentode
these sets is given the "works" as de- output. The A.V.C. action is effective on
scribed in the following paragraphs, the the first 3 tubes. The vibrator and recresults will be such that the set will tifier, which in this case is of the mernot have to bow to even the late 1936 cury -vapor type, a system used only by
sets with metal tubes and separate makers of Majestic sets, is one havspeakers! This is not just hearsay, as ing very bad features.
The tubes used make the Service Man
the writer has fixed up literally hundreds of this popular receiver and, be- gasp the first time he sees one of them
lieve it or not, each one has resulted -look at the line -up and find out what
in new customers and more than well - they really are First (see Fig. 1) comes
pleased old ones. There is no reason why the R.F., a G -6E7S, which is actually a
(Continued on page 317)
other Service Men cannot do the same!
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Fig. I. The circuit in its originai form. before it is brought up -to-data.
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"66" after the changes have been made according to instructions.
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ELECTRONIC MUSIC

FUNDAMENTALS
answer to the many requests received regarding electronic music patents, the author has made a resumé of the
In

subject.
EDWARD KASSEL

PART VI

NUMEROUS letters have been received from our readers, including
experimenters, and musical instrument builders, regarding the

5

preceding articles titled, "Electronic

Music Fundamentals." The most important questions brought up are those concerning dates of development in order to

avoid the possibility of infringement,
and also have the full benefit of results
of run-out patents. We have had queries
on various features used in electronic
music, which can be found in text books,
or in old publications on the subject,
which features, of course, are not
patentable.

ment. A device which has an electromechanical unit and aplification me-

dium for picking up electromechanical
vibrations caused by the action of a keyboard -for example, an electric piano
with standard key actions, a set of
strings tuned to different pitches, and

electromagnetic or electrostatic multi amplification system. This type includes
several models of electric pianos made
by a German telephone and telegraph
company, and by Meissner, Baldwin,
etc., and reed organs, as the Orgatron.
c. Electrically amplified musical instrument. A device whit h is really a conventional musical instrument, such as
the piano, organ, double bass, guitar,
etc., which has been conveniently amplified with the aid of a microphone,
electromagnetic or piezoelectric pickup, etc., and this type includes the Vox Humano and Gulbransen organs, Eremeeff double basses, and a number of
electric guitars at present on the market.

1g. I. An electronic pickup for converting musical
' nstruments into electronic instruments. The "contact -

type" microphone attaches to the instrument by
means of a rubber suction cup (see inset).

is well -known and can be applied to the
construction of electronic musical instruments without fear of infringing on
some patents. It has been used in telegraphy and telephony, and if there are
any patents pertaining to the application of the commutator for the production of musical tones electrically, they
are old and run out, for example, the
CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRONIC
Cahill patent of 1897, No. 580,035.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
2. The adaptation of the phonic wheel
The several types of electronic musior tone wheel for the generation of the
cal instruments can be classified as fol-.
electrical tone goes back to the invenlows:
tion of the magneto. This method has
a. Electronic musical instrument. A
already been used in telegraphy and
which
device
has a unit for generating
telephony, and was first described in the
electro- magnetically, photoelectrically,
Berliner patent of 1882, No. 258,356.
or electrostatically, by means of
3. The photoelectric principle for the
ELECTRONIC
REFERENCES
ON
MUSIC
vacuum tubes, etc., pulsating electric
In order to be well- posted with de- generation of electrical musical tones
currents of different frequencies; and
musical pitches (of instrument) that velopments in electronic music, the originates from experimentsforwith the
the proexist only when instrument is in opera- designer and experimenter must have selenium cell -applications
with the aid of light.
tion. (Does not have tuned strings, fundamental information as to the duction of tones
reeds, forks, etc.) In this category are patent situation, well -known method^. of See the Mercadier patent of 1890, No.
included the instruments of Cahill, sev- practice, designs, and necessary data, 420,884.
4. The generation of tones with the
eral Eremeeff types of instruments, etc., as follow (in numerical order):
of the film (non- periodic wave pataid
1. The simple method of generation
Hammond, Martenot, etc.
1880, in the
b. Semi-electronic musical instru- of electrical tones by the commutator tern) dates as far back as
Fritz patent, No. 1,203,190. Film with
periodic wave pattern, multi -track, as
0
1
4
6
7
2
5
3
used for musical instruments, was first
C
16.35 32.70
65 40
130 81
261.62 523 26 1046.52 2093.04
made by Eremeeff, patent, Nos. 1,990,024
and 2,030,248.
Crf: 17.32 34.64
69.29 138.59 277.18 554.36 1108.72 2217 44
5. The production of tones with
D : 18.35
36.70 73.41 146.83 293.67 587.34 1174 68 2349.36
vacuum tubes was accomplished by de
77.78 155.56 311.13 622.26 1244.52 2489.04
D# 19 44 38.89
Forest in 1915.
20 60 41 20
82 41
164.82 329.63 659.26 1318.52 2637.02
E
6. The origination of tone with the
stylus dates as far back as the inven21 82 43.65
87 30 174.61 349.23 698.46 1396 92 2793.82
F
tion of the acoustical phonograph by
92.49 184.99 369.99 739.98 1479.96 2959.95
23 12 46 24
Koenig in 1859, and recently made posG
24 49 48. 99
97.99 195.99 391.99 783.98 156/.96 3135.96
sible electrically, with the adaptation of
G#- 25.95 51.91 103.82 207 65 415.31 830.62 1661.24 3322-48
the electrical pickup and amplifiers.
'7. The production of different qualA : 27.50 55 00 110.00 220.00 440.00 880.00 1760.00 3520.00
ities
of tone by synthesizing the fundaA#, 29.13 58.27 116 54 233.08 466.17 932.34 1864.68 3729.36
mental with partials and harmonics
3951 04
30.86 61 73
123.47 246.94 493.88 987.76 1975.52
B
dates back to Helmholtz: -see the book,
"Sensation of Tone." For the origination
-of qualities of tone by combining the
fundamental with sub -partials and sub /M A NU A L '
J harmonics, see Eremeeff patents Nos.
1,924,713 and 2,031,764.
8. Many laboratory experiments are
being made with electro-tone production,
and a number of instruments are being
made for producing musical tones, but
(Continued on page 316)
Fig. 16. Comp yinq with requests -a correct fable of musical frequencies, pitch A_440.
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DETROLA MODEL 105C

5 -TUBE

DUAL-BAND A.C. -D.C. SUPERHETERODYNE

(Features: new design; ranges, 70 to 200 meters, and 200 to 550 meters; antenna wavetrap; hum bucking coil.)
The high- voltage D.C. in this receiver is
kc. Use a 250 -mmf. condenser as a dummy
120 V. from "B-i-" to "11
and 105 V.
antenna. For alignment of the short -wave
from "I3 -{ -" to chassis. the difference of
band use a 400 -ohm resistor as a dummy
15 V. being the drop in the filter choke that
antenna. Adjust antenna trimmer on band
switch. on underside of chassis. for a peak
is applied to the C.-G. of V4. These voltage
values hold true with a line voltage of 115 V.
at 4 mes. No other adjustment is necessary
Alignment procedure is as follows : align the
on this band. An average antenna length is
1st and 2nd I.F. transformers to 370 kc..
about 50 ft., but may be longer when the
with the output from the signal generator
receiver is located at a distance from any
connected between the grid cap of VI and
powerful stations. and should be made shortthe chassis. Then connect generator to aner to gain higher selectivity when the retenna and adjust wavetrap, located on right ceiver is near such stations. Under no confront of chassis, to point of minimum reditions should a ground connection be made.
ceiver output with 370 -kc. input. Open reWhen the receiver is to be used on a D.C.
ceiver gang condenser to minimum capacity
line it is necessary to have the plug properly
and adjust the receiver to 1,650 kc. with
polarized. If the receiver does not operate
the rear trimmer on the gang condenser.
after the plug has been in the socket for
Tune in 1.400 -kc. signal and adjust front
about 2 mins.. remove plug and reverse it
trimmer on gang condensers to maximum.
to change polarity. Occasionally, on A.C.
'tune in 600 -kc. signal and while rocking
lines, a loud hum will be heard as stations
condenser slightly back and forth. adjust
are tuned in. Reverse the power plug, and
gadder located on top of chassis between vaif this does not stop the noise. it may often
riable condenser and speaker, to best rebe stopped by grounding other sets or apsponse. Repeat alignment at 1,650 and 1.400
pliances in the house. Don't ground set.
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INTERNATIONAL MODEL 500

5 -TUBE DUAL -RANGE BATTERY SUPERHET.
to 55 meters, and 180 to 555 meters; magnetodynamic speaker; modern design; all batteries contained in cabinet.)
tube voltages f rom socket prongs to
it cannot be recharged, is also very satisnext to VI. Then turn receiver dial to 1.400
are shown in the following table:
factory. If a storage cell is used. it should
kc. and feed a very weak 1.400 -kc. signal
never be recharged while it is connected to
to the set, and adjust the oscillator trimmer,
Plate
C.-G. Filament
the receiver. If dry cells are used. a series
which is located on the end of the 3 -gang
110
45
-2.w
resistor should be used to cut the supply from
trimmer nearest the chassis. As there is no

(Features: ranges,
The

ground
Tube

VI
V2
V3
V4
V5

18

110
110
35

43

10.3

112

-5.6
-5.6

45

2
2

Il

-12

2

_.

The minus side of the filament is grounded.
For the "A" battery supply of this receiver
it is essential that the voltage be kept as
near as possible to 2 V. The easiest way of
being certain of this is to use a single storage cc 1. The aircell type of battery. while

'sr

D

Etc

WAVE

DET.

TpAP
1

AIM

ET.05C
1

I

COIL

/

I

E.

106

EFTA

I

,

sw

3 V. down to the needed 2 V. The battery
connections are color coded as follows: red.
"B +" 135 V.; white, "B +" 67% V.; green.
;
yellow.
"B +" 22,
V. ; black,
"A + "; blue, "A
Alignment of the I.F.
circuits is accomplished by connecting the
output of the test oscillator directly to the
antenna. and at the same time shorting the
oscillator section of the tuning condenser gang
of the receiver. All 3 transformers should be
carefully adjusted, starting with the one

3A
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/
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the S.-W. detector trimmer. Alignment at
6
mc. on this band is accomplished by
spreading or crowding the turns on the
s. -W. detector coil.

2

34)
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MF
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MF.

1 F.

.05MF

LOO

.65-

1

34/
I

V

DET
COIL
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#4)

i

VERY
SMALL

F

series gadder, resonance at low frequency is
had by bending the plates of the tuning condenser. This should be done at 1,000 and 600
kc. Set the test oscillator to 15.5 mes. and
adjust the trimmer at the other end of the
gang, with the receiver tuning dial set at
15.5 me. Next turn to 12 me. and adjust
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PRECISION TESTERS

nmE

Each Ranger -Examiner Combination puts together in
one case two (2) units of test equipment every serviceman needs in his everyday work. The savings effected
in design and in using this exclusive Ranger -Examiner
grouping permits offering these combinations of two
Precision Testers at prices you would normally expect
to pay for one.
Each item is precision built throughout by the oldest
company in the service equipment field. Their past
contacts with the trade as well as with every advancement in the field of radio make them fully acquainted
with the needs of the service profession. From the standpoint of
sheer merit Hanger -Examiner
testers are becoming popular favorites.
COMBINATION FREE POINT TESTER AND
VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETER MODEL 640 -740
Model 610 Free Point Tester has live I51 sockets.
Panel includes automatic
switch type and single ac-

tion jacks.

740 VOLT
OHM
MILLIAMMETER Unit
a Triplett Precision
Instrument scale reading

Model
has

A.C. and
D.C. volts at 1000 ohms per
volt.
1 -10-50-250
M.A.:
low ohms 0-300: high ohms
10 -50-250 -500-1000

to 250,000 at 1.5 volts.
Rheostat adjustment.
Model 640 -740 is contained
in the standard size metal

carrying

above

case

d.-

$27.00

rib.
Dealer
rr Price
sre

COMBINATION TUBE TESTER AND
SIGNAL GENERATOR 440 -540

COMPLETE
Model 440-540 has the two separate testers

DIRECT READING
SIGNAL GENERATOR
MODEL 557
Model
r

7.51"

bas

the

dewribed

s
same

pr

fea-

xcept
510
Mmlel
Generator
that It Is installed in a t blaek
leatherette carrying ease and is
an Integral part of the ease.
Tho fire Individually calibrated
coils are nested on the side as
shown, handy for instant use.
The attractive panel is silver
and black.

Dealer Price

QüUSwt aaaOEaEsau INES

IIVILOPMEN1

$18.00

S5i.A is the same as
s7 but not direct reading. I':dibrated graph; Inrlud(sr
ilt I,> einer 1'; on
cd

Model
Model

Dealer Price

$14.40

0Q60
uu-

installed in a sturdy metal carrying case for
shop or field use.
Model 440 Tube Tester checks all type tubes. Condition of tubes is read
directly on GOOD -BAD instrument scale while load values are applied.
Circuit designed to indicate inter element shorts and leakages. Illuminated dial A.C. instrument for line volts adjustment, also shows when
tester is connected to power stgrp','.
Model 540 Signal Generator tases plug-in type coils. Five frequency bands
cover 110 to 20.000 K.C. All readings are direct and fundamentals. Each
coil is individually calibrated by peaking with Trimmer condensers.
for higher
Accuracy, within one percent 11';1 from 110 -30u0 K.C.
readings. Completely shielded. Attenuation and stability are outstanding
necessary
batteries
and
30
tubes,
two
type
with
features. Complete
coils,
accessories.
installed
in
a sturdy/
two
instruments
Model 440 -540 consists of these
metal case with built -in compartment having snai, on cover for acin
silver
and
enamel,
panels
cessories, finished in electro black baked
black. Every essential feature is incorporated in these outstanding insee
cost.
To
onestruments. No estravaga nee. Nei added unnecessary
,ßa5,, the- ,,ut +t: ruling. tester.
n
ill be Had
to use ,au`me:ua<

-2'

>

ADDITIONAL COMBINATIONS
Using the same standard size metal carrying case the following additional
combinations may be had: the testers in all cases being identical with
foregoing descriptions and complete with necessary accessories.
Dealer Price 236.00
Model 540-740 Signal Generator and Multimeter
Dealer Price $37.50
Model 440 -740 Tube Tester and Multimeter

DEALER
PRICE

NS

t

,

D.C. POCKET VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETER

MODEL 735
Contained in sturdy black molded case
with silver and black panel. rounded
corners. Ranges are 15.150 -750 volts:
1.5 -15-150 M.A. ; '._- 1.01111 low ohms ;
0- 100.000 high ohms at 1.5 volts.
Provision for external batteri, to
be used for higher resistance measurements.

Triplett D'Arsonval precision instrument accurate to 2';. Selector
switch for all ranges. Provides for
all U.C. measurement requirements
Has

of the serviceman.
Size is

31/16" x 5-7," x 2tß," deep -is

ily curried in the pocket, and
handy for the laboratory. Complete
with battery, test leads and alligator
clips.
ea,

Dealer Price

$1 0.80

SEE THEM AT YOUR JOBBER

WRITE

READRITE METER WORKS
1116 College St., Bluffton, Ohio.
Without obligation please send me more information on
Ranger- Examiner Combination
Name

Address

City
Please Say That You Sate

It

in Ranno- tx.trr

St. it
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ZENITH 6 -TUBE ALL -WAVE SUPERHET. CHASSIS No. 5634
(Features: antenna wavetrap; uses either

This chassis is used in receivers Nos.
12M,

6 -S -152,

and

2M0

MO

0

280

80

0

75
260

280

6 -S -137,

6 -S -147,

m etal

6-S-

6 -S-157.

The operating voltages are as follows:
Tube
Plate
S.-G.
C.-G. Cathode

Vl
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6

--

-2

The anode

A.C.

0

-

-2

-

-2

-2
-2

-2
320

grid of VI is 175 V. All measurements are made with a 1.000 ohms -per -volt
meter, from socket to ground, and with the
antenna and ground disconnected. The line
voltage for above readings is 112 V. Power
consumption of the receiver is 75 W.: the
power output is 4 W. The LF. stage is

VS)

ú00V

COT

Set models

6-S -128, 6 -S -137,

justing antenna trimmer for best output. Set
generator to 18 mc. and align receiver dial
at this position for highest output. Set generator to 600 kc. and rock receiver dial on
band A to best output. Readjust trimmers at

g

1,400 kc.

LF
Gal,/

DET

SAS

I

or metal -glass tubes; bass compensation.
6 -S -157.)
aligned by connecting the leads from the
signal generator to ground and the control grid cap of VI. Set test oscillator at 456 kc.
aml adjust all 4 trimmers for highest output.
Then change leads to antennna and ground
of receiver and adjust the wavetrap for
minimum. output reading. Set generator at
6 mc. and adjust oscillator trimmer on gang
condenser for correct dial reading on band
B. Set generator to 1,400 kc. and adjust osc.
trimmer of band A for died setting, also ad-

1.r22

DET2YA.VC

6H6j

251EG.

AF.t
S6F5

'aF-

MOMr

A

F2

6F6)

1FTt

. /r

6 -S -147, 6 -S -152,

REGT

sw4

/

Itoh.

nos-

ANT
cNOe

MiO-

0sc

E

ttA1

SfÚMTäÓ1T

5w5

9900

OHMS

COONT Sw

11.000

3

EJ

o

2

250
150.1. 1/e4,

2 BAND SELECT. SWITCH

0, S-+

I..'456 KC.

560

a10V.

AC.

C012

FAIRBANKS -MORSE 9 -TUBE ALL -WAVE MODEL 91 SUPERHET. CHASSIS
(Features: beam output tube; tuning ray tube; separate h.-f. osc.; range, 540 kc. to 65 mc. Sets models 9174, 91C4 and 9105.)
Voltages for this receiver are as follows:
is not, the receiver must be readjusted so
test oscillator is connected to the cup of V2
Tube
through a 0.1 -mf. condenser. Adjust all
that the image comes in at this point, when
Plate
S.-G.
C.-G. Ca bode
V1
the correct signal comes in at 18 kc. No ad250
130
0
.6
trimmers to the highest possible output. Turn
V2
250
130
0
.5
the receiver dial to 1,500 kc. and connect the
justment is required on the ultra -short wave
V3
band. If signals are not received on this
250
test oscillator to the receiver antenna lead
130
0
.6
V4
-0.35
band, the oscillator tube. VO, as well as the
through a 200 mmf. condenser. Adjust the
switch contacts, the fixed padding condenser
V5
120
0.2
B.C. oscillator trimmer for highest output,
V6
and the coils should be checked. It should be
275
265
-0.1
then adjust the detector and R.F. trimmers
noted that the oscillator tickler coils in this
V7
-90
31
likewise. Tune to 600 lie. and adjust the B.C.
receiver are in the oscillator cathode circuit.
VM
6.5
-0.1
band series padder to highest output, while
V9
The coils for the ultra -high frequency band
175
-2.2
rocking the tuning condenser to the best
300
These voltages are measured from the tube
consist of 3 pieces of bus bar, and care
position. The next band is adjusted the same
socket prongs to ground. Alignment s ould
should be taken not to disturb these pieces.
way at 5.4 mc. and 1.8 mc. The dummy anThe automatic bass compensation circuit acts
be made with the volume control of the retenna for this band is a 400 -ohm carbon
to increase the low -frequency response of the
ceiver on full, and any attenuation made with
resistor in series with the antenna leads.
A.F. system at low volume levels. A special
the gain control of the test oscillator. Align
The short -wave band is adjusted at. 1M mc.
antenna system is provided by the makers
the I.F. stage at 456 km and the tuning conand 6 mc. The same 400 -ohm series resistor
for this receiver to insure best possible redenser set at full mesh, band switch on broad is again used. The image signal should be
sults.
ca t position. The lead to the set from the
received at about 17 mc. on the dial. If it

-- -- -

7

FR44 7)
F

OET

6v,
1

trT1

g

OII

6N,
t AVC

DET2

lrT2

6 HTj

6i6

%6r5
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02
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10 000
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THE RADIO MONTH
IN REVIEW
(Coat ro,ud from page 265)
port time ago, plans were completed for
r traffic control in an effort to avoid plane
accidents. This traffic control will determine the
altitudes at which planes traveling on the national airways, will fly.
Construction was started on the new 640 ft.
mast for station WJZ which will improve the
service area of this popular broadcaster.
It was announced by Dr. Donald Menzel of
Harvard Obserrton' that the observations of
the recent total eclipse in central Asia showed
that disruption of short -wave communication was
due to a movement of the electrified layers above
the earth and that these layers probably consist
of extremely intense radiations in the for- ultraviolet part of the solar spectrum.
RCA announced that a convenient time payment plan had been worked out for the purchase
of their test equipment.
And it was rumored that the efficiency experts
introduced into the NBC by its new president.
Lohr, have been thrown high and dry by one of
the creative program writers who has been
listing on his daily report this item: "2:06 P.M.

-Thinking."

LAW TO
REDUCE MAN -MADE STATIC
An ordinance designed to test the plan of the
National Committee for the Control of Radio
Interference, mentioned in the Editorial of ¡audioCraft, October 1936 issue. was passed by the
council of East Rockaway. 1, I., New York. Last
month.
While intended to remove the interference from
the electric railways in the vicinity, this ordinance has a nation -wide effect in testing the
authority of communities to enforce such laws!
TEST

DR. WESTON
DIES

Dr. Edward Weston, SG -year -old scientist,
inventor and former president of the Weston
Electrical Instrument Co. died last month at his
home in Montclair. N. J. following a cerebral
hemorrhage.
During his career, Dr. Weston held Patents
on more than 200 electrical devices, including
those which made the electric dynamo practical
and which was, perhaps, his greatest contribution
to science.
Born in Shropshire. England. Dr. Weston was
started in a career of medicine by his parents,
but after serving an interneship near London.
he decided to substitute the electrical science for
medicine. Shortly after, he came to America.
after which started his brilliant career as chemist and electrical research worker.
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are easy to buy
on THIS liberal plan

Lower down payment-Easy monthly payments

Command Top Prices for Your Services with C -B Instruments

Study these specifications!
MODEL 99 Signal Generator with output. Cal-

ibrated in microvolts!
Frequency accurate to
t. of lei I Employs six
hand -calibrated ranges
from 100 kc to 60 me on
fundamental fregtIencies. Makes accurate measurement of sensitivity at the same time
is being
receiverMicrotuning
aligned!
sale spreads frequency
bands over a total
length of 12t,_ ft.!
('lean sine wave output
suitable for Cathode-ray
MODEL 99
oscillograph. Adjustable
percentage of modulation. Metal tubes included.
$43.90
Net cash

(Only $5.00 down and ten monthly payments of S4.44)

MODEL 0M-A, R-F

Signs Generator.
The new "INDUe'I

TOR SWEET "'

wobbulator and a
straight sine wave
modulated r -f oscillator in one unit!
Necessary for accurate selectivity curse
delineation on Cathode-ray oscillograph
screen. Fundamental
range of 100 kc to
30 mc, with guaranteed accuracy
MODEL OMA
within t(. of lib with fixed -width plus and minus 20 kc sweep.
Hand-calibrated against Arlington checked precision crystal
fundamentals! The "INDUCTOR SWEEP" circuit developed in
the C-B laboratories offers an outstanding advance in stability
and ease of operation. Metal tubes included.
$57.75
Your net cash price

Rack and panel style foundation
cabinet for bench use may be
purchased in any of the combinations listed below. All C -B instruments are now offered optionally in 19 -in. rack mounting
style panels. Series 1000. as illus.
trated above. net cash $299.50,
down payment $33.70.
Series 1010, same less MODEL.
95, net cash $249.50, down payment $20.00.
Series loto includes MODEL
OC-A r -f Signal Generator and
MODEL 95 Super- Unimeter in

Laboratory Cabinet Rack with
Lumaline Floodlight, net cash,
$104.50.

Down payment only $12.00.

(Only $6.50 down and ten monthly payments of $5.85)

MODEL CRA
Oscillograph

MODEL CRA Cat hash -It :u Oseillograph comprises the poser supply.
controls, and wide range sensitivity
amplifiers for the two pair of
plates, the linear "sawtooth" sweep
soltare generator, and all tube:
including the 3 -in. Cathode -ray
tube. necessary for scientific radio
receiver analysis. The C -B oscilloeraph is simple to operate. After
pre'iminary adjustments+, made
perfectly clear in the instructions.
only two controls are used in flattopping or peaking receiver circuits. True audio characteristics
may be observed far more accurately than with
instruments not
affording this extreme stability.
It's a joy to s'ork with this modern C-B Cathode - $84.50
ray nscillogra «h. Net cash
(Only $9.50 down and ten monthly payments of

$8 36)

"ray -As- You -Earn"
The NEW liberal plan for easy time payments permits you to

immediately start earning with these new instruments. Note
the lower down payments! Let these business building instruments start paying for themselves in the added profits which
result from the use of laboratory -type equipment. See your
jobber today, or mail the conjoin for new catalog and
application forni and learn how you too can enjoy fine equipment !

Nana.

late Dr. Edward Weston.

Ser That l'o

erator is continuously variable on
fundamental frequencies from 100
kc to 30 me through five tuning
bands. Calibrated against Arlington time checked crystal frequency standard. guaranteed
within 1;; of l'i frequency occur.
acv. Metal tubes are used in
MODELS OC -A and OC -B. Cornpare these new OC MODELS
with any similar instrument for
engineering, performance, and
value!
MODEL OC -A R-F Signal Generator for operation from 110 y,
50 -60 cycle line, complete with
tubes and calibration $29.95
curves, net cash ....
MODEL OC -B. .same as OC -A
but for 110 v, ac -dc $29.95
operation, net cash ..
MODE!. OD -A. .same as above
but for operation from self contained battery supply tless

bans.),

net cash

$29.95

Abrve models. $4.50 down and seven
monthly payments of $4.20.

2509 W. 19th St.. Chicago. III.
Rush ue full details on all In.trono-nt: lu tLa mw t' -It SUPER
and "1'35.-.t..',.11 I( c..
iPVli ,, v tom.

.tddre.:

Pteu.sc

MODEL OC

This popular all -wave signal gen-

The CLOUGH -BRENGLE CO.

Mail Today
for
Time Payment
Application
Form
The

Complete Service
Laboratories!

e

Soto

It fa RAplti-t'tut'T

Stfl(ylot.
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RADIO A
special arrangement between
CRAFT magazine and the publishers of this literature. which permits hulk mailings to inter eated RADIO -CRAFT readers, eliminates the
trouble and expense of writing to each individual
organization represented in this department.

get,

band-spread

and

adjustable

shields, chokes and miscellaneous parts of ultra short -wave, shortwave and broadcast operation.
4. THE
"COMET PRO" SHORT -WAVE SUPER HerERODYNES. Describes the outstanding features of the standard and crystal -type Hammar-

STUDY
ADVANCED
RADIO
SERVICE
AT HOME

lund "Comet Pro" short-wave superheterodynes
designed to meet the exacting demands of professional operators and advanced amateurs for
a 15 to 250 meter code and phone receiver, but
which can be adapted by anyone for laboratory,
newspaper, police, airport and steamship use.
5. ELECTRAD 1936 VOLUME CONTROL AND RESISTOR CATALOG. Contains 12 pages of data on

The service field is overcrowded with
men who are "pretty good". There
are thousands of "average' servicemen, but there are still GOOD jobs
with GOOD salaries waiting for men
with sound technical training -men
who realize that a pencil can be
as important as a screw driver.
YOU CAN'T "BLUFF" YOUR WAY
Employers can afford fo be "choosy" if you
fail to satisfy. There's always ANOTHER man
to take YOUR place. If you want to advance
In Service work you must have the necessary
TECHNICAL TRAINING to keep pace.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICEMEN
The RSI courses in Advanced Radio Service and

Public Address work are for men NOW in the
field. We are not endeavoring to bring in
new competition. You can start this complete
training NOW -take up to 3 years to finish.

EASY TERMS YOU CAN AFFORD
courses are practical right from the
very first lesson, and will make you more
money by saving you more time. Terms as
low as $5 monthly can be arranged. Write at
once for details.
These

RADIO SERVICE
INSTITUTE
Subsidiary of C R. E. I.
14th and Park Road WASHINGTON, D.

C

TODAY

THIS ILLUS.

TRATED
BOOKLET ABOUT OUR
COURSES AND
YOUR FUTURE:

Send for Free
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characteristics of the Amperite velocity microphones. Also gives a diagram of an excellent
hornless A.C. and battery-operated preamplifier.
59. THE EVOLUTION OF TUBE TESTING. This interesting booklet, published by the Supreme Instruments Corp, traces the development of tube
testing equipment and gives a complete technical
description, with wiring diagram and discussion
of the technical pointe involved in the design and
use of the Model 89 Supreme Radio Tester for
testing all tubes, and also paper and electrolytic
capacitors.
65. New 1996 LINE or SUPREME TESTING INSTRUMENTS. This 16 -page catalog gives complete
information on the entire Supreme line of testing instruments, including the Model 885 Automatic Tube Tester and Analyzer, the Model 339
DeLuxe and Standard Analyzers, and other standard Tube Testers, Set and P.A. Analyzers and
Signal Generators. Complete details of the Supreme Easy Payment Plan for purchasing testing equipment on the installment plan are given.
67. PRACTICAL

MECHANICS

OP

RADIO

SERVICE.

Information, including cost, features and outline
of lessons of the Frank L. Sprayberry course in
Radio Servicing, and list of Sprayberry Data

for modernizing

old radio equipment.
With the development of Radio into many specialized fields, it
has become increasingly important for anyone
considering radio as a lifework, to investigate
the opportunities offered in the various fields
for a man of his particular qualifications. These
opportunities are described in an interesting 32page book. "Your Future in Radio" published by
the Sprayberry Academy of Radio. It also gives
complete information on the new Sprayberry
Course in Radio Service Engineering which includes all standard equipment and supplies for
the practical work required in mastering the
course and going into business.
73. HOW TO ELIMINATE RADIO INTERFERENCE.
A handy folder which gives very complete information on how to determine and locate the
sources of radin noise by means of the Sprague
Interference Analyzer. A description of the
analyzer and method of using it is included. together with data on how to eliminate interference of various kinds once the source is located.
Sheets

69. YOUR FUTURE IN RADIO.

a complete line of wet and
dry electrolytic, and paper condensers made by
the Sprague Products Co. for radio Service Men,

Address

City

HOW

MICROPHONES AND

Describes the principles and operating

list and net prices on

me Free
Successful

Name

r

57. RIBBON

74. SPRAGUE 1936 ELECTROLYTIC AND PAPER
CONDENSER CATALOG. Gives specifications, with

3308 14th SI. N. W., Washington, D. C.

Without obligation

Electrad standard and replacement volume con trola. Truvolt adjustable resistors, vitreous wire wound fixed and adjustable resistors and voltage dividers, precision wire -wound non inductive
resistors, center -tapped filament resistors, high quality attenuators, power (50- and 150 -watt)
rheostats and other Electrad resistor specialties.
THEM.

J

set builders, experimenters and engineers. Information on the Sprague Capacity Indicator.
for making capacity tests on condensers and in
servicing receivers. is in "luded.
TEL-U -How CONDENSER GUIDE.
'75. SPRAGUE
A valuable chart. compiled by the Sprague Prod -
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My radio connection is checked below:
(
) Service Man operating own business.
(
) Service Man for manufacturer.
(
) Service Man for jobber.
(
) Service Mun for dealer.
(
) Service Man for servicing company.
(

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
1

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Dealer.
Jobber.

Experimenter.
Professional Set Builder.
Amateur Set Builder.
Short Wave Work.
Licensed Amateur.
Station Operator.
Radio Engineer.
Laboratory Technician.
Public Address Worker.
Manufacturer's Executive.
Student.

)

I am a:
(
) Subscriber
) Newsstand reader
(
of radio
material a month. (Please answer without exaggeration or not at all.)

I buy approximately

Name
Address

City

State
(Please print name and address)
Avoid delay. The catalogs and booklets
listed are now in stock and will be sent
promptly as long as the supply lasts.
Please use this coupon in ordering. The
use of a letter causes delay.
ucta Co. which tells the proper types, capacity
values and voltages of condensers required in
the various circuits of radio receivers and amplifiers. and how to locate radio troubles due to
defective condensers. Includes data on condenser
calculations.
76. FACTS You SHOULD KNOW Annul. CONA folder, prepared by the Sprague
Products Co., which explains the importance of
various characteristics of condensers, such as
power- factor, leakage, capacity and voltage in
determining the efficiency or suitability of a
given condenser to provide maximum filtering
and safety in operation.
DENSERS.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO
REVIEW
(Continued front page 273)
the tube noise to a minimum as well as increasing the input impedance of the tube tremendously compared to tubes used for amplifying and
detecting purposes.
The tube is a tetrode, having a control-grid
and a screen -grid, and is connected in the space charge manner. that is, with the control-grid
and screen -grid "reversed" (as regards the voltage gradient).

Two circuits for using the electronometer tube.
VI, for minute current measurements are shown
in Fiers. 3 A and ll. The appearance of the tube
can be seen in Fig. B.

AN UNUSUAL PORTABLE RADIO
CASE

THE FRENCH radio magazine Toute La Radio
(Paris) recently showed the portable radio
reproduced in Fig. C
set which
In this set, the speaker is mounted in the side
with
a hinged door opening out, thus
of the case,
producing a sort of "horn" to assist in projecting
the ss.und.

i
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NEWEST TUBES
(Coni ;hued front page 271)
base. Although it has the same amplification
factor as the types 6C5 and 6175G. toe mutual
conductance has been substantially increased
with corresponding reduction in the plate impedance. Also, the output capacity is :graru>im:tely 1..3 that ,d the 6C5 so that the 6.I5G i:
especially applicable to ultra -high freque n
With th. above ext epti :ms, this tube
parallels the characteristics of the 76, 37 and
6C5 tubes.

Heater Voltage A
Heater Current

C.

Characteristics
or D.C. 6.3 V.

BoicA

Brings You

RADIO'S GREATEST 11111115
1937 ALLIED RADIO CATALOG
RADIO'S LEADING SUPPLY GUIDE
A new book !-a complete book! -a time -saving,
money- saving book 1-that's the new 1937 ALLIED
Radio Catalog! 152 value -packed pages- I,,,UIal
tested and approved parts -- hundreds of high
NEW

0.3- A.

Direct In terelcet r tale Capacities
Grid -to -Plate

3.4 mmf.
3.8 mmf.
3.3 mmf.

Input
Output

quality, low- priced sets and kits -- compete lines
of the newest in Amateur, Service, and P.A.
equipment-page after page of the latest tool
books, etc. -Everything in Radio at the lowest
prices! You don't have to look any farther: here,
in one great book, are listed RADIO'S GREATEST
VALUES.

Class A Amplifier
6.3 V.
Heater Voltage
250 V.
Plate Voltage
Control -Grid Voltige
-8 V.
9.0 ma.
Plate Current
7,700 ohms (app.)
Plate Resistance
Mut ual Conductance
2.600 mmhos (app.)
Amplification Factor
20
6K5í. High -Mu Triode. Tile characteristics of
this new Sylvania tube are similar to the 6Q7G.
with the exception that the mutual conductance
has been increased, with a corresponding reduction in the plate impedance.
The amplification factor of 70 is somewhat
lower than that of the 6F5 or the triode section
of the type 75 but this lower value allows higher signal voltages to be handled before the grid
reaches the sector of grid current. The value
of control -grid bias is. therefore, less critical
than the other tubes mentioned.
The 6K5G operated with a supply voltage of
250 and a plate load resistance of 0.1 -meg. to
0.25-meg. should have a control -grid bias of
2.5 V. When operated with 100 V. on the plate
and a load of 50.000 to 0.1 -meg. the grid bias
V.
should be about

It

fi'L'G Characteristics
Heater Voltage A.C. or D.C. 6.3 V.

Heater Current
Direct Interelectrude Capacities
Grid -to -Plate
2.0 mmf.
Input
2.4 mmf.
Output
3.6 mmf.
Class A Amplifier

Heater Voltage
Plate Voltage
Control -Grid
Voltage*

Plate Current*
Plate Resistance

We carry complete stocks of Radio's choicest merchandise on hand at all times. No delays, no
inconveniences -nu matter what you need, we
have it -when you want it. ALLIED'S highly
specialized organization fills, checks, packs and
,hips your order speedily and accurately. Our
tremendous resources. our vast purchasing power, enable us to buy for less and pass the
resulting savings on to you. Thousands of
radio Amateurs, Dealers, Servicemen. Experimenters and Sound -men order from ALLIED
regularly because they know they save time
and money on every order.

EVERY ITEM TESTED AND APPROVED
-BY RADIO EXPERTS

6.3

6.3 V.
2S0 V.

-AT

LOWEST PRICES

FOR AMATEURS --:t trrmcnlnus asrarhnent of
n u m n
snit transceivers for esery
,

relu ove ut.

SETBU IL DE

FOR
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,

FOR SERVICE MEN

.t

FOP SOU

N

II.

M

new kit: volt all -wave

Dozens of

RS

icy other:.

n

c,

tube checker:, at
meter:. Thoulank..

ends,

lotest l'..\, equipment. Sutil

EN

. hile and Itrtuble. for D
awl unlVer.al operation.
1

In',

_1.5

-3

V.

1.1 ma.
0 357S.000 511.000 ohms (app.)
9e.0 1.100 mmhos (app.)
Mutual Conductance

70
Amplification Factor
70
*These are rating values only and not operating
points with coupling re. istar.

6L60 Ream Power Tube. The beam power
tube which was described in the July 1936 issue
of Radio-('raft has been duplicated in a glass envelope tube by Raytheon. The glass equivalent
has the same rated characteristics as its metal
cousin. and is equipped with the octal -styd_
socket.
Dual- Triode 6N7 and 6N7G Class -B Power Amplifier. This tub; is the octal equivalent of the
6A6
glass If twin- triode output tube. The
characteristics of the 6A6 have been published
before, co they will not be repeated here.
The tube can be used for class A operation
by connecting the elements of the two triodes
in parallel. In this way, it can be used as a
driver for a class B stage using is second CNT
tube.

The new 1937 ALLIED Catalog brings you the
benefits of world -wide search and research by
skilled radio buyers, technicians, sound engineers,
licensed Amateurs -men expert in every field in
Radio. We carefully check every item for quality,
performance and price. Our wide experience is
your protection- -your assurance of high quality
and lowest prices. Our technical staff is at your
service in other ways, too- to recommend replacement parts, to furnish parts lists for kits, to
chock P.A. s ecifieations - -to give you friendly,
advice on every conceivable
.rn without obligation,
why ALLIED
is
known
everywhere as
" Radio's most Reliable
House...
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REMOVAL NOTICE
Increased sales of over 3011 per nt for the
current year over previous years h c made it
necessary for the Cornell- Dubilier Corp. to move
the entire plant from its former location in New
York to larger quarters in South Plainfield. N. J.
The large increase in sales within the past few
years first made it necessary to add several additional buildings to the plant-but the company
has now outgrown these facilities thus necessitating the move to New Jersey.
t

TRIAD
THE QUALITY NAME IN RADIO TUBES
TRIAD MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.

Do you still need one or more of the GERNSBACK RADIO SERVICE MANUALS to complete
files? If so, turn to page 260 of this issue for details.
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A KEY TO RADIO AS A VOCATION

BASS
BOOSTER

-

Startling improvement in sound
Get concert hall performquality
ance from your own radio by simply

adding

a

Barcus- Lansing

BASS

BOOSTER- -Gives same depth of tone
and the rich resonance of bass notes
actually heard in the concert hall.
The BASS BOOSTER consists of a
low pass filter which removes frequencies above 70 cycle:, a 2 -stage
high gain amplifier and a Lansing 12in. No. 212 Speaker -coordinated to
produce a new achievement in sound
reproduction. This unit may also be
used as a phonograph amplifier by
throwing operating switch.

Complete kit of parts including 7
in. by 7 in. by 7 in. black crackle finish cabinet and speaker. List price
$30.00 (less tubes).
Write for detailed description or ask your local decd, -.

LANSING Manufacturing
6900 McKinley

Co.

Ave.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

(Continued from page 275)
the radio industry would offer great possibilities
for women. because today the radio set is just
a common piece of household equipment. Knowing that women are credited with spending 50
cents out of every dollar. one would expect to
find women employed in research laboratories
to give radio sets the "woman's touch."
It is true that there are at present thousands
of women employed on the assembly lines of
American tube and set factories. but no case is
known to the author where a woman has an
important position in a radio laboratory. There
are. of course, a few women radio operators
known. and some women designers who cooperate
as free- lancers with radio cabinet factories, but
this seems to be all that can be said at present
about women in the radio industry.
It is of interest that women broke into the
radio profession as radio operators, because the
job of radio operator is not only an interesting,
but also a responsible one.

CAREERS FOR THE MEN -FOLK
There are also a great many young men who
are interested in radio operating as a career.
despite the fact that this profession is not as
highly paid as many believe (the recent strikes
of radio operators indicate this clearly). However. there must be something attractive in this
career because the U. S. Census counts 5,000
employed in the various land stations, and aboard
American ships.
About 2,300 men have found employment as
technicians in connection with the American
broadcasting stations. What these men earn.
and how their incomes compare with other
employees working in the broadcast industry, are
figures that have recently been compiled in the
form of a regular census by Mr. C. H. Sandage.
of the U. S. Bureau of Commerce.
The census is as yet not completed because
of the 564 broadcasting stations covered by the
census, only 561 cooperated with the Bureau.
These stations employ 14.561 persons with an
annual payroll of $26.911.392.
The average income of broadcast technicians
varies according to the location. but before we
give the facts about the higher salaries paid in
certain parts of the country. we will present
some surprising facts. We will then find that the
glamorous fame which surrounds the radio artists
and radio announcers is. as far as salaries are
concerned, absolutely unjustified. The average
income of n radio tech n i_ia n, doing his duty in
plain overalls. exceeds by far the average income
of the announcers who speak daily to millions.
According to the U. S. Census. an announcer
gets on the average $29 weekly. but the average
income of a station technician is $35. I See Fig.
4A.) The artists employed by the broadcasting
stations receive. on the average, a weekly income
amounting to $41. The income of the nationally known artists. who are employed mostly by advertisers ("commercial sponsors ") are of course
not included in this compilation, since they are
paid directly by the advertisers. Additional details which will do away with many of the tales
about the salaries paid by the stations are given
in Table I.

IIVIMNG GOQD5
AND
REPLACEMENT.

All Employees

1

bu

not artists, etc.,
supplied by advertisers)

POWER COMPANIES ARE THE BIG

MONEY MAKERS
In n series of 5 broadcasts during February,
1936, the Columbia

Broadcast System presented

interviews with 8 Americans having widely different points of view and interest, and asked
them for their opinions concerning some of today's important problems in broadcast control.
Among the persons interviewed was Dr. Orestes
Caldwell, one of the original members of the
Federal Radio Commission. Among other things,
concerning American Broadcasting. he stated
the following interesting facts: "The big money
in broadcasting goes to the electric light companies. In fact. they collect 2 dollars for every
dollar earned by the artists. the broadcasting
stations and the networks. combined." (See Fig.
4B).
"For the operation of radio sets alone, the
utilities companies collect about 150 million dollars yearly. This is about twice the entire amount
that it takes to operate all the broadcast stations,
the chains and the networks in the U. S." Dr.
Caldwell suggested that the power companies
should pay the entire cost for the present superb
programs, and they would still enjoy a net increase in income of about 70 million dollars per
year.

In connection with the interview quoted above.
Dr. Caldwell, who is one of the leading authorities on broadcasting. made the following pithy
remarks about the future of the radio field,
which will show, mooch better than all our detailed summaries .ould do. what one might
reasonably expect to find upon going into the
radio industry as n career.
He said: "This thing we call 'radio' is just
beginning. With Broadcasting and Communication thus far we have just opened the first page
or two of the radio book. The big chapters are
all yet to come." (See Fig. 4C).
"Ahead of us is the vast empire of the Short
(Continued on page 299)

Full -Time Employees

Pay -Roll

Number Peg -Roll Number

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY!

efficiently, economically, safely!
Hundreds of high quality items -leading lines and standard brands -at prices
amazingly low! Real bargains! Square
decoding! Write today for your big, free
copy of this new catalog hot off the
press.
Buy

RADIO CIRCULAR CO., INC.
Dept. RC
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NEW FALL CATALOG JUST OUT!

BROADWAY

BEST?

And now to the regional tips in regard to the
best salaries paid. To make the story simple,
all facts concerning this very important question
have been combined into a map (see Fig. 3)
which shows the average salaries paid to radio
technicians in various parts of the country.
The best salaries, we find, are paid in the
Middle Atlantic States. and amount to 340. A
careful study of the map under consideration
showing the different living expenses in each
section may provide some interesting facts for
job seekers.
Is it possible. then. that the "big money" may
lie elsewhere than in radio, per se? Let us look
further into the story.

TABLE I

CAMERASNOYELTIES

915

WHAT REGIONS PAY TECHNICIANS

Analysis of Employment and Weekly Pay Rolls -(Broadcast Stations only)

WATCHESCLOCKS

TYPEWRITERS
OPTICAL GOODS

There is one exception to be considered, these
figures do not concern the weekly average income
of the persons employed by the great networks.
Network technicians receive on the average $60
weekly, and only network announcers who have
an average income of $91 exceed with their
salary the income of the technicians.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Total:

501

stations

Total

Total

Average

$429,401

10,257

$355,065

$35.00

2,552

$41.333

$15.00

476

343,537

437

$96.00

39

703

690

$1.455
$372

$37.00
$29.00

$1.209
$1,194

$11.00
$13.00

2,170

$32,244

$15.00

199

$1,355
$3,477

$10.00
$12.00

Executives
Supervisora
Office and Clerical
Station Technicians
Station Talent

2,149

$43,197
$50,552

2,035

2.451

$84.503

2.360

$53,609

4,169
1,695
1,496

$114,270
$46.412

1,999

$52,026

Announcers

1,556
1,210

$45,027
$43.153

Others

PaN-Roll
Nu Taber

19,139

$42.079
342.525
$19,349

Artists

Average

Part -Time Employees

$46,630

$62.00
$24.00
$35.00
$41.00
$29.00
$30.00

13
114
91

256

performing a variety of functions where no
Includes employees not otherwise classified. Persons
writers and salesmen
set function requires a major portion of employee's time, as well as con inuity

are included here.
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THE FAST-MOVING RADIO FIELD
( continued from page 276)
the "enemies" that must be overcome in
Television is rapidly reaching the stage where
certain diseases before you can start on the
it will not be long before it will be used in the
road to recovery. The inductotherm creates home. Plans for an independent nation -wide telean artificial fever
high temperature--in your vision network have been discussed in New York
body, and that high fever does the trick. The and Washington during recent weeks. It is proRadio Knife is one of the latest contributions
posed to set up 15 20 -kw. key stations at $100,000,
made by science to the work of the surgeon.
each; 40 local 5-kw. stations at 525,000, each,
With this remarkable tool the surgeon is able to and 250 beam relay stations having a 25 -mile
cut deftly, bloodlessly, freed from any possibility range for interconnecting the network stations.
of infection. This means a clean, quick -healing The initial cost is estimated at 4 million dollars,
wound.
with an operating cost of 1 million dollars I
All of this shows that radio's usefulness is
THE "ELECTRIC EYE"
constantly broadening and that numerous attracNo contributions that radio makes to mankind tive opportunities exist today in the radio field.
hold greater appeal to the imagination than
Broadcasting stations must have capable men for
those which make life easier and happier for
installing, maintaining and repairing their telethe afflicted and helpless. In New York City there vision equipment. The sound picture industry
is a young boy, practically helpless from parrequires thoroughly-trained, highly -skilled techalysis, who, thanks to the interest and help of
nicians for the maintenance and repair of sound his doctor, is able to turn his radio set off and
picture apparatus. In fact, the trend of radio
on by merely nodding his head. He is able to do
development offers unlimited possibilities. And
it with the aid of the photoelectric cell, which whatever phase of radio one decides to specialize
permits him by a nod of his head to turn on his in as a career requires a good general training
set when he wants to listen to any particular
in electrical and radio technique.
program, and to turn it off when he wants to
To train young
rest. Then again, the scientist adapts the photo- a school system men for the broad field of radio
with which the writer is conelectric cell to the job of providing a means
nected has set up in addition to its regular Radio
whereby the sightless can make their way in
Operating and Servicing courses a new day and
safety and with confidence. The demonstration evening training
of this boon for the blind is one of the most Electronics which course of instruction in Applied
interesting in the series of applications of elec- interested in radio.will appeal to those individuals
The course of instruction in
tricity to unusual purposes.
this subject imparts a working knowledge of
In printing and in publishing the "electric the fundamentals
theory
eye" (or photoelectric cell) bids fair to revolu- and in pro: tire. of the vacuum tube, in
retionize present processes. A newspaper editor garding electricalIt teaches the basic things and
theory, radio physics,
wants a half -tone cut. His secretary can make
mathematics needed to succeed in radio, and it
the half -tone right in his office and have the
finished cut back on his desk before the editor ties in these studies with practical work in radio
servicing, sound pictures, electronic tube circuits
has had time to write the corresponding caption,
and systems, electronics in industrial applications,
saving several hours of time and the 179 manual
therapeutics as applied to high frequencies in
processes required in present half -tone making.
Beautiful 3 -color plates are now made in half medicine, and many other applications.
This article has been prepared from data sup.
an hour instead of 3 days ; and the cost of such
photoelectric engravings is 1/20 of that by the plied by courtesy of New York Y.M.C.A. Schools.
old- fashioned method.
"Electric eyes" now
match colon of paper and inks far more accurately than any human eye could do. They count
logs entering paper mills; they control the thickKEY TO RADIO
ness and determine the degree of "fuzz" of paper
AS
being produced. They detect breaks in the great
rolls of paper going through huge printing
(Continued from page 298)
presses and instantly stop the machines, saving
Waves, and the Ultra -Short Waves with their
tremendous expense and damage.
hundreds of thousands of channels. Ahead of us,
Schools and factories now have their electric
lights automatically turned on whenever a past- too, is Facsimile--the delivery out of the radio
ing storm or early dusk makes it desirable to vet, of a little printed newspaper right in your
have more illumination. In restaurants. waiters hume. And Television is on the way. And there's
Wired Broadcasting over the electric wires, and
laden with trays walk directly into closed doors.
over the telephone wires, both new in experiand presto, the doors jump open, waved aside
mental operation over considerable areas.
by the waiters' shadows. Many hotels and restaurants are now using these "magic" doors.
"We'll have plenty of broadcasting of one
The photoelectric cell has already proved its
kind or other. to give all the free speech that
ability as an Automatic Fire Extinguisher. A hose anyone wants."
nozzle equipped with an "electric eye" can calmly
Although these sidetracks in the application
sway back and forth searching out a fire. When of radio are often of considerable commerciti
it sights a flame it instantly stops, turns on the value, if we compare them with the business poswater and puts out the fire. Then the automatic sibilities in the broadcast field still waiting to be
fireman turns off the water and continues its
utilized, the comparison will be in favor of the
search for more fires!
broadcast field.
The scientist also has always known that Old
Sol, pouring his rays down on this earth of ours
STATISTICS UP -TO -DATE
is a source of energy that man some day will
There are about 22,500,000 passenger cars
probably succeed in harnessing to do something
registered in the U. S., but only 2.400.000 cars
else than give us a tan or sunburn. And right
now in this day and age the scientist is begin- are as yet equipped with receivers (see Fig. 4D).
ning to capture some of that abundant energy The American radio industry sold, during 1935.
with which he is so prodigal, and turn it to use. 350.000 battery- operated receivers, but according
The Sun Motor, operated by electrical energy to a survey made by the Rural Electrification
supplied by light furnished by the sun, is al- Administration, 8O per cent of all farms are
ready a reality. Possibly our successor on earth still without radio (see Fig. 4E). According to
statistics published by the Joint Committee On
a hundred years from now will marvel that we
found anything so remarkable in a sun motor, Radio Research, there are at present 25.000.000
but today it is a wonderful thing
new thing, radio receivers in use in the U. S. More than
the first step toward the realization of the every- 50 per cent of these are quite obsolete and the
day practical utilization of the incalculable number, which should be replaced by new models.
grows each year. The total number of sets manuenergy that pours down from the sky.
factured in 1935 was about 5.350.000, but about
67.9 per cent of the receivers sold to the AmeriFACSIMILE AND TELEVISION
can public were replacement sales. Estimates
Then there is talk of radio facsimile-news- of the total production for 1936 give as a producpapers and magazines printed by radio in homes tion mark, the large number -6,000,000 radio
everywhere. This new development will bring
receivers.
printed pages into homes and remote places with
Obsolescence in radio sets is a kind of "life
the speed of light. In fact. a metropolitan newsinsurance" for the radio industry, since each day
paper, complete with headlines. display advertismore sets become old fashioned, and each day
ing. cartoons, all of them typographically up to thousands of new families become enthusiastic
the minute. can now be laid down at the most radio listeners.
distant fireside without the aid sf physical transRadio is still a young industry offering great
portation facilities.
possibilities. Take your share out of the radio bag.
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The latest Sylvania service
booklet is off the press. Send
for your FREE copy NOW!
Have you an auto radio installation or
servicing business? Then you can't
afford to be without this latest Sylvania Service Manual. This handy
little booklet is chock -full of valuable
information compiled by ore of the
most expert engineerirg research staffs
in the business. And it's v. ritten in your
lan guage!

Here are just a few of the important
subjects covered: Elimination of motor
interference for every make of 1936
car
chart for
. Tube complement
practically all models of automobile
radio sets, with I. F. peak frequencies
Set and Antenna installation hints
These
. Power Supply hints, etc.
and hundreds of other problems you will
meet in auto -radio installation and servicing are covered in this amazing book.
If this book cost a dollar, you'd pay it

...

it doesn't cost a cent!
It's yours absolutely free. All ycu have
willingly. But

to do is fill out the coupon below and
send it to us. You'll receive your free

copy in a few day.
Hygrade Sylvania Corporation. Makers of Sylvania Radio
Tubes and Hygrade Lamps. Fartories at Emporium. Pa..
Salem. Mass., and St. Mary's. Pa.

YLVA NIA
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RADIO AND PUBLIC ADDRESS AT THE BERLIN OLYMPICS
(Continued front page 20$)
layed broadcasts to America via phonograph
records to compensate for the time difference
and diurnal conditions. Also available were 20
transmitting cars with complete recording out fits. several portable short -wave microphones.
and a radio -equipped boat for special shortwave reports of aquatic events. Coordinating
the services of more than 100 microphone outlets and the several hundred loudspeakers. was

master switchboard. Although not quite as
successful as anticipated, television transmission
and reception of some of the events lent novelty
to the Olympics.
Referring to the photographic illustrations. the
views are described in detail as follows: (1) This
master switchboard controlled over 100 microphone outlets of the huge public arena P.A. system. also the hundreds of loudspeakers, the more
that 35 foreign broadcast channels. the German
broadcast channels. and the spot phonograph
recordings. (2) To overcome echo effects the
sound system described in principle in the July.
1036, issue of Radio -Craft, page 9. was utilized.
Improved "double umbrella" reproducers mounted on poles were used in profusion. Each of
these Telefunken "umbrella" reproducers comprised 2 separate "umbrellas." as shown. with 5
loudspeaker units in each. As shown at upper right in illustration No. 2. wings and deflectors
separate each of the 5 units and properly direct
the sound waves; as the insert at lower -left
shows, each of the 5 units is weather -proofed
and sound -baffled by means of bags. (3) The
knapsack portable microphone here shown was
used for directing the installation of the P.A.
system. etc., and for spot broadcasts to nearby
pick -up points. (4) The extensive short -wave
antenna array installed at Zeesen especially for
the Olympic Games that permitted the astonishing accomplishment of 100 simultaneous poly lingual broadcasts is shown. 15) A Zworykin
iconoscope tube was built into this television
image pick -up camera, used at the Carnes.
(6) A newly -designed German crystal microa

iff"tx.4"'

OL'MAN CENTRALAB
'TAKES IT'EITIIER WAY
blistering heat, or excessive
humidity
it's all the
same to a CENTRALAB ConMillions of these
trol
Controls are "standing up"

under unbelievably

...

severe conditions
so

.

the next time a con-

"haywire"
(ENTRALAB
Ind play safe.

trol

goes

change to

-

MILWAUKEE

CENTRALAB

$

Speaker

f

16 -Watt

Hi -Gain
Input

Output

when the first commercially -manufactured receiving seta for the home made their debut.
Many of these sets were of the type where the
component parts were assembled on a board.
Practically all of these set used the new insulation. in either its molded or laminated form. At
the same time amateurs were taxing the capacity
of the industry for headphones, tube sockets. coil
forms and numerous other parts made of these
insulation materials for their own "hook ups."
Molded dials 3 ins. in dia. were selling for over
a

Stage dual channel Amplifier.
Hi -gain stage 120 DB.

crystal or velocity mike. Low gain stage 90 DB.
for pickup or tuner. Perfect mixing and fading by
individual contrcls. Frequency response 40- 10.000
cycles -: 2Db. Continuous type tone control. Field
supply 12 watts tor 2 speakers. Throwover switch for
or 2 speaker operation. Tanned cutpat transformer
builtin. 16 watt output. 20 watt peak.
for

1

Tubes.

1

-75.

2- 6AG's.

2

-6B5's

push

pull.

I

-5Z3.

Ovenbaked crystalline finish with ventilated cover.
overall 8" deep 14" long 9" high. Ruby Lite and
Autrmatle Cutout switch on rack.

$19.95

Model 716 Amplifier
Set of 6 tubes $5.95. Magnavox 12" spks.
Role 10" Saks. $3.45 ea.
Universal Velocity or Shure Crystal Mike
Shure Crystal Mike or

Write

54.45 ea.
$13.50

$13.50
J

Velocity
us for FREE service consultation
particular P.A. p obiem. No char,.

Universal

o n

.

IC

GREENWICH ST.

-,

-3

Track.
In this manner broadcasting facilities were
made available to the hundreds of eyewitness
reporters of more than 35 countries, outside of
Germany.
Even the Berlin Railroad Station was equipped
with directional and non -directional loudspeakers
for regulating traffic and to keep visitors posted
concerning the progress of the various contesta.

1(bnlinuecl ! ,nl page 276)

68.70 Rue Amelot
Paris. France

4
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THE BUSINESS OF "RADIO PLASTICS"

London N.W. 6. England

Channel

rubber. This concludes the detailed descriptions
of the views.
The Assembly Ground was provided with
microphone facilities for 10 "radio reporters'
plus facilities for 5 reporters on each platform
of both the 100 -ft. Outlook Towers at one end
of the grounds. Similar facilities were provided
for 20 eyewitness reports at the Swimming Stadium; 16 at Deutschland Hall, in close proximity
to two Boxing Rings: 15 more at the Hockey
Stadium; N at the Grunau Rowing Fixtures; 6
at each of the Football and Handball Courts at
Berlin Sports Grounds
spot phonograph recording units were provided at the Marksmanship Competition, due to the difficulty of providing fixed connections. and a similar arrangement was followed at the Doberitz Military Exercise Ground ; facilities were provided for 3
radio reporters at the Art Exhibition on the
Kaiserdam ; 10 for the Fuhrer and Reich Chancellor receptions ; and 10 each at the Pergamen
Museum. at Berlin University for the opening
session of the International Olympia Committee.
nt Tempelhof Aerodrome for the fancy flying
championships, at the Berliner Lustgarten
torchlight relay race. for the yacht races in the
Ray of Kiel, at the Baseball Field. the German
Sports Forum House, at the Dietrich -Eckhardt
Open Air Theatre where choric games and musical items were held ; and 10 at the Cycling

WIS.

BRITISH CENTRALAB. LTD.
Canterbury Rd.. Kilburn

2

phone was used in the motor launch short -wave

transmitter that followed the crews entered in
the Olympic regatta. The microphone with its
preamplifier is here shown wrapped in sponge

NEW YORK. N. Y.

dollar apiece!

With the demand far exceeding the supply.
radio started to grow up. About 1924. sets in
wooden cabinets appeared on the market. adding
handsomely finished front panels of laminated insulation to the already established uses of the
material. Headsets gave way to horns, some of
which were molded. A host of new uses developed
for these two insulating materials -static eliminators. lightning arresters and inside aerial
frames.
Almost overnight radio became an industry
of national importance. In 1924. 1,105 exceedingly
small- powered stations crowded the narrow
American broadcast band of 200 to 550 meters.
In 2 years this "howling, whistling era" gave
way to organized broadcasting. The number of
stations was reduced to 533 in the broadcast band
-and many began to operate on higher power.
To match this progress the manufacturer of the
receiving .set brought forth electrically- operated
receivers. The "furniture period" followed almost
immediately. with consoles. highboys and lowboys
concealing all operating parts except the dialand knobs. With these successive steps of refinement in receiving mechanism and radio cabinet
design, new uses for molded and laminated insulating materials were developed. Laminated translucent materials for illuminated dials. lase plates
for the new metal tubes. tuning knobs of colored
materials to match wood cabinets, and all molded
cabinets for the smaller -sized sets are typical of
improvements within the past 2 years.
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Short -wave broadcasting has opened up to
radio enthusiasts new and exciting territories
for exploration, and radically new types of molded insulating materials have been and are being
developed to meet these new problems in transmission and reception. and the future requirements of television and facsimile breudcusting.
Among these materials is a special "low loss"
molding material which provides the important
property of low power factor at radio and audio
frequencies (nt A.F. it is 1.6 per cent, at R.F.
it is 0.75- per cent ; the dielectric constant is
5.2).
One of the most interesting recent development in this ever -growing industry of communication is a new bullet- shaped microphone (described in this issue of Radio -Craft -Editor).
Some very good -looking sets housed in all -bakelite molded cabinets have recently been introduced. See heading illustration.)
These insulating materials are employed in
radio set construction in so many different materials- molded. laminated. cast resinoid, and even
resins used in quick-drying varnishes. as well as
the baking type enameLs and varnishes for electrical insulation purposes.
Our Information Bureau will gladly supply
manufacturers' uantes and addresses of any items
mentioned in Radio -Craft. Please enclose stamped
1

return envelope.

EXPERIMENTERS
The December issue of Radio-Craft is
especially written for YOU. Many aubjects
of vital interest to a'l radio men- experimznters, Service Men. P.A. specialists, etc.,
w41 be found in this unusual issue of
Radio's Lives* Magazine -Radio- Craft.
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THE BUSINESS OF

"RADIO PLASTICS"
:he 'pheno.- Porn :ILlchydc" or "pliet.t,h
are most c, mmunly used for radio 16:Ind Parts. As the name implies. ph, fool awl
ma/it, Ii ode are the chief raw materials. The
,.in is produced by a chemical reaction between
these two compounds in the presence of a
catalyst." The Pr .:0$' it r:In'ied riot in ti
reaction kettle to NV') irh heat !s app bird in .rrdlr
to start the reaction. Before the re...lion i- eon,.
pleted, a heavy fluid is drawn ritt which h.i,.I.
. o
it COO Is. The m:.teria l thus obtained i- ''
resin used for mullir g. It is actually the prod
of an incomplete. chemical reaction. This react
i- subsequently comp'ettyt by the molding i.e.".

..

....

I

1.

which Inudures the hard. infusible material ,.,
-ce in tube bases at d other molded parts.
However be Irre 0.0 re -in may be I1'nI, .1 it
mast be mixed with it tiller- genersloe ,.,.
:althriu,gh other matt riais such no
r:uavas scraps are owl! far special p.'
l'
mixing operation i,
compli.heYI by hrca;e
working it into
up the hardened res :nand
lt
tiller on warm mixing rolls. After it has I.,,
thoroughly mixed soil cooled the b:drh is gr..
to a Powder ready for molding. The
mottles and colors sue obtained by adding suitable pigments and dy+s. or en mbi na t ions of them,
.

"The handyjob data book"

-

Ghirardis new greatly enlarged

RADIO FIELD
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to the misture.

The molding

,ruse

begins

i

SERVICE DATA

with loading the

re -in compound into heated molds. The genera
prartire is to pre -form the resin compound it.
large presses to form "Pills." or tablets. Th..
pilL,. which are carefully made to an exact size

weight. are placed in the cavities of the
molding presses. Wh n the presses are loaded,
the molds are closed as far as the pills in the
cavities will permit, rcol then the heat is applied.
When sufficient head has been absorbed. the
resin becomes plastic at a molding temperature of
about 350°F. The pressure which is applied at
the start of the ,rose., must tw increased as the
material becomes plat ic. and with the increase
in pressure the mold finally closes. The resin is
held under heat and pressure until it has had
time to "cure" or set. This curing is the completion of the chemical reaction which began
when the phenol and formaldehyde combined to
form the resin. When the compound is cured, it
is hard and infusible and may be ejected from
the press without cooling.

NEARLY TRICE as big as the first edition -,leer too paces in
:11, with d,eens of charts and diagrams! Now in loose -leaf form
it's even handier for practical reference use in the shop or out
on the job. ('p to the minute in every last detail. Supplements
twice a year Lien. and June) keep it up to date and make it
permanently indispensable in your work. Features listed at left
are only a few of those contained. The I.F. and Case History
data alone are worth many times the cost of the book. CLIP
AND MAIL COUPON TODAY! Free Folder.
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OSCILLATOR
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aere

(Continued from puy. ^_;a)
combined and fed into a self -tie -,.d type 055 detector which extracts the audio or difference frequency and rejects any R.F. prr.en t, The output
front the detector i: fed into the output amplifier
which is :a type 1155 fixed -bias amplifier having
the output coot nit in the grid circuit and a
stat ieally shielded output transformer in the plate
circuit. This transformer is designed to operate
into renter- tapped loads of 250. 500 and 5.000

F:
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Year

has
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for over a
"the Service-

man's Bonk of Knowledge." Explains fully
the 417 things even'
serviceman should know.
Complete. Clear. Up-todate. Over 1300 pp. 706
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A SPECIAL A.F. AMPLIFIER FOR THE DX -ER
(Continued from pape 277)

Aerial
for Turret
Top
Cars

U. S.

Pat.

07447

aerial for steel top autoaerial OVER THE TOP
where it belongs. Outstanding performance, plus
keen streamlined appearance -highly polished aerial
-semi -round -die formed like decorative body trim
-mounted on top of rubber vacuum posts-carries
center trim line of hood, windshield, and rear window
right over top of car. Extremely efficient -not damaged by weather-works in rain, ice and snow anywhere, anytime. Steel car top shields against interference from ignition and lighting. Easy to installshipped straight, no kinks -no holes to drill in top
-easy on car finish. A fast seller -users like the
smart appearance- greater volume -more distance
-and reduced noise.
SOLD BY LEADING JOBBERS. LIST $5.85
RADIO SERVICE MEN
your jobber can't
supply you send his name for COMPLETE INFORMATION and SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFER. Write today. Be the first to show Auto Top, the perfect auto aerial. Clean up before the
others wake up.
common sense
THE
mobiles. Puts the

-If

WEDGE MANUFACTURING CO.
2336 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Professional Antenna
for All -Wave Sets
Same type used
on receivers in
licensed stations
in South Africa
and South America.
Greatly increases DX performance,
cuts down static, eliminates manmade interference, doubles short
wave reception. Complete set includes: Double aerial, double lead in wires, high- tension porcelain sup port and lead -in insulators, dual

standard. The -uecess of the system depends
entirely upon the selection of constants for the
2 channels.
Automatic tone control results from biasing
the "treble detector" by returning its diode-loud
resistor to a point more negative than the
cathode (ground I. Treble response increases with
she increase of signal strength so that not
only better tone is had from the stronger stations, but the rasping and shrill distortion
accompanying fading in a receiver using A.V.C.
is almost completely eliminated! A less important but noticeable effect is heard when tuning
in a station. The signal is heard in subdued bass

as the dial pointer nears the desired setting and
treble is heard loudest when resonance is reached
-which is the exact opposite of the usual noisy

tuning.
Two aids to better tone are a part of the tuner
ei -cuit. One is a Hi- Fidelity snap switch, which
broadens the selectivity of the first. I.F. trans frermer when conditions make its use possible;
the other is a 3- position, 2- section, Sensitivity or
Clarifier switch. Its purpose is to prevent traces
of distortion due to tube paralysis, or incorrect
bias under various reception conditions. and to
keep the receiver above noise level as much as
possible. Position No. 1 is for use when a consistently powerful local overloads the set.
Position No. 2 is for general use. It connects
the aerial to the primary of the first tuning coil
and switches another bias resistor into the V2
and V3 circuits. This resistor is a 5,000-ohm
rheostat on the chassis rear which is set for the
prevailing noise level.
Position No. 3 gives the extreme sensitivity
possible by lowering the bias voltages to a
minimum.
Experiments are going forward to determine
the constants for the circuit shown at Fig. 3I1,
wherein the high and low channels terminate
out-of -phase and are mixed inductively in push pull by a center -tapped A.F. choke, which feeds
2 resistance -capacity coupled push -pull stages.

LIST OF PARTS

Tuner
One Continental Carbon resistor, 400 ohms, ?ÿW., Rl;
Two Continental Carbon resistors, 800 ohms,

f-w..

R2, R3:

One Cont. Carbon resistor, 1.000 ohms, R4;
One Cont. Carbon resistor. 600 ohms, R6;
Two Cont. Carbon resistors, 50.000 ohms. R7,
R18;
Two Cont. Carbon resistors. 0.1 -meg.. R11, R12;
One Continental Carbon resistor. 30,000 ohms.
-W.. R8:
One Continental Carbon resistor, 30.000 ohms.

!

4

W., R9;

One Continental Carbon resistor, 75.000 ohms,
1
W., R10:
Five Continental Carbon resistors, 1 meg., t1 -W.,
R13, R14, R15, R16, R17;
Two Continental Carbon resistors, 8.000 ohms,
141 -W., R19, R.20;
One Electrad rheostat, 5,000 ohms, VRI
Two turns of wire around aerial lead. Cl ;
Four Continental Carbon tubular condensers,
0.1 -mf., 200 V., C2, CS. C4, C5;
Four Continental Carbon tubular condensers,
0.25-mf., 200 V., C6. C7, C8, C9:
Two Solar mica condensers, 100 mmf., C10. C16;
Two Solar condensers, 0.1 -mf., 400 V., C11, C14;
Two Solar condensers, 0.05 -mf., 400 V., C12. C13;
One Solar condenser, 0.25 -mf., 400 V., CI5;

One R.F. coil;
One Oscillator coil, 175 ko.;
One variable coupling I.F. transformer. This

may be an iron -core transformer with switch type band expansion, 175 kc.;
One straight I.F. transformer, 175 kc.;
One diode I.F. transformer, 175 kc.;
One single -gang, 1- circuit, 1- to 6 -point switch
I sensitivity
switch ;
l

Three 6 -prong sockets;
One 7 -prong socket:
One 5 -prong socket;
Five tube shields;
Three Hygrade Sylvania type 6D6 tubes;
One Hygrade Sylvania type 6A7 tube;
One Hygrade Sylvania type 76 tube;

1

A. F. Amplifier
Five Continental Carbon re- istors, 0.1 -meg..
tí -W., RI, R2, R4. R18, R3;
One Cont. Carbon resistor. 0.5 -meg.. s -W.. Ri;
Six Continental Carbon resistors, 0.5 -meg., t_ -W..
R6, R7. Rs, R9, R16. R19;
Two Continental Carbon resistors, 50.000 ohms.
)_ -W., R11, R17;
Three Continental Carbon resistors, 75,000 ohms,
R2, RIO, R12;
Two Continental Carbon resistors, 7,500 ohms,
s._, -W.. R13, R14;
One Cont. Carbon resistor. 9,000 ohms, R15;
Two Electrad potentiometers, 1 meg., VRI. VR2;
One Electrad potentiometer, 0.5 -meg., VR3;
One Electrad poten. with switch, 0.25-meg., V R4
Two Solar mica condensers, 100 mmf., Cl, C2;
One Solar mica condenser, 0.001 -mf., C3;
Five Continental Carbon condensers, 0.1 -mf., 400
V., C4. C5, CO. C21, C22:
One Cont. Carbon condenser.0.02- mf.,400 V., C7:
Two Solar mica condensers, 0.002 -mt., CS, CO:
One Solar mica condoner, 50 samt., CIO;
One Cornell -Dubilier electrolytic condenser, 60
mf., 50 V., C11
One Cornell -Dubilier condenser. 1 to 25 mf. (low
enough capacity to avoid motorboating), 50 V.,
C12;
One Cont. Carbon condenser, 0.5 -mf., 400 V., C13;
Two Cornell- Dubilier electrolytic condenser, 2
mf., 450 V., C14, C15:
One Cont. Carbon condenser, 0.25 -mf.. 400 V.,
C16:
Two Cornell -Dubilier electrolytic condensers, 6
mf., 600 V., C17, CIS:
One Cornell -Dubilier electrolytic condenser, 16
mf., 450 V., C19;
One Continental Carbon condenser, 0.05 -mf.,
400 V.. C20:
One power transformer supplying 750 V. C.-T..
120 ma., 5 V. at 3 A., and 6.3 V. at 6 A.:
One filter choke, 30 hy., 120 ma.;
One 12 -in. speaker, 2,500 -ohm field;
Two Burstein- Applebee tube shields to fit tubes:
Four Burstein -Applebee 6-prong sockets;
One Burstein -Applebee large 7 -prong socket;
One Burstein -Applebee 4 -prong socket;
One Burstein-Applebee 5 -prong socket;
Two Hygrade Sylvania type 75 tubes;
One Hygrade Sylvania type 6A6 tube;
One Hygrade Sylvania type 76 tube;
Two Hygrade Sylvania type 6B5 tubes;
One Hygrade Sylvania type 5Z2 tube.
*Names of manufacturers will be sent upon
;

receipt of a stamped and self -addressed errerinre.
X
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Findlay, Ohlo

READY! SERVICEILHANO1I
NOW
BOOK -order run- copy toda'. Complete details
pape

261 of this issue.

*One Antenna coil:

r0
VOICE
COIL

lightning arrestors, variable ratite
matching transformer, complete instructions and installation diagram.
Ask us for statements of performance from world-wide users.
Priced right; write today for
your all -wave antenna kit.
PORCELAIN PRODUCTS, INC.

Dept. 33

One Solar mica condenser, 0.001 -mf.. C17;
Two Solar condensers, 0.05 -mf., 200 V., CIS, C19;
One tuning condenser 3 -gang, 365 mmf.;

on

-BFig.

3

A is an

add -on unit for existing sets -B
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AWARDS IN THE $1,800
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE HANDIBOOK CONTEST

r OLLOWING
are the names and adds
and the letters. of the first two winners

es,
in the

Official Radio Service Handibook Prize Contest
sponsored jointly by Gernsback Publications, Inc..
publishers of the Official Radio Service Handibook, and a number of the most important radio

manufacturers.
First Prize. William Levi Zanes, P.O. Box 34.
Deepwater, N. J. Award: United Sound Engineering Co. model CR5 frequency- modulated oscillator.
Second Prize. Edward M. Wiser, 410 Main St.,
Cedar Falls, Iowa. Award: Clough- Brengle Co.

FACTORY ENGINEERS

straight -line potentiometer was used in the cal-

for GOOD PAY fpare îime
and hill ?ime Jobs in

culations. The curves in Fig. IA were figured for
1.000 -, 10.000- and 100,000-ohm shunt resistances.
In Fig. 1B the shunt instead of being across the
whole potentiometer is across the load side only.
Figure IC shows the curves which result from
placing a fixed resistor from slider to both ends.
In Figs. 1B and 1C, X and XI, are both 1,000-ohm
resistors. If the Service Man is as handy with
his mathematics as he should be. it will be no
trick at all to amplify this idea so that he may
obtain nearly any taper he desires for any circuit.

RADIO

M. WEILER,

EDWARD

model CRA oscilloscope.

410 Main St.,
Cedar Falls. Iowa.

Additional

data concerning the remaining
winners and their awards will be announced ira
forthcoming issues of Radio Craft.

Ist PRIZE LETTER
Gentlemen.:
Too few Service Men understand or know the
real essentials of successful servicing. In my
opinion. an analysis of these essentials when
summed up is tantamount to the old adage that
"no workman is better than his tools." I've seen
radio mechanics struggle earnestly and tediously
with defective radio sets. simply because their test
equipment wasn't quite up to the occasion of
indicating the source of trouble. Most real Service
Men will look with contempt on any of their
brethren in this profession who employ lowresistance, insensitive voltmeters for making tests
and measurements, or who attempt to align a
multi -band superheterodyne receiver by ear and
without the use of an all -wave signal generator.
It must be admitted that some Service Men
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j jobs
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operate under the aforementioned handicaps
not because they are unaware of the deficiencies
of their equipment, but for reasons of economy
or insufficient finances. This, however. in my
mind, is not sufficient excuse to warrant this
practice. Where is economy effected when a job
takes two to three times longer because of poor
tools? And. how can a man expect his finances
to improve when he wastes time on jobs which
could be better utilized for drumming up new
business? Then, of course, take into consideration the fact that a much better and more
thorough repair job is possible with good equipment than with cheap or obsolete instruments.
This factor in itself should be sufficient reason
to warrant the replacement of old or inefficient
test instruments by new unite, since better repair
jobs will always serve to bring new business
through recommendations.
My particular pet peeve is the Service Man
who is always building (and futilly using) shortcut trouble shooting gadgets that never amount
to a row of pins. Perhaps I'm an "old conservative." but I've seen many Service Men wasting
time (and money) on neon -tube capacity indicators that indicate roughly, very roughly. the
relative capacity of a condenser. Or, a cathoderay tube (or "eye') visual checker that supposedly will indicate the source of intermittent
trouble, but usually is so critical that just touching the chassis will make the "eye' wink, probably in amusement. Me?
use a brand new, complete analyzer that cheeks tubes, measures capacity accurately on a calibrated meter, measures
all voltages (A.C. or D.C.) on a large, fan -type
2.000-ohms-per-volt (0.5 -ma.) meter and doeeverything but shout out exactly what ails the
set. And, aren't the customers impressed when
I open the cover and proceed to make an analysis
or some test on the receiver!
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It -T -I Training is different. It mates to you right out of
the faeluries where Radio sets and other vacuum -tube desicrs re made. It was planned alid prepared and is supervised by radio engineers IN these factories -by men appointed for the porl..:e. It -T -I will train you as the
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when Television breaks.
4 WORKING OUTFITS
FURNISHED
Start almost at once doing part time radio work.
I furnish 4 outfits of
p-

p.rlunitits.
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WILLIAM Levi LANES.

Gentlemen:
Many times in working with radio or public
address equipment the Service Man with a limited stock of volume controls is often "up against
it" when he needs a volume control of special
value and with a special resistance taper. A
little computation with the formula for resistances in parallel, gives its a series of curve-.
By choosing the correct values of both potentiometer and fixed resistance one -may secure nearly
any type of curve desired.
In the first series of curves to be considered.
the fixed resistance was placed across the entire
potentiometer as shown in Fig. 1A. In this as
in the other series of curves a 10,000 -ohm,

Train at Home Under
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2 3 4

5

THOUSAND

6

7

8 9 10

ig.

d. Various curves described by
Mr. Weiler.
choosing the correct value of resistance in shunt
to the section of the potentiometer that is being
varied, the curvature may be varied to meet
emergency needs.
y
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For Football Stadium
or Dance Band the 60 -C is Best

60 WATTS

NET

AUDIO $7626
OUTPUT

16-

For large outdoor Public Addre -installations the U.S.E. Type 60 -C
Amplifier supplies the tremendous
output required.
Operated at lower volume as in
dance band use, finest possible tone
quality results, as the reserve power
handles peaks that would otherwise
distort. When the brass takes a
break you'll get peaks of fifty watts
even though average level may be
only fifteen watts.
The 60-C includes All Modern Fea-

tures, matched accessories reasonable
priced.
Write for No. 106 complete catalog.
UNITED SOUND ENGINEERING CO.
2239 University Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.

BLOCK power
line NOISE

HOW TO MAKE AN
OSCILLOSCOPE
(Continued front page 279)
is the type with which we have the most trouble.
Amplitude distortion arises whenever a vacuum
tube is operated beyond its linear characteristics.
as for instance, when overloaded. Harmonic frequencies appear in the output which were not
present in the input. In addition to the tubes, a
further possible cause of amplitude distortion
may arise from impedance mismatching or saturation of transformer cores and windings. A
double check of this type of distortion is easily
made with the oscilloscope and A.F. oscillator.
!'hase distortion in audio amplifiers need not
concern Service Men as a problem. A definition,
however, might be of interest. When the phase
relation existing between various frequencies at
the input, changes for any reason by the time
the frequencies reach the output, a change in
the original waveform will result. The ordinary
tone control as an example. is a producer of
phase distortion when it mutes the high notes.
A test for phase distortion requires an A.F.
oscillator which contains in its output, harmonics
which are sufficiently strong to appear in the
waveform. See Fig. IOC. This complex signal fed
to the amplifier should be viewed on the oscilloscope both at the input and output. Any change
in the waveform will show that there is phase
distortion in some degree. Both frequency and
amplitude distortion must be at minimum or else
they may be causing changes in waveform at the
same time.

Checking selectivity, peak frequency and gain
of I.F. transformers should be of interest to set
builders. A setup for this purpose which was used
by the author is shown in Fig. 10E.
Referring back to audio amplifier overload, a
setup shown in Fig. 10F is used and the following points must be observed: (1) both amplifiers
in the oscilloscope should be ON or both should
be OFF ; (2) one amplifier alone should not be
used; 13) no sweep voltage or synchronizing
voltage is required for this test ; (4) the gain of
both amplifiers should be equal of used) or else
the diagonal line which appears on the screen

will tilt.

In conclusion, the author suggests that the
Service Men who have built the oscilloscope keep
a record of the connections and a tracing of
unusual images in a notebook set aside for that
purpose, so that in time, they will have an
operating manual of great utility, at their disposal.

USING HEADPHONES
IN SERVICE WORK

good

quiet radio reception
Most crackling noises in your radio
reach the set through your power supply lines. The power line interferenc.
is radiated from your house wiring to
your radio and aerial.

This man-made static can be blocked
where the main lines enter your dwelling! Filtercon 1 "1005DH is designed to
block with inductance and filter to
ground. through capacitance. power
line interference. Enjoy radio free
from the interference of your neighbor's electrical equipment.
Ask your radio supplier for Filtercon
F1005DH. List price, $5.00.
Send

for Resistor-Filtercon

(Continued from page 280)
of trouble is in the power supply filter. By Placing a high -impedance headset directly across the
voltage-dropping or bleeder resistor of the power section, the presence of any undesirable alternating component can be immediately detected. (It should be noted in this connection
that with a high -impedance. magnetic -type receiver this is not particularly injurious to the
higher -grade headsets if done for a short time.
but due to the sharp crash of sound on making
the circuit. it is advisable to place in aeries with
the receiver a resistor having a tabac of about

the final analysis is made by aural means.
In general, it can be said that headphones
provide at low cost a very effective tool in the
analysis of trouble in servicing radio sots. Methods which are easily performed coupled with a
definite testing routine will provide the wide-

awake Service Man with a larger percentage of
the service work because of his more apparent
mastery of the subject at hand.
139- 14

This article has been prepared from data sup Lorain Ave., Cleveland, O., Toronto, Canada, plied by courtesy of Triasse Radio Mfg. Co.
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[.orating distortion. In the isolation of the
source of distortion. the trouble can be located
frequently by placing a headset in the circuit at
various points. Up to the present time, there
has been no method devised that is more conclusive for checking distortion than the "listening
test." In practically all radio sets. loudspeakers,
and for that matter all communication devices,
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using the oscilloscope as shown in

(Let us know how you "make out" with this
unit. -Editor)
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The OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE HANDIBOOIC
is NOW READY. Please turn to page 261 of this
issue and get full details of radio's greatest book
on servicing.
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BUILD THIS BEGINNER'S
A.C. -D.C. RECEIVER

2 -TUBE

SCOTT
7lIelify

RUSSIA

(Continued from page 284
tubes. One of these functions as a half -wave
rectifier tube. the grid and plate terminals being
connecter) together for this purpose. This tube
changes the house current into a form which is
suitable for use in the receiver. The other tube
operates as a highly efficient and sensitive regenerative detector and under fair conditions is capable of picking up even the faintest of signals.
The aerial may be any length of wire from 30
to 100 ft. and erected as free from obstructions
as possible. No ground connections are required
as the house current system is itself grounded.
LIST OF PARTS
One Hammarlund X5 mmf. antenna series condenser, Cl
One Hammarlund 140 mmf. variable rond., C2;
One Solar 250 mmf. grid condenser. Cl;
One Solar 250 mmf. bypass condenser, C4 ;
One Solar filter condenser, dual section type. C5:
One Continental Carbon 2 meg. resistor. RI ;
One Cont. Carbon 50.000 ohm resistor, R2 ;
One 0.1 -meg. regen. control, R3;
One Eilen special line cord, R4 ;
One Eilen black bakelite dial;
One Eilen set of 4 -prong S.W. coils;
One Eilen special cabinet, drilled and finished in
black crackle:
Two Arcturus type 31 or ¡G tubes.
Names and addresses of manufacturers will be
furnished upon request.
This article has been prepared from data supplied by courtesy of Eilen Radio Labs.
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WHERE THE OTHEES STOP
Here's a target for distance sharpshooters all over the world
to level guns atl Mere is proof that the SCOTT ALLWAVE
is the finest receiver in the world
1

From F. L. Stitzinger in Pennsylvania comes this verified list
of 34 foreign countries, 98 foreign stations. 1651 foreign programs
-not merely logged, but verified! All within a short six months
period! No other receiver in the world has equalled this verified
world record performance during any six consecutive months
tuning'-Argentine, Australia. Belgian Congo, Bermuda, Bolivia,
Brazil, Belgium, Canada, Columbia,Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark,
Ecuador, England. Federated Malay States, France, Germany,
Hawaii, Holland, Indo-China, Italy, Japan, Java, Kenya Colony,
Mexico, Morocco, Peru, Portugal, Republic Dominica, Russia,
Spain, Uruguay, VenezuelalEverys tation.everyprogram,verified!
of price! This is not 'bales talk."
These are vital facts-of deep

interest to every DX enthusiast.
To enjoy the really great
world music, to hear the tremendous events which are
moulding history -still to be in
tomorrows headlines -you must

MR.SCOIT'S

have high Class

PERSONAL

power.

MESSAGE TO YOU

has 35

watts Class
times undistorted output of average receiver
-for vaster distances.
Bullet -Direct Variable Selectivity 2 to 16 KC -3 times
better than selectivity of average
receiver
to pierce through
powerful local stations and bring
in weak distant stations thousands of miles distant.

-

-

...

146

countries throughout the

We have over 600
expert 'Installation and' Service
representatives' over entire United
ees n tative
give
instant
service should you ever aneed it.
his, even though every SCOTT
receiver carries five year guarantee
of pedect service."
.

speaker

SCOTT23TUBEALLWAVE
Watts Strictly Clan

times as many foreign stations
as are received on sets of other
radio manufacturers
SCOTT
ALLWAVE receivers are giving
distinguished service in more than

world..

"A"

'A" Power, 50
"AB" power-6

3

return envelope.

ÇTBLY

a MALAY STATES

Says Mr. Scott: "Mr. Stitzingei s
list is only one of thousands which
SCOTT owners constantly send
in to our laboratories
SCOTT
owners receive and have verified

(Continued frons page 257)
is employed. This has the added advantage of
producing a far better frequency response than
the diaphragm type.
Advantages: The crystal microphone is rugged,
suitable for both indoor and outdoor work.
Limitations: Low output and high impedance.
Condenser Microphone. The condenser microphone operates upon the principle of changing
capacity between 2 electrodes. A stretched metallic diaphragm is insulated and separated by a
very small distance from a flat electrode. In this
case the sound pressure waves, striking the
diaphragm, cause it to move, thereby changing
the capacity.
Advantages : Frequency response is considerably improved over the carbon microphone and
also has a low inherent noise level.
Limitations: Low output which requires polarized potential for its operation and it is difficult to keep in operating condition due to the
extremely small clearance between the diaphragm
and the back plate. It is not used very extensively.
Dynamic Microphone. The dynamic type of
microphone is a completely self- contained unit
that does not require field excitation.
Advantages: The dynamic microphone has a
low impedance and its noise level is low.
Limitations: It is heavy and must be handled
with extreme care.
Our Information Bureau will gladly supply
manufacturers' names and addresses of any itrais
mentioned in Radio-Craft. Please enclose stamped

SPAIN
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PROS AND CONS OF
MICROPHONE TYPES

GERMANY
FRANCE

AILL1VAVE

radio receiver.
since 194

inferior of the set showing layout.
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E. H. SCOTT, deelgner
and custom -builder
of world's finest

The
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CANADA
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Microvolt Sensitivity

-

FACTS ARE
YOUR GUARANTEE

Twice that of any other radio
receiver.
25 to 16,000 Cycle HIFidelity provably twice the
tonal range of any other high
fidelity ra
a fact which
we can demonstrate in any comparative test.
Dial Calibration
accurate
on all tuning hands for the first
time in radio history.

Here is reception not c
a¢
h d by any other rmeiver
s'I c
n earth
regardless

instantly.

prnur
Iluildrr of

-

-

%%MIRED'S

We Wili Train Liou

-

Foreign Station Locator

-

y

More Important PERFORMANCE

- -

Features Than Any Other Receiver
-including True Bass Control
True
Separate Treble Control
23 Tubes,
New Highest Efficiency Type- Oversize

Construction throughout

-

Includes

many advanced laboratory developments
which cannot he incorporated in production type radio receivers.

Compare It in Your Home
These celebrities demand the world's
finest quality -all are SCOTT owners
Toscanini -Guy Lombardo
Eddie
Cantor -Walter Winchell -Tod Hosing
RudyVallée -AI Icon-:cod hundreds
more.

-

-

The SCOTT is the cl
'o of
Presidents and Princes all over the world.
Unqualifiedly guaranteed to bring you
more foreign stations with stronger
volume, with m
crystal clear tone,
with less noise than any other receiver
in the world-in your own hornet 30
days'
can own the SCOTT
for no more ou
you would pay for
an ordinary receiver.

The Secret of Superiority

How is such an unequalled guarantee
possible? The SCOTT Ili strictly custombuilt
to highest precision standards
known. Sent to you direct from laboratories -fully adjusted and proved, with
nationwide installation service.
Read coupon below- NOW -and
decide right now- without delay
to
send for the most thrilling story of world covering performance in the history of
radio!
Visit our new permanent salon at

-

-

6.30

Fifth Ave., Rockefeller Center.
New York City- os
115 N. Robertson

Los Angeles. Cal.
st No Ten COUPON

Blvd..

TOJIT- cl rolls

FREI

E. H. SCOTT RADIO

LABORATORIES, Inc.
4404 Ravenswood Ave.
Dept. 2416. Chicago. III.
Send "94 PROOFS" of the SCOTT'S

superior tone and DX performance
and particulars of 30-day home trial
anywhere in U. S. A
Name
Street

tunes in the short wave stations

State

FINEST CUSTOM-BUILT RADIO RECEIVERS Since 1924

(

i.

ickly to Qualify

servicing of modern radio receivers requires experts
men trained for this work are needed everywhere.
The

-

RADIO OFFERS BIG OPPORTUNITIES
Your possibilities of making moey are limited only by your ability and skill.
There is no room for the soldering iron "guesser." But you must be trained the sooner yet begin the quicker you'll cash in,

of extra cost
time saving trouble finder and c r c u i t
analyzer included.

This

i

LEARN AT HOME

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

We will tra'n you of home fo serv.
ice and repair radio receivers of
all types. Invest for future success
in R.T.A. training.

You need ro previous experience in Radio.
We show you how to make money almost

from the start. Hundreds of men are
enjoying the rewards of R.T.A. training.
Full details of this great opportunity are explained in a helpful hook that is FREE.
Send for it today. It will be mailed at once.

FREE

RADIO TRAINING ASS'N OF AMERICA
Dept. RC -611, 4525 RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO
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FOUR NEW
THORDARSON CATALOGS
Tru- Fidelity Catalog No. 500

A complete listing of the entire
Tru. Fidelity line of transformen.
Profusely illustrated with working curves of each transformer.
A complete treatise on the finest
radio transformer built for commercial production.
Complete Transformer Catalog
Catalog No. 400. No radio engineer. serviceman enthusiast or
ham should be without this big
16 page catalog. Lists every radio
transformer (except Tru. Fidelity)

LIST OF PARTS
One Thor special chassis:
One Thor 2 -gang variable condenser. 350 mmf ;
One Wholesale Radio Service Co. antenna coil,

litz wound:

One Wholesale Radio Service Co. oscillator coil,
465 kc.. litz wound;

Radio Servicing Guide

Three Thor tube shields;
Three 4 -prang wafer sockets;
One 5 -prong wafer socket:
Two iron -core I.F. transformers:
One Centrnlab potentiometer. 50,000 ohms, and
Sw.;
One Thor dial to match condenser:
One Thor fuse and mounting,
One 6 -wire battery cable:
One "chromatic- magnet" speaker:
One leatherette carrying case:
One Thor panel to fit case;

'

It's here! THORDARSON'S

new 32 page Radio Servicing
Guide. Chock full of worthwhile
suggestions. Profusely illu
ed.
Ideas on how to correct many
problems in the service business.
Send direct or buy it from your
parts jobber.

Transmitter Guide
Amateurs Attention! Europe and
South America at your call. Thrill
to trans. oceanic reception. Build
finest amateur transmitters. Many

I-si

mmf.;
One "A" battery 3 V., 200 series:
Three "It" batteries. 45 V., 200 series;
One "C" battery. 7'(. V., 200 series:
One liammarlund padder. 500

other subjects treated in this

Raytheon 1A6 tube:
Raytheon 1A4 tube;
Raytheon 1134 tube;
Raytheon 950 tube;
Two I.R.C. resistors, 50,000 ohms.
Two I.R.C. resistors, 0.1 -meg.. La-W.:
One I.R.C. resistor, % -meg..
Three I.R.C. resistors. 0.75-meg..
One I.R.C. wire -wound resistor. 2 ohms. 2 W.:
Six Cornell -Dubilier condensers. .01 -mf., 200 V.;
One Cornell-Dubilier mien condenser. 100 mmf.:
One Cornell -Dubilier mica condenser, :AO mml.:
One Cornell -Dubilier condenser,0.006 -mf., 400 V.:
Two Cornell -Dubilier condensers, 0.01 -mf., 400 V.
Names and addresses of manufacturers will
be sent upon receipt of a stumped and self addressed envelope.
This article has burn prepared from data
supplied by courtesy of Thor Radio Co.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
See W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
¿y
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of nine north duration equivalent to thre.,
years of ,e college cal. work. All eipenees low. Catalog free. School established 1574.
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Dodge's Institute, Hudson St., Valparaiso, Ind.
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BUILD IT YOURSELF
Too

Oan

Trailer

build

this

with ordinary
easily from our
step-by -step constructional
sheets and large sized blueprints.
Finest Seei:,,« 'rr.ila in
Toast. :queer. Mesabi, Lieht..tc.
building it rour.e0. god 25e for oleos
7Óúe.1
tools
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One
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book. Send direct or buy it from
your radio dealer.

Pawet

(Continued from park 2s4)
:uteries. The full carrying weight is approximately 12 lbs.
Experiment proved that the magnetic speaker
specified in the List of Parts delivered the best
tone and highest output. While the life of the
midget batteries is not equal to batteries of
larger size, the exceptionally low drain of 0.3 -A.
"A" current and 15 ma. "13" current is figured
to give very satisfactory use. There is practically
no current drain from the "C" batteries.
Parts are relatively inexpensive and the results
fully warrant the construction of this portable
set; which is light in weight. compact in size.
costs little to make and operate. and has tine
range and volume.

made by THORDARSON.
Send for your copy today or
see your radio parts distributor.

íOaenand

AN EASILY -BUILT
4 -TUBE PORTABLE SET
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Chicago, IN.

To Readers of

RADIO -CRAFT
FREE POSTCARDS MAY BE HAD UPON
WRITING TO THE PUBLISHERS
These post cards make it easy to answer advertisements which appear in RADIO -CRAFT, without slittint valuable data which s:.0 may wish to save.
..st you to "clip the
I.. Often
means
le.:'
the reverse page you
.'I
(or 1el ton, r..
ave your It.tDIO111AFT issues complete. If you should ever want to
sell hound volume,. or certain soles of RA DIOCRA PT. the rr,;de value of uncut
much
higher than that of nmltlla ted t
So send tir a
supply of these free post cards sand use them in

III.

I.Itr

1,

answering all RADIO -CRAFT advertisers.

10- DAY
FREE

TRIAL
OFFER

Built to Stand
the Gait:
Jo that transmitter assembly,

AERO\ OX

oil-filled condensers insure you against

breakdowns.
Popular round -can units
are now Mass produced and sold at very
low prices. Genuine oil -impregnated, oil.
filled units. Seepage -proof emnt :' 'r. High voltage pillar terminals. No plate flutter.
Mounting rings.
A quality product for
lean pocketbooks!

New CATALOG
p ver'
Write for it.
well
ehe

ronJ a-

ser and resistor line.
as
sample cops of monthly Research Worker.

as

ONLY
Note

The

positions of dial and speaker.

ORSMA MEMBERS' FORUM
(CorrNnurd i ram

This is our idea of a "swell" co us(ruet tee letter.
Let's see if any other Radio-Craft readers can
reach Disney's "par." Thanks. "E. H.." for your
kind remarks about "R.-C."

THE ELECTRAD CONTACT

(Magazine)
"In constant

CORPORATION
77

Washington St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

touch with the radio service
world" is the slogan of this new house organ by
Electrad. Inc. Lssue No. 1 (May. 11136) of Vol. 1
contains an informative answer to the question.
"Why is a Baffle7 necessary in a loudspeaker ?"
pages contain miscellaneous
the remaining
material of interest to the Service Man. In size.
Contact measures $ x 11 ins.: Mr. L. A. deRosa
is the editor.

Please Say That You Saw It
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10
A DAY

BRAND NEW
MODEL No. 5

REMINGTON PORTABLE
A brand new Remington for only lut :e
An easy. practical Home Typing Course FREE.
With it anyone quickly becomes expert on this
machine
the most rugged, dependable portable made. Not used or rebuilt. Standard 4 -row
keyboard. Standard width carriage. Margin release on keyboard. Ruck splicer, Automatic ribbon
reverse. Every essential feature of big office typewriters. Carrying Case FREE. Try it for 10 days
without risking a cent. If you don't agree it is
the finest portable nt any price, return it at our
expense. Don't delay. Without obligation, write

...

now.

REMINGTON RAND INC..
315 Fourth Ave.

Dept.

189-II

New York. N.

Y.

t
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THE LATEST RADIO EQUIPMENT
(Continued from page 243)
be of any length up to 2.000 ft. Equal results
are obtained by use of this transformer and a
low -impedance velocity microphone as with an

112 db. and a peak output of 35 W. The normal
output is 26 W. with a frequency response of 40
to 10,000 cycles ( within 2 db.). A 2 position

ordinary high-impedance mike, and as many as
4 velocity mikes may be fed into 1 transformer.
Hum pik -up is entirely eliminated due to the
design; and the case is of an alloy which will
stand much abuse. Either a 50- or 200-ohm mike
may be fed into the standard input of 200 ohms
at the transformer.

mixer for crystal and velocity mikes is employed;
output impedances are 2, 4, 4, 15 and 500 ohms.
Tubes are

1

-0J7; 3-6 \7; -6F6;
1

and

1

-43.

POCKET VOLT -OHMMETER (1204)
(Powertone Electric Corp.)
ASENSITIVE and compact instrument for
the Service Man. Direct current voltage readings of 0 -5. 50, 500, and 1,000 resistance readings of 1-s -500 and 200 to 500,000 ohms; and current reading of 0.1 ma. are provided.
The meter has a sensitivity of 1,000 ohms
per volt. The battery is self- contained and a corn pensator corrects for drain on battery. Measures
:

26 W. AMPLIFIER (1203)
(Amplitone Products Co.)
ADUAL power unit, operating from either
110 V. A.C. or 6 V. D.C. is a feature of this
P.A. amplifier, which supplies an overall gain of

Left,

5
a

x 314 x 21 s ins.

dual power

P.A. amplifier, oper.
ating from either 110
V. A.C. or 6 V. D.C.
Uses an 83 rectifier
for A.C. and a gene motor for storage
battery operation.

TO AID RAYTHEON DEALERS IN
FULLY CAPITALIZING ON THE TRE-

MENDOUS PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE
OF RAYTHEON'S QUALITY AND
NAME, OUTSTANDING SELLING
HELPS ARE SUPPLIED RAYTHEON

(1203) Right, a cable
type transformer for
adapting low impedance mikes to high
impedance circuits.

DEALERS, INCLUDING SIGNS,
POSTERS, BANNERS, COUNTER
CARDS, WINDOW DISPLAYS,
NEWSPAPER MATS, REPLACEMENT

CHARTS, TECHNICAL DATA
SHEETS, POCKET
SHOOTERS, ETC.

TROUBLE

WRITE RAYTHEON TODAY FOR
YOUR SUPPLY OF THESE AIDS TO
GREATER TUBE PROFITS.
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE -ALL
TYPES OF GLASS, OCTAL BASE,
METAL AND AMATEUR TRANSMITTER TUBES

A demonstration all -wave antenna
which is hung from a window for
"selling" all -wave sets. (1197)

De luxe

V. condenser.

(1200)

Portable amplifier.

(1201)

6,000

Pocket

volt -ohmmeter.

(1204)

projector. (1198)

Analyzer panel.

(1199)

BOOK REVIEWS
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE HANDIROOK,

by

J. T. Rernsley. Published by Gernsback Publications, Inc., 1936. Size 5%z x 83/4 ins., 1008 pages.
Price 54.00.
This book is especially written for the use of
Radio Service Men, as an up-to-date reference
and text. So many technical changes have been
made recently in the radio receivers, amplifiers
and other units encountered by the Service Man
in his business of repairing radio equipment that
new measuring and indicating instruments and
methods are entirely different than they were
even a few years ago. Take for example the
high -fidelity receivers which are making their
appearance in greater and greater numbers.
These sets can not be repaired and aligned by
the old method of "listening"-accurate to: :ts and
test units have to be used to put them to rights,
when they go "haywire." Hence, th.e csril6.,scope,
wobbler, V.T. voltmeter, signal generator, et:.
have made their appearance.
It is the purpose of this book to instruct the

l,,?cc,n hw to properly and intelligently
these und other servicing "tools."
Some of the important subjects covered in this
valuable book are: Circuit fundamentals; Inu -e

tricate Tuning Circuits and aligning data;
Volume control, tone control A.V.C. and resonance- indicator circuits ; Receiver A.F. amplifier
systems

Receiver power supplies ; Loudspeakers,
pickups and electric phonograph equipment;
Fundamentals of meter and test instruments;
Commercial types of test equipment; The
cathode-ray
oscilloscope
and
supplementary
equipment ; How to build essential servicing and
test instruments; Hints on localizing trouble;
Short cuts with test equipment; Hints on receiver
repairs; All -wave high- fidelity receiver data;
auto-radio installation and service; Specialized
installation and servicing; Noise interference
elimination ; Modernizing and improving receivers; Receiver conversion work; Improving knowledge and technique; Uplifting the Profession;
;

and Operating notes.

Please Say That Yost Saw It in
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RAYTHEON TUBES ARE PREFERRED

AND RECOMMENDED BECAUSE
THEY

MEET

THE

EXACTING

RE-

QUIREMENTS OF LEADING SET
ENGINEERS.

RAYTHEON PRODUCTION
CORPORATION
420 Lexingion Ave. 55 Chapel Street
New York, N. Y.
Newton, Mass.
445 Lake Shore Dr. 555 Howard St.
Chicago, Ill.
San Francisco, Cal.
415 Peachtree Street, N.
Atlanta, Co.
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INTRODUCING
NEW TYPE
"AUDIO" A.V.C. BEAM

:4

sib.).

I

Supply: loll Cull

50

AMPLIFIER

('how, ptckn'

true High-Fidelity Per-

..

formance

(Continued from paltr _''1
amplifiers is difficult to describe in words. Per-

F1d

11.1'. I:nl ul 1...
Universal Output Impedances in
both channels:..:dot, Li. M, 1. 2. I
Polarized, Shielded and
het,
Armored Input & output Plugs and
Receptacles.
Metal Tubes
I
employed.
Individual Filament
& Plate Voltage Switches will ar

haps the best way to express the general idea is
to paraphrase the comment of a notable singer
who had not yet become familiar with microphone technique, to wit:
"The mental ease of the performer is the most
desirable feature that can be put into a P.A.
system. The modern sound system is really a kind
of servant and perhaps there is no better way
to sum up what I expect from a sound system
than to consider what I expect from a servant.
I expect a servant to be dependable. efficient:
ready to serve me constantly. willingly. pleasantly -and without 'buck talk'."

I

RCA Tubes 511.25
MoScI. al.., obr,.iaame for eVolt Battery Uprral!on!

art -mimed
cz y.tal
indicators.
U ore
Guarantee: Two years.

onlpaayme

l'ilut light
served

SEND FOR AMPLIFIER BULLETINS
Vomit our ,tall of engineer to plan and select your
nest amplifier system
they will show you how
to :are motley and yet obtain finest quality equlpment.

,

.

Moth./ eq II' -_;Ca

Write

(Code: Class

your requirements:

us

"-

INDUSTRIAL AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS COMPANY
16 HUDSON STREET

::

..

TWO-TUBE

::

--

a

cal and neurological reactions which take place

in 4g out of 100 unrehearsed P.A. applications.
1. The orator has no way of telling how his
voice is coming over the system or whether he
is standing too close or too far from the microphone.
2. When the volume of reproduced sound is too
load it becomes annoying and distracts the audi-

FREE

2 tube short i die set that readily brings in amateurs,
call., htoadis,t sial Ions. experimental and foreign station under
(air toldnion.. THE WORLD AT YOUR DOOR!
.)
Uf :I't:N OABLE RECEIVER which is guaranteed to give
RESULTS. Operates entirely from the AC or Ut' house current.
Simple tu build and easy to operate. Iteautiful, black shrivel
finished cabinet and lnstruel Ions furnished. Wave length range

A REAL. Ixmerlul
pollee

illustrated 20

Large,

catalogue
of
receiver

page

short

wave

kits. transmitters. and

III in 61111 Indri..
TWO TUBE BATTERY SET, less tubes, phones batteries.
52.00
Wig nerf
$0.50
Kits wired, extra 50.75. Tubes, each
51.35
cannonball double heady lOtle
20% deposit on C.O.D. orders
21 hour service.

11,136

$300

ONLY

less tubes, phones, unwired

EILEN RADIO LABORATORIES, Dept. RC

IMPORTANCE OF THE
OLOGIES"
One need not delve into text books on these
ponderous subjects to study their inter -relation
with P.A. systems. A casual observation and
study of many Y.A. installations will disclose the
following undesirable physiological. psychologi-

NEW YORK, N. Y.

RADIO

WAVE

ence.

Send

accessories.
stamp to cover postage
and handling charges.

3. When the volume of reproduced sound is
too low, those of the audience who cannot hear,
become talkative.
4. A talkative audience upsets most orators.
5. Enthusiastic orators turn from side to side,

New York, N.Y

Liberty Street,
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64 WATTS (Undistorted) POWER AMPLIFIER
4 -6L6 Beam Power Output Tubes!
Employs RCA's Miracle Tube Development
PROVIDED WITH DUAL OUTPUT CHANNELS 132 WATTS EACH)

Multiple Input Channels or 2 Velnvity It !item ]likes I IBM db.1. r or 2 Crystal Mikes
2% Distortion Guaranteed
Electronically Mixing Fading System
(65 db.l.

NOVEMBER,
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4-Tube AC -DC Set

Buy
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lradio on the market. l'agis
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type tubes. sensitive
iamletic speaker. .IeNplane
hUilt.i,,
dari.
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with bey.
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pu

quality. Uses 1. 01St. 1- rt,_o. 1.13 and
a 25%5. Works atryherein,
lad.
volt circuit. Coven the
,chid broadcast band.

portable personal

A carried anywhere.

5 -Tube A.Ca -D.C. Dynamic Speaker
Short -Waves Aeroplane Dial

5

latest

tis
speaker.

inate.l
plane

obe,
c
Illum-

i

r

aero-

watch

built -In
beautiful Ill twO-Wne
dial.

cabinet. Two models. i
Broadcast Model .5)4.05,. and
Broadcast
Short -Wave
and
Model 450e extra,. Works on
,y II0 -volt line -At' or pc,
order directly from this''
Seed certified check or money
required for C.O.O. orders.

Fig. I. The circuit of the A.A.V.C. amplifier designed for mobile work.
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ler.

TODAY FOR FREE
ILUSTRATED CIRCULAR -lance selection of latest
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PARAMOUNT TRADING CO.,

80 EIGHTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY.
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lion Tubo Tester! "Most valuable lalrcha -e of
eviuipment we made during the last year." "It shoe,
testa,'
up neat tubes better than my expensive
If your Jobber cannot supply you-order direct- -211'
deposit required on V. O. I). orders. Tear out this ad
and send It to us NOV.' for Information on complete line.
t.-

---

RADIO AND TELEVISION LABORATORIES
361 W. SUPERIOR ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Our information Bureau will gladly supply
An analysis of the above characteristics will
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thus causing rapid and wide fluctuations in
volume so that the conditions listed under No::.
2 and 3 set in before the operator can manually
monitor the program.
G. Virile orators
(particularly, the "electioneering" type!) stress important points by raising their voices to "yelling" levels. This inevitably overloads the amplifier. blasts the loudspeakers. and paradoxically enough, becomes unintelligible to the audience.
All of these conditions tend to hinder instead
of help users of P.A. equipment -and accounts
in a large degree for the reluctance of many
potential users to purchase or rent P.A. systems.
When one stops to consider hove an Audio
Automatic Volume Control (or "Automatic Constant Output ") or " A.A.V.C." system would
keep the volume nt some pre- determined pleasant level regardless of how far from, or close
to. the microphone the orator stood, or how loud.
or low. he spoke, one can hardly believe that
this valuable adjunct has been omitted from
nearly all commercial amplifiers available today.
The all- purpose mobile amplifier (Fig. A)
which was specifically developed for electioneering purposes incorporates a practical A.A.V.C.
circuit as diagrammed in Fig. 1.

THE " A.A.V.C." CIRCUIT
The A.A.V.C. circuit functions as follows. A
capacity. Cl and C2 and a resistance, bleeder
system Rl, R2. R3. R4.
inserted across the
output circuit of the 6L6 beam-power output
tubes and tapped at the electrically balanced
pointe X and Y. to bring off a suitable A.C.
voltage, so that when full power output is attained, the peak voltage applied across the
cathodes of the A.A.V.C. type 6H6 tube is sufficiently high to cause a rectified voltage of some
pre-determined magnitude to appear across load
resistor RG in the plate circuit. This voltage is
negative in respect to ground and is then fed
through the time-delay resistor -condenser combination. R7 -C3. into the sharp cut -off grid. G3,
of the 6L7. The no-signal bias of this grid is
such that the 01 -plate transconductance of the
6L7 is high (over 1.000 micromhos). When the
output level of the 6L6 power output stage
reaches 32 W. the rectified voltage fed to G3
decreases the transconductance and the gain, of
the 6L7. An auxiliary control (A.A.V.C.) biases
the cathode of the 6H6 positively or negatively
with respect to ground so that rectification takes

i

place nt any desired output level (from 1 to
50 W. peak).
In order not to upset speech inflections and

intonations, the time constant of the G3 control grid voltage circuit is adjusted to respond only
to those voltage variations which persist for
0.25 -sec. or more. A more rapid fluctuation of
volume adjustments would destroy desirable characteristics of the individual's speech.
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EVERY RADIO SERVICEMAN

SHOULD OWN

E

Pocket D.C. Volt Ohm-Milliammeter

THE

UNION

NATION

WAY
*The National Union Way makes the purchase of National Union radio tubes doubly
profitable. Besides full protection on the
highest quality radio tubes, each National

Union tube purchased helps to earn free
equipment. But, possession of the equipment is obtained at once with just a nominal
cash deposit. ( Deposit is rebated when rs'quired number of tubes have been purchased). Over 50,000 completed deals with
progressive radio dealers. Don't be misled.
See your National Union jobber and get
all the facts.

OTHER NATIONAL UNION OFFERS
In SOUND EQUIPMENT items available include
17 -watt portab e system, 10 -watt portable system,
6-watt portable system, phonograph pickup and
turntable, etc.

NATIONAL UNION
In SERVICE EQUIPMENT items available include tube testers, analyzers, oscillographs, signal
generators, modulators, meters, etc.
In SHOP EQUIPMENT items available include
stock cabinets, coats, display signa, etc. All items
absolutely free the National Union Way.

NATIONAL UNION RADIO TUBES
National Union manufactures a complete line
of radio tubes in glass, metal and G -type. Na-

Reads D.C. 15- 150.750 colts at 1000 ohms per volt;
1.5 -15-150
Milliamperes; ,u -1o00 low ohms;
0- 100,000 high ohms at 1.5 volts.

tional Union's high quality has made them the
outstanding favorite in the radio service profession. All sales policies have been formulated
with the idea of making National Union radin
tubes the ideal replacement tube for the radin
dealer. This has been backed up with a se'ling
program that means real support and help to
the wide -awake dealer. Dealers and jobbers handling National Union radio tubes are the leaders
in repair parts and service.

Write for Information

Let National Union Help You

THE VOLUME EXPANDER CIRCUIT
Naturally, A.A.V.C. is entirely undesirable
for the reproduction of recorded music. For this
reason. a changeover switch is provided for

THE ROAD TO
BETTER BUSINESS
Full guarantee on

so that phono. records may
with exaggerated volume accentuations to compensate for the compression which
takes place during the recording process. This

volume expansion,

be reproduced

2

expansion switch obviates the necessity of using
an additional 61.7 for volume expansion, as the
same tube can be used for A.A.V.C. and A.V.E.
I Automatic Volume Expansion).
A separate 6H6 rectifier and GC5 voltage amplifier are required however, so as to alter the
bias of the G3 grid of the 6L7 to produce a lore
Gl -plate transeonductance with no-signal. and
a high Gl -plate transconductance with applied
signal.

THE POWER SUPPLY
As the mobile amplifier was designed for automotive use. it has been equipped with a special
dynamotor -type power supply capable of producing 450 V. at 200 ma. which is more than
adequate for the plate and grid voltage requirements of the amplifier. For 110 V. A.C. operation, a suitable power supply may be substituted
for the dynamotor. For universal operation from
110 V. A.C. and 6 V. D.C. a "chopper" -type
power supply may be employed as described in
the September issue of Radio-Croft. page 141.
The author will be pleased to answer all questions relative to this new type of amplifier. Address all correspondence care of Radio- Craft.
This article has been prepared from data supplied by courtesy of Amplifier Co. of America.
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National Union Radio Corporation
RCl136
Lexington Ave., New York City
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shrivel diddled metal elmo.l, of great beauty. SOLD ON
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Ready to use. less tubes
Price ;7.25
ARCTURUS tubes, extra, $2.95
Send for Free P.A. catalogue No. 127

PRECISION SOUND LABORATORIES
126

Liberty St.,
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Molded Bakelite
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"DOMINO"

paper condensers

Small, flat. easy to use, better in
appearance! Heat- and moistureresistant! Wide range of capacities!
Permanent capacity! Full voltage
protection! 10 in standard carton

...COMPARE!

SOLAR MFG. CORP.
519-601 Broadway, New

York City.
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IS A SCOOP!! * **
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UNIVERSAL 110 volt AC and 6 volt DC CONVERTIBLE AMPLIFIER
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR
ELECTIONEERING.
ENTIRELY SELF -CONTAINED 110 volt AC power supply,
and 6 volt DC GENEMOTOR- ON SAME CHASSIS!
l'he following specifications illustrate the outstanding (natures of this umplifier: -26 -WATT

U.e.

tubes glass or metal.
Metal: 1-8.17. 3-6N7. 1. B F8. 1 -83.
Glass: 1.8CS, 3.eAG. 1.02, 1.83.
Overall gain 112 DB.
28 watts output -3S Watts Peak.
r.
2 position electronic m
2 channel nput-1 high gain, 1
medium gain.
i
Input form-Crystal Or Velocity
microphones
n d

Chassis Size:

Completely Wired and Tested
Less
NET
50
7' bra
PRICE

$3 3-

G

Built in field supply for 2 Speak.
Calibrated feedback suppressor.
Output tapped at 2- 4- 8- 15.500
ohms.
Sad -by
itch with 2 indicatlori
pilot lights.
standard
Connect:ns
through
plugs
Instantaneous votag9 chan geover

p
made by togg le witsÌr.
Write for free catalogue, or our Mr. Werner for engineering advice. Give full details.
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Increasing use of modern developments by
criminals today makes it essential that police
departments all over the country utilize radio
to facilitate detection and prevention of crime.

t

.
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RCA recently demonstrated before a distinguished group of 000 enforcement officers
front all over the country. the use of talkies
to afford positive identification of criminals.
Governor Hoffman and Colonel H. Norman
Schwarzkopf, New Jersey Police, sponsored
the demonstration, at Trenton. N. J. A centralized motion picture filing bureau under
Federal auspices may soon be set up, as a result of this conference. as a central reference
for the 16 -mm. and 35 -mm. talkie film. A
typical sound equipment set -up of the type
employed in the demonstration includes the
following apparatus: 2 microphones, control
panel, amplifier and its current supply unit,
and a recorder and camera. Station houses
throughout the country employing this
system would require very similar equipment. Several thousand communities are in
position to use this sort of apparatus- -and
the installation and service work would absorb
hundreds of radio men.
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POWERTONE ELECTRIC CORP,
179 Greenwich Street

New York City

Distributor
85

TRY -MO RADIO CO., Inc.
Cortland! St.
New York City

.5. M. Dellinger, of the National BuStandards, and representative of the
government's Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee, asked that of the 1,407 (regencies
assignable in the range between 30 and 200
megacycles, 1.012 be set aside for government
use and r195 for non -government services. Although this request for 60 per cent of the
available channels might appear to be based
on a "nothing ventured. nothing gained" viewpoint, let us see Just what services Uncle Sam
plans to expand, and whether these might perhaps have commercial applications that would
utilize radio men not connected with any government enterprises.
Although some portable services nt present require frequency separations of 1 per cent and
more at 30 megacycles, it is feasible to limit
the separation to 0.1 -per cent in equipment that
may be constructed and operated at closer
tolerances : in the latter instance, then, calculation shows that a total of 1,407 such channels are assignable between the limits of 30
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Write today for complete technical data o the
Cinaudagraph Magic Magnet Speaker Eight. T,n.
Twelve and Eighteen Inch line.
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and 200 mes. (1.210 between 30 and 100 mcs.,
and 697 between 100 and 200 mes.). and until

O N

equipment is sufficiently perfected in a given
service for operation at 0.1 -per cent separation.
a sufficient number of channels can be assigned to the service to secure satisfactory re-

STAMFORD. CONN.

sults.

The United States Government has found the
specified range "valuable for many government
purposes. To mention merely a few examples
these have included such purposes as law enforcement, aids to air and water navigation,
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Federal Trade Commission Bars Unauthorized Use of Well -Known Radio Names
In the following cakes several unauthorized
manufacturers
if

the

words

were directed to discontinue use
or symbols "Edison," "Bell.'

"Brunswick," "Brunswick," "Victor," "Marconi,"

"Radio Corporation of America," "General Electric," "R.C.A.," "R.S.A .," "R.C.I.," or "E.B."
nn escutcheon plates. in brands, or in trade
names or in any other manner. that the radio
-cu and appliances sold by respondents are the
radio sets and appliances manufactured, assembled, or sponsored by Thomas A. Edison, Thomas
A. Edison, Inc., A. T. and T. Co., W. E. Co.,
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America.
Radio Corp. of America, Victor Talking Machine
Co.,
Brunswick -Balke- Collender Co., Warner
I :rothers Pictures. Inc., Brunswick Radio Corp.,
Grigsby -Grunow Co.. or G. E. Co.

swing over to a new electric set. Programs of
interest to these districts are already available
from hundreds of stations, according to surveys that have been made by the Administration. Here is where the wide -awake radio
man. with a car at his disposal, will have the
chance of a lifetime to "clean up." Here's
another angle to keep an eye out for: the

educational possibilities of radio in rural
schools. (The opportunities in this direction
for an up -'n'- coming radio man are very great.)
"The Future of Radio," a paper read by
David Sarnoff, President of RCA, contains information of importance to the foresighted radio
ma n.

Said Mr. Sarnoff, " -Radio has made possible
outstanding progress in mass communication.
Ample allocation should be made for the greatest use of this public service for the broadcasting of sight as well as of sound, nationally
and internationally." (The italics are ours.)
Continued this paper.
mastery of the ultrahigh frequencies
is bringing television and
facsimile within the area of practical use.
-higher regions of the spectrum which only
yesterday constituted a 'radio desert' are now
being made fruitful. This expansion of the
useful radio spectrum has only begun. Beyond
the ultra -high frequencies lie the 'micro-waves'frequencies that oscillate at the rate of a billion cycles a second, wavelengths measured in
centimeters instead of meters.
"Future developments in micro-waves may
well prove revolutionary." Usable channels then
will be numbered in the millions. instead of a
few scant thousands as now. "-there will be
not only
frequencies enough to make possible
an unlimited array of nmas communication services, but of an unlimited number of individual
communication connections. In that day each
one of our millions of citizens may have his own
assigned frequency to use wherever he may be."
Said this young executive, "-We deal in
is unlimited
radio with a public treasure that
in its extent. The frequencies which make up the
rndie spectrum constitute one of the nation's
most valuable natural resources. Each of them
must be made to yield its maximum of service
under the stimulation of every new discovery."
In the course of his talk. Mr. Sarnoff (who
as a
started in radio "'way back when
ship's operator) made this roseate remark (which
we have italicised) :
"-never before have I seen so ninny developments emerging into practical achiiiement as
the laboratories promise at this moment."

... "-

...

...
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Radio Marine Corp. of America has just
announced the availability of "harbor -phone'
to use in service with towboats,
equipment
ALL NEW 1937
military applications. forest fire protection, pilot boats and other harbor craft for I -way
and various short -distance shore to ship service: orders are given or
MODELS
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fall. (In case you don't recall -"REA" is short the shore transmitter
then automatfor Rural Electrification Administration.) transmitter carrier current
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(Continued from page 267)
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LOOKING AHEAD IN THE RADIO FIELD

= POWERTONE
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is suitable for all harbor craft. Calls,
made through the regular telephone exchange
on shore. register aboard ship by ringing a bell
in the orthodox manner. The 5-W. transmitter
operates on 1 to 7 meters. l The FCC regulations permit operation of low -power radio
phone apparatus. on ships not compulsorily
equipped, by persons holding a Radio Telephone 3rd -Class Telephone Operator's License
simple permit which doesn't require even
a knowledge of the telegraph code!) These
services by RMCA and N. Y. Tel. Co., if also
pur into operation on the Great Lakes and
along the entire U. S. seacoast, will require
many radio men for installation and maintenance work.

ment

-a

The Radio Manufacturers' Assoc. ( "RIM ")
had their "day in court" -and (justly enough)
several times. Some of the statements by James
M. Skinner. Chairman of this organization, are
full of import for the radio man who is wise
enough to read between the lines.
Television was discussed on the basis of a
"5 -point program" planned to establish uniformity in technique and equipment, with a view to
nationwide coverage-and the goal, a single television system for the United States. wi.h every
receiver capable of receiving every broadcast
reaching its locality.
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COSTS

$38.9s
Complete
Ready to use

When you use a
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Master Analyzer

whole service shop in one instrument for only 538.95

No other analyser. n cud, rdl -- of price, contain;
so many engineering IcdiIII,- and advantages.

The most improved Analyzer on the market
41 ranges
measures AC and DC Microamperes, Milliamperes and Amperes, ohms
to 40 megohms, capacity .0001 to 300 mid.,
AC and DC volts 0.1 to 1,000 volts, power level in
DB - 15 to +40 and Inductance in Millihenries
25 to 1,000 and in Henries 0 to 10,000.
-

I

Said Mr. Skinner- "The Radio Manufacturer? Assoc. views television ultimately as a big business, a business
which will employ many thousands of

Our new, superior method of staking A.C.
measurements our own invention in this instrument makes copper oxide rectifier instruments obsolete.
See your jobber today, or write direct to factory.
Ask for our free attractive catalog describing
the latest developments in radio service instru

people in the production and operation
of broadcasting equipment. in the production of receiving sets, in the production of daily programs. and in the fields

)

of distribution and service. Television.
we believe, is one of the new businesses
the country needs to create new jobs."
(This opinion was repeated later in the
week by Albert F. Murray, also representing RMA.)

numt ,'.
Write today to Dept. C -11 for the newest circular on
the latest Tube Tester and the improved

OPERATING NOTES
(Continued from page 281)
determine whether or not an a,nd:o transformer
is causing a lot of unnecessary "static" without
removing same, shunt each winding in turn with
a resistor having about half the resistance in
ohms as the winding itself. If this is the source
of the noise the frying and crackling will cease
immediately. Also check the wave- change switch.
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Cathode Ray Oscilliscope.

MODEL

5143

Weight 8 Iba.
Size 11óL." x 101/4" x

RADIO CITY] [PRODUCTS CO.
"DEPEND ON
DEPENDABLE"

88 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK CITY

53"

VICTOR I. DUDLEY

NEWEST DEVELOPMENTS IN BEAM -TUBE INPUT AND OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
(Continued from page 278)
secondary windings. or that resistance coupling pednnce. Z. will vary from about 200 ohms to
is employed. Naturally,. only a limited amount
5.000 ohms when the frequency varies from 15,000
of power can be obtained from the 6L6 tubes if cycles down to 30 cycles, as shown in Fig. 1E. if
resistance coupling or an ordinary input trans- the circuit of Fig. lli is employed: while the
former is used.
control -grid impedance remains absolutely conA better method is to tap the output transstant for all practical purposes if the circuit in
former at about 30 per cent from the "B" plus Fig. IC is used. instead.
end and bring the voltage from this point through
The plate impedance of the 61.6 tubes depends
a condenser to the control -grid return of the
very much upon the screen -grid and plate volcorresponding tube, as shown in Fig. lit.
tages. self -bias or fixed -bias operation and varies
The hest method if large power outputs are anywhere from 3.900 to 8,800 ohms. This should
involved, as pointed out later, is to use an output be borne in mind when the proper output transtransformer with a separate feedback winding former is selected.
as shown in Fig. IC.
It should also be pointed out that to assure
the low harmonic distortion from 6L6 tubes it
DESIGN THEORY
is necessary to have both halves of the input
To understand the above statement better, refer- and output transformers wound in a symmetrical
ence should be taken to the design of the input fashion in respect to resistance, capacity, inductransformer. In order to obtain the greatest tance. etc. (Symmetrical primary coils are shown
power output from the 6L6 tubes, it is of pri- at right in Fig. A.) It might also be well to
mary- importance that D.C. resistance in the point out that the plate leads of the 6L6 tubes
control -grid circuit of the 6L6 tubes should be should be well insulated from each other, and
no more than a few hundred ohms, and that the from the ground and grid leads. etc., and that
input transformer has a stepdown ratio (which high -quality socket,; should be employed for
depends upon the driver tubes employed. and type 6L6 tubes.
should be about 2íF:1. when two 6C5 or equivalWhere a single tube is employed, it is possible
ent tubes are used as drivers). In this case, if to obtain, artificially. a harmonic distortion 1á0
a primary impedance of 5.000 ohms is assumed
deg. out of phase with the harmonic distortion
for a tube. then the secondary impedance would caused by the single output tube. by considerably
be in the neighborhood of 10,000 ohms. If, now. lowering the plate load of the preceding tuhe.
a load is inserted into each grid- return varying
(See Fig. 1F.) Now. by employing one of the
from about 200 ohms to 5,000 ohms, it will have feedback methods outlined in Figs. IA, 1B and
quite an irregular effect on the performance of 1C. beautiful quality, even at considerable power
the output tubes. If the feedback system of Fig. output, may be had from a single tube! (This i'.
IB is analyzed (see Fig. 1D), it will be found
known as "single- ended" operation: the single
that the grid -return resistor, R. is paralleled by tube that normally has 14.5 per cent total hara total equivalent impedance varying from 200
monic distortion, with regeneration has only
ohms up to about 1,200 ohms due to the change about 4 per cent! -Editor)
in impedance of the coupling condenser. C. with
This article has been prepared from data supfrequency. In other words, the grid- return im- plied by courtesy of Aalloy Transformer Co., Inc.
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BIRNBACH
No. 375 ALL -WAVE ANTENNA

Easily Installed
Reduces Static
COMPLETE KIT

$4.25
LLvt

t

Cat. No. 376
Less Coupler

$3.50
List

4/Zital

Connectae and Solderfd at the factor,. this amens.,
kit laminates guess art on your part. and may he
easily installed p by the layman. Thousands area
use.
they have given complete satisfaction. Kit
consists
oils f
iaÌ
antenna transformer. r
coupler. porcelain r knolls and insulators. leadin lvstrips. ground
instruction
sheet. Ask your favorite dealera top show pit to you.

i

BIRNBACH RADIO CO.
145 Hudson St.,

.,s

New York, N. Y.

5- METER HAND SET
compact hanl
t-pei epee

hew. 1:.

,

s

trap
trter transmitters
Iliehly, polished. moulded I,nkcfito units-75
-

for

r

output.
2000
ft.
t(n Universal lmlrnopho e of 200
Imme tips-List
.1 -rood`2'rlor ,,,rd with color-coded
ue 814.00.
/'rice. ireItuttnn mlrn,I'hn
CO.. Ltd.
UNIVERSAL MI
Lane.
Inglewood. Calif.. Y.S.A.
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EVERYWHERE
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NORWEST RADIO LABORATORIES
3454 FULLERTON AVE. Dept. 115. CHICAGO.
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(Continued from page 286)
the input of VI. The use of parallel plate feed
has become quite general on extended- frequency
systems and may become even more so in the
future except for one thing. High -grade transformers used in this type of work have cores
which are made of the best grades of steel. Thi:
results in unusually good frequency characteristics and a high overload point. Due to the high
saturation point, it is not necessary, under normal conditions, to employ parallel plate feed.
Transformers of this type are practically unaffected by mechanical shock and heavy dire -t
current though the windings will not permanently magnetize their cures. This means that

encú
Plugs in any light

Weighs 0 oz.
socket A.C. or U.C. 1111 V. ninal
motor.
About
1ß.Ó0n
R.P.M. Efficiently cooled. Univa
collet chuck.
Oiliest
elf.aligning ball thrust bear.
hilts. Order n
10 day money
back trial , tend for free Moto.
't'wl booklet. r
UTILITY TOOL SET of 20 gens for
nl a
all types of
\loto-Trot swork, $5.75.

types of coupling for high -quality A.F. transmission and amplifier systems such as these
which the service engineer will encounter.

POWER AMPLIFIERS
The point has been reached where the sole
factor governing the frequency response of
matching and amplification equipment is the
fidelity of the transformers used. The object of
this development was the production of ideal amplifier/ through the use of extended- frequency
transformers. Several companies have done exceptional work in this field and the author has
often been privileged to consult their engineers
on these problems. The S.O.S. corp., whose article
on wide -fidelity lenses appeared in an ear ier
issue, has been of assistance in supplying data
on the optical system.
The requirements of a good power amplifier
are:
(1) Uniform frequency response over the entire audio range.
(2) Negligible waveform distortion.
(3) The elimination of hum and extraneous
noise.

(4) High efficiency.
15) Well shielded.
(6) Positive reliability.

1

ONLY

$985

DREMEL MFG. CO.

stwr

RACINE,

4511.Ct

WIS.

RA
Look up Oct - '35
We have all gen
nine parts for this

SERVICE

tfria

for prim shirt or romnlote parts for the
h,- tngneot to the above the
"WHEATSTONE BRIDGE CAPACITY ANALYZER"
described in September '36 ltadio -Crag.
JJradoeeerera for Part - Slate lees

THE RADIO MAN, Inc.

0177 Greenwich St.. New York. N.Y.
NO CATALOGUE -BUT LOWEST PRICES

PKtURE

Watt

110

V. AC

A. C. ELECTRICAL POWER

from a Windmill, (rim available Waterpower. frwn )'i Ut
Automobile, born your Mutereyle, from your Bicycle. Foot pedals or Handerenk; operates A.C. Radio Sets in D.C.
dlnlrirts. also A.C. Radio Sets from 32 V. D.C. farm
light systems; use two generators In series to get 200 V.
A.C. l'sed as an A.C. Dynamo. lights ten 20 Watt 110
Volt lamps; Short Wave Transmitter supplying 110 Volta
A.C. for operating "Clam" Sets; Motor Generator; Public
Address Systems; Camp lighting; etc., etc.

There Are Over 25 Applications
Specification.:

J

HOUSING -Aluminum (Diameter dl6 in. Length --5'
In.). SHAFT-2 3/16 in. (driving end). Diameter
/16
In. (the end Is threaded for a distance of % in.). BASECast Iron (Length -7% In. height 1 9/16 in. Wh
4% in.). OUTPUT -200 Watt 110 volts AC (speed 4 7r.0
STATORS -1'.ro pairs (two North and two
Routh). ROTOR -12 tooth inductor. Built -in commutator.
Rotor turns in ballbearings.
% to % H.P. needed to run generator.
BLUE -PRINT 22 k 28 In. and Four -Page
s 12 in. Applications and INSTRUCTION SHEETS
FREE with Generator.
G
as described, tndudin- four reparement

instructions

carbon

brushes.

Blue -Drin'

and

$790

Send $2.00 deposit. balance C.O.D.

Shipping weight

18

lbs.

(Replacement carbon brushes bought separate 81.50 per
set m four. Set of instructireis bought separate 81.00.)

NAVY
AIRPLANE -TYPE
S.

Microphone and Receiver

411 is an extended -frequency amplifier
type that is gaining much favor. Tc test
fixed-bias, RIO is shorted out and the center -tap
of the 2A3 filament is returned to ground. Filament winding AA is used only for the type 82
rectifier filament. With self bias, maximum undistorted output is 10 watts. With fixed bias, this
may be increased to 15 watts. Note that a separate power supply is used when self -bias is net

Figure
a

used.

RAp10

wider frequency range.
Figure 4D shows a high -fidelity power amplifier

Angeles. Practical
Newest equipment.
instruction.
courses. 30.000
aster training
in Los

g.

whiles learn
Coach II. lt.bfare
allowed to L. A. Semi coupon for
csinine

NATIONAL SCHOOLS -Los ANGELES
NATIONAL SCHOOLS-Los Angeles
Dept. RC -11. 4000 S. Figueroa St.
.

It is at once obvious that the clue to all of this
in using correct transformers. There arc
only a few difficulties to be confronted in replacing transformers: proper position for minimum
outside noise pick -up ; physical fitting of the
transformer in place; selection of the proper
impedance- matching transformer; and a little
care in placing of leads to the transformer.
Figure 4A is a circuit improved by the nuthor.
Audio transformers were replaced with other
types for the same purpose. In resistancecapacity coupling we recommend a 0.1 -mf. coupling condenser and for grid and plate resistors
you should consult the manufacturer's dote co

RECORING

P

SOUND
Learn

Address

Manufactured for U. S. Signal Corps.

200

lies

System A (Fig. 4C) uses this modified amplifier on wide -range installations and the origi
nal amplifier is known all over the world for its
reliability. Modification included the use of type
264A tubes in place of 239A. since the former
type has a greater amplification factor. The
transformers were replaced with ones having

tELVISION
foe
Qualify

Name

Westinghouse
Power Generator

ONLY
$ A 96 U.

(7) Flexibility.

of

OSCILLATOR

LK1NG
MANG
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these transformers will retain their characteristics for years of use. These are important factors which should be considered in choosing

low

lightly

for

Tilts Microphone and telephone headset outfit was built
especially for Use U.S. Navy Aviation (orbs for Planeto-Plane and Plane -to- Ground rroimunlratim,.
The ,toltzer- Cabot Electric Company constructed the
outfit to Government specifications and under rigid Navy
Department supervision.
The outfit r nslsts of a low -impedance carbon microphone (transmitter/. securely fastened to a metal breastplate, and a set of heavy -duty. lose -impedance earphone:.
A specially constructed switch on the back of the breastplate controls the microphone circuit. The earphones aro
U.S.N. Utah type. attached to adjustable headband.
Twenty -eight feet of very heavy weather and waterldp-t
conductor cable. terminating In a special brass plug.
Is furnished with this complete outfit. Current of tot
more than 10 volts should be used. A storage bat'ery
is the most satisfactory current supply. Talk In a natural
lane of voice. when using the outfit, with the lips
to the mouthpiece.
Shouting and loud talking should

do

be avoided.

56 and 45 tubes
are part of the voltage amplifier -the 50s being
in the power stage.
In the runs back stage. I5-ohm linea are very
common in talkie systems. 600-ohm lines, due to
some loss, have been frowned on. since a separate winding is required for the monitor, and
they are not often met with on the commercial
systems, A and B.

We understand that the U.S. Government paid more
than 140.00 for each of these outfits. We have bought
the whole lot at a low price and are offering them. as
Iona at the supply lasts. at $1.96 each, complete as
shown in Illustration. The shipping weight Is 9 lbs.

Part III of this series will cover the important
subjects of loudspeaker installations and the control of acoustics in theatres and auditoriums.

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.

used by system B. The types
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» They defy all COMPETITION,

(Continued ¡root paps- 2%;)
method is the most simple of those commonly
used and often a very convenient means of sound
distribution when portability and simplicity of
installation are of major importance. Generally
1 or 2 loudspeakers are utilized. and so placed as
to give best coverage and the least amount of
feedback. If the area to be covered is relatively
large, then the speaker units must be operated at
high volume Lvcl in order to force the sound
to the most distant parts. The result is that the
sound will be uncomfortably loud to those nearest the speakers and possibly inaudible to those
farthest away. Due to the high level of the sound,
feedback is usually quite bad but can generally
be reduced to the required minimum by placing
the reproducers in proper positions at a distance
of about 50 ft. from the microphone.
Baffle Requirements. The most suitable baffles
for speakers of this type are those of the sound projecting type having enclosed speaker housings so that the sound is projected only from the
front and in a direction away from the microphone. Parabolic deflector horns as well as directional and flare -type baffles are ideal for such
instartations.
Sound Distribution by Many Loudspeakers.
In all types of sound installations, equipoise of
sound (not loudness), should be the goal. An
ideal sound installation is one whereby each and
every one in the audience clin hear distinctly
and yet be unaware of the fact they are listening
to amplified sound. This requires a number of
loudspeakers properly placed in the area to be
covered. In this manner each speaker unit will
serve only a portion of the total area and may.
therefore, be operated at comparatively low volume level. In addition to better coverage. this
method does not detract the listeners' attention
from the program. The low volume at which the
speakers operate is in most cases insufficient to
cause feedback under normal conditions, even
with a sensitive microphone in the same room.
The number of speakers required for an installation of this type depends on the acoustics of the
room, and its dimensions and seating capacity.
Rooms having bare walls, with little or nothing
to absorb or cushion the sound waves when they
strike a reflecting surface, are likely to require
more reproducers, for satisfactory performance.
than a room which has been acoustically treated.
A treated room may be considered as one whose
walls have been partially or totally covered with
drapes, curtains or other anti -echo materials 80
as to reduce echo (reverberation) to the desired
minimum. The value of a sound system is no
longer judged by its ability to "burst ear drums"
as in the earlier days, but by its ability to give
complete coverage at comfortable volume to all.
Use plenty loudspeakers -you can not have too
many.
This article has been prepared from data supplied by courtesy of Bornstein -.4 piel,rbee Co.

» Almost one thousand sold in
five months. »They must be good!
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AMAZING PRICE on a new instrument that every service man
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SIGNAL GENERATOR

THAT DOES EVERYTHING

R.F. coverage 100 kc. to 20 mc. all on fundamental'.
Dial is direct reading in frequencies. Modulated at 1000
cycles, included or excluded by front panel switch.
R.F', output may be taken from high or low impedance
post. Separate audio output. A.C. or D.C. operation.
Two extra posts on front panel enable leakage tests for
condensers, tube and other high resistance ci reui:
otherwise difficult to test.
Model T -37, wired, calibrated, tested:
complete with three tubes in shielded
cabinet with carrying handle and instructions ¡shipping weight 7 lbs.) ....
CEDAR STREET
Dept. T -101
NEW YORK, N.Y.
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SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS COMPANY,

6-VOLT ELECTION SPECIAL

8-Watt Public Address System
Specially designed for sound trucks. Itequires but a 6 -volt
storage battery (car batter') for operation. Built 'in dynamo.or supplies all "R" voltages. s -wall high -uaiu amonly
plifier with stet-iron mixing for crystal mike and Di emnopickup. Will
radius of 12011 fl. in the
Has plugs for two .speakers and separate
'so
for too input channels. Built
heavy
Amplifier
.,I rha..is oint protective feel screen.on Tubes:
less tubes
C.V. ;i'n, s4. Amplifier done, Bless tubes,
$23.50: Hand Crystal Mike, $12.95; Aluminum
Projector Horns. $4.45 ea.; Rola 10- HI -Fl. Speakers for Horns,
$4.45 ea.: Kit of Matched Tubes for Amplifier. $4.95.
Order direct front this ad. Send for FREE P.A. Bulletin.

$23

Peerless Sound Labs.

,s'

80

Eighth Avenue

New York City

ALSO A LOUDSPEAKER!

STREAMLINED MIKE

IS
(Continued

1936

Jrem, page 272)

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Perhaps the most outstanding characteristic
of this transducer is its efficiency. Operating as
a microphone, it develops approximately 45 per
cent electrical energy against sound input. as
compared with 1 to 10 per cent for other types
of microphones. Approximately the same effucieney percentage of sound output with electrical
input, when used as a loudspeaker, is secured.

The new transducer's characteristics as a
microphone recommend the instrument for use
in public address work, sound reenforcement,
recording systems, amateur radio communica
tion, inter-office phones and experimental work.

This microphone may be operated in any Position or angle. The directivity of the unit is
indi_ated in the graph. Fig. IA. The streamline
housing reduces feedback tendencies almost to
the vanishing point, and when used outdoors the
same design characteristic eliminates the need
for wind screens.
A. .shown in Table I the sensitivity of the new
microphone is extremely high. so that for dis-

tances up to 500 ft. it is possible to hold a
conversation without recourse to amplification! This idea is illustrated in Fig. E.

APPARATUS

2 -way

821

CORPORATION

EAST NEW YORK AV.. BROOKLYN. N. Y.

TABLE I
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Output Level In Decibels
db. = 1214 milliwatts for sound
pressure of
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The new
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Fig. I. Frequency response and directivity.
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A Hundred -in -One Service Instrument. Tests
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ures and compares resistances and capacities.
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REMOVING TONE CONTROLS
When installing the booster on
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THE BAFFLE
The proper installation of the speaker depends
entirely on the circumstances confronting the
technician. In the majority of instances, the
customer will probably want the entire unit
placed in his present console. This can usually
be accomplished without great difficulty and
without changing the size of the speaker grille
by adding a V-shaped false baffle behind the
opening. The speakers are then mounted on
the sides of the V at nearly right -angles. This
expedient has been used commercially a number
of times.
In console installations it is always a good
plan to treat the cabinet acoustically. The writer
has found that lining the cabinet with acousti
celotex is of be.lefit. Further improvement may
be had by cutting the sound compartment into
oddly- shapcsl spaces by inserting several celotex
partitions. In those instances where maximum
L.E. response is desired. the technician is advised
to eonstruet a loading chamber of conventional
design. The sound path should follow an exponential shape within practical limits.
As in former articles dealing with the same
subject, the author is strongly in favor of using
a partition of the house for the L.F. baffle area
whenever possible.

ONE METER DOES
THE WORK OF 41

S

MASTER MULTITESTER

SUPREME SOUND LABORATORIES
Newburgh.

N.

Y.

RADIO ENGINEERING
Ist'A Ittetl tutes offers an int ent ice course of high
mdWard embracing all phases of Radio. Practical
training with modern equipment at New
York and Chirac, schools. Also specialized
,Dune. and Horne Study Courses under "No

obligation'' plan. Catalog.

Dept.
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RCA INSTITUTES. Inc.

75 Variek St., New York
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Measures resistance from 1i ohm to
million ohms in 6 ranges. Measures capacity from .0001 to 300 mfd
ill 5 ranges.
Measures AC & DC milliamperes

PS 40

.

from

10 microamperes to 2!_ amin 6 ranges -no other combination instrument made will measure
AC milliamperes -with television just
around the corner an instrument
testing AC milliamperes will soots
become a necessity for every radie
service shop.
PkMeasures AC & DC voltages from
I
III volt to I000 volts in 5 ranges.
Measures inductance in 5 ranges und

Peres
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Weight
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pounds. size 1114 inches x
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simple to operate.
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Centralab carbon resistor, 2.000 ohms. R2:
Centralab Barbon resistor, 0.1 -meg.. 113:
Centralab carbon resistor. 0.15 -meg.. R1:
Centralab carbon resistor, 10.000 ohms. RI:
Centralab carbon resistor. 1i -meg.. R6:
Centralab carbon resistor. 1_ -meg.. F7;
Centralab carbon resistor. 600 ohms. RS;
Man D.P.S.T. switch ;
Three Wholesale Radio Service metal -tube
sockets:
'One type 6J7 tube:
One type 61,6 tube:
One type 5Z4 tube;
One Lansing 12 -in. speaker. 2,500 -ohm field.
Nonne and address of manufacturer will be supplied upon request.

$31.50
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nags. RI:

and ¡inca- sheet

Liberty St.. Washington Hts.
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FREE TRIAL
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-

Chicago. Illinois
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AMPLIFIERS

Ill' -1136.

radio set.
some consideration should be given to tone control
systems found in the average circuit. When given
the depth provided by the L.F. booster, tone
controls are more detrimental than ever since
the loss of the higher notes, a condition generally
found in these instances, becomes more prominent
with respect to the balance of the music. It is
just as essential to preserve the musical harmonica as it is to bring out the log's. (Indeed.
the writer has found it advisable to incorporate
a high -note amplifier as well as a low-note
booster in the better radio receivers which he
designed, to compensate for the actual transmisi,'n losses, side -band cutting and the like, under
hich the radio set operates.)
a

4

HIGH -GAIN

all newsstands 25e.
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LIST OF PARTS
One Lansing chassis and cabinet;
One power transformer. 700 V., C.T.; 5 V.;
and 6.3 V.; 60 ma.. 1'T;
One Lansing choke, 300 hy.. 20 m:,., Ch:
TWO Aerovox bypass cond. 0.25 -mis, C1. CI;
Two Aerovox mica condensers, 0.01 -mf.. ('2. CI
One Aerovox shielded condenser. 1 mt..
One Aerovox bypass condenser. 0.3 -nuts, ('i;
Two Aerovox electrolytic condensers. type I'-
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of hum and amplitude distortion.
In all instances, the correct setting of the
boaster output is that point where the voice approaches boominess, although this is of course
up to the personal tastes of the listener. It will
generally be found that the response curves of
the various broadcasting stations vary so much
that the booster control will receive constant attention. It seems that many stations have a well
developed peak in the neighborhood of 100 cycles
or a little lower. Unfortunately, this tends towards boominess of speech even on an amplifier
having flat response in this region and forces the
volume of the booster to be reduced somewhat to
get away from it. On the other hand, when
"playing" those stations free of excessive peaks,
the booster may often be run at full gain with
excellent results.

*2"

,

.
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HOW TO MAKE A DIRECT IMPEDANCE BASS -BOOSTER
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THE NEW PHILCO SYSTEM OF TELEVISION
(Continued from tn o- 2,'i1
tained, first by wire. The next stop was to
reproduce this at a distance by radio. Experimental television transmitter W3XE, was rebuilt,
and with power increased to 1.5 kw. images again
were flashed over the roof -tops of North Philadelphia. This was the beginning of the fourth
stage in the development.
The job of transmitting over the city of Philadelphia and its suburbs television signals of
sufficient strength to give usable high -definition
pictures at a distance of at least 7 miles from
the plant, was not an easy one on the ultra -high
frequencies used for television. The newest ideas
in ultra -high frequency transmitters, antennas
and transmission lines were tested. Considerably
more power was required at the transmitter to
cover the desired distance than sound- broadcast
experience would indicate.
A typical studio setup showing the "camera."

A NEW METHOD OF MODULATION
One of the most difficult problems to be solved
was the modulation of the transmitter by the very

hit.h video frequencies (generated by scanning)
necessary for high-definition television pictures.
It is a relatively easy matter in a sound transmitter to modulate from 30 to 10,000 cycles, but
when the upper limit of the modulation band is
pushed to 2.1 megacycles (2,400.000 cycles), the
problem of constructing amplifiers and modulators appears at first insurmountable. The solution
was the invention of u new and unique type of
modulation.

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO RECEIVERS
Concurrently, ultra -high frequency radio receivers (42 -b6 mc.) were being developed to fai hfully reproduce these high modulating frequencies
necessary for clear, high -definition pictures. Receivers for the accompanying sound were also
developed so that the apparatus necessary to
receive a television program (sound and image)
could be placed in an ordinary console.
With all of the units of a complete system
developed and operating satisfactorily, field tests
were ushered in on Dec. 23, 1935 by a 1 -hour
program reproduced at a distance of 7 miles
from the transmitter. It showed the system lacked
many desirable features. Nevertheless, the results were sufficiently promising to warrant pushing development work with greater speed. The
engineers once again concentrated on the weaker
links of the system, to remove the causes of weakness and to improve the image. Subsequent
demonstrations made at frequent intervals (to
executives and their guests) showed rather slow
but steady progress up to that point where
scheduled programs were broadcast nightly covering Philadelphia on 51 mcs. (image) and 53.25
mcs. (sound). These were started June 1S, 1936.

SEQUENCE OF SET-UP
The description which follows will give a
general idea of just how the system works. The
logical starting point is the studio, where the
television signal is generated. The studio is located in our main laboratories, at C and Tioga
Streets. A special tube camera generates by electrical scanning, voltages corresponding to the
light and shade of the television image which is
focused by a lens on the signal plate of the tube.
This signal is amplified in cascaded stages (about
10.000 times) in the control room until it has
c.;i.1cient amplitude to modulate the ultra -high
L-cquency transmitter. Mixed with this television
signal, in the proper proportions, are synchronizing and blanking impulses. These control at the
various television receivers in the field, the movement of the electron beam in the picture tubes
and place around 2 sides of the image a black
border. To pick up the sound accompanying the
image, the studio is equipped with microphones
and associated equipment, which permit transmission of high -fidelity sound from the ultra -high
frequency sound transmitter operating on a frequency spaced 3.25 men. above the television carrier wave. Further description is unnecessary
since there is nothing unusual about the sound

TUNG -SOL DEALERS

wake ma
WITHOUT INVESTING A CENT

The Tung-Sol plan was the first and
is today the only nation -wide consignment plan for selling radio
tubes. It has been successful because Tung -Sol dealers carry adequate stocks of tubes which build
customer satisfaction, and make
full profits on their sales.
There are still desirable locations
where independent service organizations who can meet requirements
may be appointed as agents. Ask
your nearest Tung-Sol wholesaler.

TUNG-SOL
f

radio atgez..

CJw1Q.- Lour
TUNG -SOL LAMP WORKS, INC.
Radio Tube Division
NEWARK, N.

J.

channel.

Motion picture film, when passed through a
specially -built projector, is transmitted by flashing "pictures" intermittently into the so-called
"electric eye," or camera tube. This projector
is designed so that the film and its sound track
is moved at a speed of 24 framos per second, for
satisfactory sound, and at the same time 30
frames per second are transmitted to secure 60
interlaced "pictures" per second.
For outdoor television scenes the camera is
placed on a motion picture tripod and motion
picture technique is used in its operation.
The latest experimental model of cabinet comTHE PHILCO SYSTEM
prises a sound and television receiver tuning
You may be surprised to find that our television
over the frequency range of 42 -S6 mcs. For flexisystem dues not bear an individual's name. This
bility these receivers are separately tuned, alis the way it should be. It is the combined work
though it is easy to secure single -knob control.
of a group of television experts, each of whom
has contributed to its completeness and effective- The number of control knobs, you will notice,
is only slightly more than on the usual sound
ness. One of the reasons for the development of
receivers. These are not difficult to operate. Our
a successful system in a relatively short period
of time has been the "team spirit" which exists. field tests have shown that inexperienced persons
can adjust the knobs to secure satisfactory picThe electrical specifications for this system are
tures. The deflecting chassis is the name given
given briefly in Table I.
the unit which incorporates the synchronizing
and deflecting equipment. The power -supply units
TABLE I
are placed at the bottom of the cabinet. The total
Channel width
6 mcs.
number of tubes used at present is 36.
Spacing between television
No attempt will be made to describe the reand sound carriers
3.25 mcs. approx.
ceivers in use today in detail, because they are
Polarity of transmission
Negative
merely current experimental models -changed
Number of lines
345
as improvements are made.
Number of images per second 60 interlaced
The large majority of readers will have two
Aspect ratio
4:3
television questions they would like to have anPercentage of television sigswered"When?", and "How Much ?" Mr. L. E.
nal devoted to synchronizGubb, President. Philco Radio and Television Coring
20 per cent
poration, answered the former question at the
Synchronizing signal
Narrow vertical
first of this year in the New York Times by sayCarrier frequency of image
ing "commercial television will not come during
transmitter
51 mcs.
1936." This was a definite statement. Just when
Carrier frequency-sound
commercial television wit/ arrive no one can say.
transmitter
51.25 mcs.
It may be in 1 year or it may be in 5. A great
These specifications agree with the standards
deal of work must be done in transmitter and
recommended by the RMA at a recent hearing
receiver development and a great deal of money
before the F.C.C., that is. except for the number must be spent to assure transmitting facilities
of lines. As soon as the equipment can be and programs for the prospective television audichanged, it will conform with the new suggested
ence. There are many other problems as well.
standard of 440 -450 lines. This matter of having
It is too soon to answer the question of "Haw
one television standard for the U.S.A. is very
much ?" Estimates or rather guesses have been
important. It will be appreciated by every future made that television receivers will cost, upon
television user.
introduction, $500.
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REMOTE

CONTROL

Adaptor Unit

At last

A remote control unit that operates efficiently. No complicated motors,
relays, etc., which made the old time remote controls impractical. The only connections necessary are a single duplex
wire from the unit to the receiver and
the insertion of the AC plug into a wall
receptacle. Unit is completely self powered
and needs no batteries or leads to the

power supply of the receiver. Operates
independently of the radio controls on the
receiver. Ideal for homes and a positive
necessity for invalids, taverns, restaurants, etc. The arm chair lover's companion. The possibilities of this unit are
unlimited. Etched and polished control
escutcheons. Bakelite bar type control
knobs.
Black
crystal finished metal
chassis. Entire assembly is attractively
finished. Completely assembled and ready
to wire. Detailed diagrams and instructions supplied. Uses 1 type 25Z6, and
type 6A8 all metal tubes.
Model No. 7520-Remote control
1.5o
1

unit for broadcast reception
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ELECTRONIC MUSIC
FUNDAMENTALS
(Continued f rom huge 291)
all of the instruments have always lacked somewhat in design and practicability, which handi-

>et

off etoil
be
to
Type:, and mortel,
for all size speakers, from O to U
Dirk,, Many new
and Improved model,
of aluminum deflator baffles.

capped their appearance before the musical
public.
9. A very important handicap in the production of successful electronic musical instruments
Atlas new Fall
has been that of tuning. Without dependable
Catalog presents
tuning, the instrument is worthless. Everyone
the most comknows that the piano can stay in tune for many
plete P. A. line
years, while an electronic musical instrument
for the coming
may get out of adjustment in a short time.
presidential camand thus be subject to severe criticism by pracpaign. Amplifiers -Mike Stands-Unbreakable Aluminum Exponential Trumpets -etc. -Write today.
tical and prejudiced musicians. The solution for
correctly tuning the instrument and keeping it in
ATLAS SOUND CORPORATION
time, or keeping a number of instruments in
1454 39th Street
Brooklyn. N. Y.
tune so that they can be played together, as
legal records show has been invented by
WHAT TO
Eremeeff (1923), and patented in 1933- patents
Nos.
1,924,713 and 2,033,232.
ON A
with
30. Electrical
musical instruments,
WRITE for these books (1) The
volume-changing tremolo, are being built by
Home Workshop, free: (2) What to
methods
who
use
different
many
experimenters.
Make on the lathe Ioc; (3)How to
Rune Lathe,160 pages, 25c. Coin
for actuating the volume control of the instruor stomps accepted. Any South
ment. or periodically varying the output of the
Bend Screw Cutting Lathe on
easy terms. Priced $75 up, Ask
electrically-produced tone. Tremolo produced by
for Catalog
these methods is colorless and monotonous and
ree,
opposite the pipe organ practice. where wind
pressure is varied, thus Producing a change
of pitch as each pipe is sounded. Variable -pitch
tremolo which changes, slightly and periodically.
the frequencies of musical tones, produced electrically, on the flat and sharp side (just as the
violinist produces vibrato on the violin string
with his fingers). is shown in patents Nos.
SOUTH BEND LATHE WORKS
1.990,024 and 2,033,232.
533 Madison St.. South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
11. A single -tone generating unit, electromagnetic or photoelectric, supplying current to
ICA "DE LUXE" NEUTRALIZING the manuals and pedal clavier, can be found in
patents Nos. 1,924,713 and 2.033,232.
and ALIGNING TOOL KIT
12. The use of features such as key -clicking
arrangements, consisting of resistance and capacity, are used extensively in radio and te:eThe ICA "Deluxe" Neutralizs phone practice. Transformers with taps on the
ing and Aligning Kit is the primary or secondary, are shown as adapted for
answer to a Serviceman's musical purposes, in patent No. 1,749.685. In
prayer. It is compact. can be order to drive the phonic wheels at constant,
tarried in the pocket or at. uniform speed, resilient springs are used, as
tached to the belt. It contains
all of the "called for" Radio shown in Television Netts magazine, September.
triols,
including the ICA 1931, page 274. Various arrangements of the
M a g i c Tuning Alignment
gear drive have been suggested in earlier patents
Tool and the recently devel- of Cahill, and the Thomas patent, No. 1,156,329.
oped ICA flexible screwdriver. The generation of high frequencies by electro('at. No. 994. Complete with mechanical devices introduces additional parasitic
ugked carrying case and
frequencies which must be removed by an elecfourteen tool..
triad filter, as shown in patent No. 1,924,713.
The console design, key arrangements, and swell
INSULINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
NEW YORK
pedal can be found in the patent of Henroteau,
27 PARK PLAGE
No. 1,850.267. Mixing circuits and pre -set combinations have been suggested by Johnson, in
6 VOLT D. C. and 110 VOLT A. C.
patent No. 1,721,865 and in No. 1,924,713 of
Eremeeff. Mechanical filters are known in sound
motion picture practice for making constant the
movement of the film flywheels, flexible
110 and spring couplings are also well -knownjoints.
SPECIAL OFFER: 6o Watt
and
may be used by experimenters, although most
volts A.C. model 500- 15 -8 -4 -2 Ohms Outin
12
paragraphs
of the features described
these
put, 3 Channel Input Mixer, Hi -& -Lo
are in a special "NRA" patent, No. 1.956,350.
Equalizer, complete with $40 Ribbon or
$37.50 Crystal Mike, two Rola G-12 A.C.
In order to construct an electronic organ,
Speakers. Crystal Pick -up. Spe
standard dimensions, established by organists,
cial offer for the entire system-$9500
must be maintained. For example. the height
from the pedals to the manuals, the distance
COLUMBIA SOUND CO., Inc.
New York
13$-R Liberty Street
between manuals, the overhanging of the manuals in regard to the console. must be correct.
The swell pedals or volume pedals must be
placed correctly in regard to the pedal clavier
or manuals. The pedal clavier must be radiating
and concave, with 32 pedals, beginning with
!.rus, eon.. 3o ...zoo
the 32 -cycle note. The manuals must have 61
60.E rom. ACDC.
keys, beginning from C =65 cycles, and the keys
F.,n, ru .rid Maul Tub. ,.u.hi.,.
Sial enan,d as NEW 191611.....n
must be over -hanging. The bench design must
.1.,aiRIAL she . M.mt
conform to the height and distance from the conb
Pvt. C
sole. The stop tablets must be of conventional
ZEPHYR RADIO CO.
design and conveniently placed before the musi13141 Hamilton Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
cian. It is also desirable to have one or more
speakers for an echo-organ effect and a plug
Correspondence Courses In
for phonograph attachments, and microphone.
when the organ simplifier and reproducers are
RAMO and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
used for a P.A. system. See patent No. 2,033 _32.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
For information regarding sizes and standard
sp
t
can
So
simplified
anyone
o
lern
COurso.
mu,,
l payment plan.
ysz.. Deferred
dimensions for the construction of organ conm
ea
to
RDIÒ
AENGNERNG
soles. pedal claviers, and other necessary inforcuum
address °
fiuper.
m
man.
cal vacuum
liven..
neu to ne
work. T i
mation developed by musicians. readers are
525. I)eTuition
ub technician. Diploma given. Tuillon
rrtM pu.nutt plan.
advised to write to the Guild of American
catalog.. studentfrMgaaziines. °etc.Get Organists, care of Radio- Craft. (13e sure to
" rtelsaat once. SEND NOWT °
enclose a stamped envelope.)
LINCOLN ENGINEERING SCHOOL, lit -M Ss. Slit St., LOW, NW.
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AIR CONDITIONING

All Books Uniform

The volumes in the RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY
SEIRIES re all uniform. 6 x 9 Liches. FAO.
busk contains on an average of 50 to lut
(rations. The books
printed Olt an exceller
grade
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MODERN VACUUM TUBES
By

HERTZBERG
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THE SUPERHETERODYNE BOOK
C. J.
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Ne. 4

MODERN RADIO HOOK -UPS
By R. D. WASHBURNE
No. 5

HOW TO BECOME A RADIO SERVICE MAN
By LOUIS MARTIN
No. 8

BRINGING ELECTRIC SETS UP TO DATE
By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
No. 7

RADIO KINKS AN-1 WRINKLES
By

W. PALMER

C.

No. 8

RADIO QUESTIO::S AND ANSWERS
By

WASHBURNE

R. D.

Ne. 9

AUTOMOBILE RADIO AND SERVICING
By LOUIS MARTIN
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HOME RECORDING AND ALL ABOUT IT
By GEORGE J. SALIBA
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No.

POINT -TO -POINT RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENTS
By

CLIFFORD
No.

E.

DENTON

12

PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLATION
AND SERVICE
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By 1.
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A B C of AIR CONDITIONING
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radio. Each (ride has been designed to gis
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tu e r' r fire. Each is an exil,
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No. 14

POCKET RADIO GUIDE
By

NAT LESSEN

BIG DISCOUNT OFFERED
When Five (S) Books or More Are
Ordered, Deduct 20%
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
99 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y.
RC-1136
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. INC.
Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
I
have circled below the numbers of hooks in the
RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES which you are to
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PUTTING NEW TRICKS IN OLD SETS
(Continued front page 290)
tube with the identical characteristics of a 76. nal diagram) and loosen up the choke. being
but having - prongs. while the 76 has 6. careful not to break the wires. Fold this back
The 7th prong is a ground for the metallic zinc out of the way. Now the grid of the 69 tube is
coating on the tube which acts as n shield. The on the top of the tube and the grid of the 42
same is true of the G -6A7S, the next. tube in tube is on the base, so commence to re -wire the
the line -up. only the shield in this case is inter- socket to take a 42. As the plate and filament
nally grounded to the cathode of the tube. The wires are identical, all that will be necessary
third tube is a C -6E7S. used in the I.F. stage. will be to unground the cathode from the ground
Next comes a total stranger and only used in that runs over to the preceding tube screen-grid
this and the Ford -Majestic which was used in and ground, and ground it conveniently at the
the glove box on the 1934 Fords. It is a G -GC7S base of the socket itself. Then run the grid wire
and is a double -diode triode with low mu (green) over to the remaining terminal.
constants. It is similar to the 65, but with a gain
Incidentally, the question of bins might be
of 20. which places it slightly above that tube raised at this point. Note that the output tube
but under the 75 or 6B7. It has 7 prongs which receives its control -grid bias from the drop in
utilize one as a grounding prong for the spray the choke in the power supply. When using the
shield, like the G -6E7S. The output stage is 42. this raises the bias on the 42 to approximately
a conventional SO connected as a pentode, having 20.5 V.. but as we are really going to "drive"
an output consistent with what was considered this tube from now on, due to the hi;th amplificagood. back in the days when this set was first tion in the 6B7, a slightly higher bias is a help
introduced-also they did not have the 42 at that instead of a hindrance.
time. The rectifier is n full -wave mercury -vapor
Now look at the original diagram. and comtype, with the spray -shield connected to its pare it with the newer layout. It will be noted
separate prong on the tube socket base.
that we dispose of the following resistors and
Well. so much for that. The circuit is fairly condensers: RP. R9, C10, C12, C13, C14. The
conventional, gain consistent with what was con- resistors RR and RO are located on the lower sidered necessary in the time, and likewise the left -hand side of the resistance terminal board
output. But how you can make that set "sit up" and connect with the cathode of the socket and
by making a few changes-and at a total cost ground. Clip them off and ground the cathode
at any convenient point on the chassis. Conso low that it will surprise you.
Suppose we get one in for service. The set is densers CIO. C13 and C14 are located within the
weak. doesn't play or some other reason. Take blocked section located on the side of the power
a good look at the set. especially the vibrator. unit case and their leads can be conveniently
which is shown in partial detail in Fig. A. If. traced, located, clipped and taped. Note that CIO
during the inspection of this unit. it is found is a complete unit in itself having two leads
does not ground, but runs from the
that the points are blackened and pitted, sell the (brown)
customer either a new vibrator replacement unit, junction of R5 and R6, back to the case and
several of which are on the market or else a new out through to the top of the volume control.
power unit. replacing both the vibrator. trans- As we are going to use the same volume control,
former and rectifier. This is the safest in the do not clip the lead off at the control, but rather
long run as the 6Y5 tube is a bad. bad actor and close to the block, then change over resistor R6
cannot be relied upon. In any event. even if you so that it occupies the position shown in the new
have to sell an inexpensive replacement vibrator circuit and run the brown wire from the low
head. figure -in on replacing the 6Y5 with one end of this resistor (0.1 -meg.) back to the volume
of the (Sylvania) replacement types, which is control. We do not touch the control -grid, as it
an 84 with a shield and an additional prong for runs directly from the arm to the grid. and the
gets its bias from the diode circuit in ththe ground. Well, considering that this item has tube
A.V.C. action of the set. (The circuit really
been straightened out to both yours and the customers' satisfaction. do a "build -up" on the set should have an 0.25 -meg. volume control in this
itself, and tell the customer that you will guar- circuit. but the writer has used the 0.2 -meg.
antee to rebuild this set into one that will be control without any indication of excessively high
the equal if not the superior of any set using voltage on the control-grid at any setting.)
Now we come to the screen -grid of the tube.
6 or 7 tubes being sold today. Don't be afraid
Insert a 1.5 meg. resistor between the screen of losing the bet. because I have found from
experience that every owner of a Majestic is grid and "B" plus, taking this from the resistor
thoroughly sold on that set. and selling him an board at the top- left -hand side. where the screen grid of the 42 comes down through the speaker
improvement will tickle him.
Now let us take a look at the re- vamped cir- opening from the output transformer, and also
cuit, Fig. 2. and see what has to be done to this install a fairly husky 0.25 -mf. condenser at the
set to make it better. First note that we have screen -grid of the tube to bypass it. Also. reremoved the 6C7 and replaced it with a place R11 (an 0.25 -meg. resistor) with a 0.5 -meg.
15117
in a circuit having a tremendously unit. Be sure when doing this and the following
higher gain. We have replaced the output operation, That you get on the right side of the
with a 42 tube, having an output of 3.5 W., and resistors. In the case of the change-over of the
volume control note that it is in series with the
we have utilized the latest type of circuit in
doing it. Note especially the fact that nothing 0.1 -meg. resistor which, in turn goes over to the
was done to the R.F. or I.F., outside of lowering yellow lead to the 2nd 1.F. combination (consistthe value of R4 (the cathode resistor on the ing of the chokes, coils and two condensers
which by the way are all within the can as
R.F. -I.F.) from 400 ohms to 200 ohms. This was
sketched on the new diagram).
done because in re-vamping we removed the
In order to make doubly sure about this comcircuit delay on the A.V.C. to give better action,
and in accordance with that a slightly higher bination, note the following. The blue lead
threshold value is desirable- although not neces- (rubber covered) which runs over to the extreme
right -hand terminal of the candohm resistor on
sary.
the front of the set is not the proper terminal
of the 0.3 -meg. resistor to terminate 116, but the
GETTING DOWN TO CASES
other end of it which is the extreme right -hand
Well, let's get to work. First remove. disconnect
side of this resistor (on most of the sets). Howand abolish the local- distance switch on the upper - ever. the diagram sets this out clearly. and an
left -hand corner. It consists of a switch to gonna' ohmmeter will show the radio man which terout the 10,000 -ohm section of the cathode resistor minal is right. Incidentally, the value of the
in the 6C7. As we are using a diode -biased am- resistor that connects from the grid terminal of
plifier in the new circuit, no bias is necessary on what is now to be the 6B7 tube, to the junction
the 6B7. Start at the output, and work forward. of R5 and RG, due to the choke in the circuit is
Turn the set over on its back. with the tone fairly high.
control in the upper -left -hand corner and proceed
Next. replace R4, the cathode resistor of the
to utilize those sharpened cutters. First, cut out I.F. and R.F. tubes. This resistor is located under
that nice 0.1 -mf. condenser. C24, and stow it in condenser C30. which is located directly over the
the "booty- box." Few people use a separate I.F. tube socket and connects from the fuse block
speaker with this job and the few that do always to ground. The easiest way of doing this is to
complain because of the difference in tone and unsolder the lead from the fuse block, lay the
are dissatisfied.
condenser back and replace the resistor; then
Next remove the 10 mf. tubular electrolytic, resolder the condenser securely and make sure
C12, bypassing the cathode of the 6C7. This also that both the fuses are OK, and that the teris of no further use in the new circuit. Next, minais are not corroded or have a bad contact,
unground the two condensers (micas) on the since, if they do, either the tubes will not light,
plate filter circuit of the 6C7 (C20, C21, on origi(Continued on page 319)

THE SENSATIONAL "30 -60"

28 SOUND SYSTEMS IN ONE!
THE MASTERPIECE "30 -60" is the only truly
universal sound system being built today. It will
cover an outdoor audience of 60,000 people-or
1.5u0 pairs of headphones in a hospital. It is the
most flexible sound system ever designed in terms
of inputs, outputs and power output of anything
from one watt up to sixty -four honest man-sized
watts at 2!6 times leas than customary total
harmonic distortion. It has a dozen entirely new
technical features -and such mechanical advantages as rack mounting, wall mounting and
portable operation all in one unit.
Any 11.tSTEI(t11.7C: amplifier may be
on
Ea.y Term: ai th a Tear Guar:usro and purchased
a Free
uuJ,r 3eur mw conditions. Stud the coupon for Trial
full
.
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Build Your Own
Wheatstone Bridge
For $45.00
simple,
rugged, wide -range
Wheatstone Bridge for resistance
measurements. Operation identical
with best laboratory instruments.
Sensitive, accurate. Low cost. Kit
easily assembled.
A

SHALLCROSS No. 630 Kit $45.00
Assembled $50.00

Built around a highly sensitive gal-

vanometer and Shallcross Resistors.
Range 0I ohm to I 1.1 megohms.
Send 6c in stamps for Bulletin
63 I -PG.

®fIALLCROSS MfG.COMDANY
E/ecGieaó.Jlfratu4/e9 Gn/temea/1.

aad..íartlalt

ü/o1L

COLLINGDALE,PA.
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MAKING A Q -TEST ADAPTER

a.a no ow W. towns.
IN YOUR BRI F CASE

NEW

NOVEMBER,

(Continued from page 285)
List of Parts.) The unusually fine construction

l0s

of this condenser permits its losses to be neglected
since its effective resistance (at resonance) is

"how -to- make -it"

negligible.
The resistor across which the oscillator voltage
for
is applied is of interest to the constructor. The
material
from which this resistor is made should
Experimenters
/I_-:6
be carefully chosen to have an extremely low
temperature coefficient. As the resistance value
is so small- 0.05 -ohm -the resistor cannot be
WE list below s large number of radio. short -wave, and mechanical "haw -to-make -it" designs.
Earh Is a special publication originated by masters in their respective fields.
obtained except on special order, so it is made by
For the Drat time, at the low price of TEN CENTS, you are now enabled to buy a complete design with photographic the constructor. "Advance" or "Coupron" wire.
reproductions, complete meehanieal layout and full description to make it possible for anyone to build the project
No. 22
and S. gauge. is used. A 11/2-in. length
in nuestIon.
d because this company has for many years specialized supplies the desired resistance value. This length
The name of "Radio Publications" has become a household
in radio and other literature of special interest to the experimenter.
of wire is soldered directly to the terminals proPLEASE ORDER EACH PROJECT BY ITS PUBLICATION NUMBER, and see the epeeist coupon below.
We accept money- orders, rash checks or new C. S. stamps. INo foreign stamps or currency can be amassed.) If you vided for the oscillator connections.

PUBLICATIONS

;

it

lend cash or stamps. be sure to resister your letter to safeguard against loss.
Money refunded if you are not satisfied.

(Partial List of New 10 Cent Publications I

CONSTRUCTION
So much for the design factors. The actual
construction of the Adapter is not at all difficult.
The circuit of the complete instrument is shown
in Fig. 1, and a complete list of parts appears
at the end of this article.

SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER PUBLICATIONS

with the front of the metal case. The parts are

ANY TWELVE PUBLICATIONS FOR ONE DOLLAR

A small box chassis is used.

HOW TO MAKE THE 2 TO 5 METER TWO -TUE
y be used with batterie.
SPEAKER SET. This receiver
No. 107
or with ai, A.C. power pack. Packs a big wallop
HOW TO BUILD THE CIGAR -BOX 1 -TUBE "CATCH ALL"
RECEIVER. An effective short -wave battery set which fits
tom
cigar -lox, insuring high portobi
Né 11e
great effssmall
NOW TO BUILD THE PORTABLE MINIDYNE SHORT -WAVE
eral.. no ground. The total
B ATTERY SET. Ilse. r
weight is ay. pas.
d measuress 5x5x6 Inches. Self ies. tube. cndensers, and loop, Highly
y
sensitive circuit
acte

HOW TO BUILD THE HAM -BAND "PEE -WEE" 2.TUSER.
A dandy receiver with high efficiency and bamisprea,l

NOW TO BUILD A SUPER SENSITIVE ALL -WAVE CRYSTAL SET. Just the thing for beginners who wish to have
all -waves and which
an
v'tis is serale crystal set a
ill ea'e
to all the stations. Can be made for less
No. 121
than $2.ÖÓ Uses no tubes or batteries
NOW TO BUILD THE 2.TUSE
B ROADCAST SET -the- lightest. smallest set giving loudlume
speaker
batteries. Weighs less than 12
Ñe.t122
in
small. is
HOW TO BUILD THE RADIO "TREASURE" FINDER. This
`s a really sensitive and practical "Treasure. finder.
Simple to build id guaranteed to work. Uses 4 tubes.
He. 123
Can Inc built for less than 515.00
NOW TO BUILD THE OERNSBACK ONE -TUBE PENTODE
loud.
is the
LOUDSPEAKER SET.
at This
nest , ohetteties,
speaker
ir broadcastreception. Extremely a nsitive
No. 124
HOW TO BUILD THE WORLD'S SMALLEST ONE TUBE
B ATTERY RADIO. So small that it is actually built in
cigarette
tt1 rase. The wonder act of the last New York
show

HOW TO BUILD A 6 -TUE BATTERY ALL -WAVE "FARM
PORTABLE" SET. ranging from 12 to 2.Itn n tel era A
real portable that pulls in the alatioiix. ........NO. 126
HOW TO MAKE AN A.C. -D.C. ONE -TUBE "DEAF AID."
An excellent aid for the hard -,shearing . .d deaf. for
theatres, churches, and the home. A godsend for all
afflicted Derwin.. Can be built for a few douars. No. 127
HOW TO BUILD
PI
For less than two dollars. plus a few )funk
ú warts which you have, you can now
beautiful
Instrument.
ndiio tubes. lt has an actual
¡ont ys,e .' stpray
and
tunes. Work.
novelty
"A" and "B" batteries. great
due to the unusual music which issues fns, the lou,Y
speaker
No. 125
NOW TO BUILD THE ONE -DOLLAR RADIO. Impossible
thouh it sounds. for one dollar you can build
ratio,
ado"
bet which induites a radio tube and a pair of
froc, uw'elt4,
of dtheatthreeea.last m
mentioned teems,
and spare metal parts
We. 129

LOUD-

mounted in the positions shown in Figs. A, B
tuning. Works a loudspeaker, yet the entire receiver is and C. This layout keeps leads as short as conno larger than your hand. Works with either batteries veniently possible, yet it keeps the power circuits
or an A.C. power pack
No. 115
entirely removed from the voltmeter and Q
MOW TO BUILD THE DUO- AMPLIDYNE. The Ideal 1-tube
set for the beginner. One of the finest 1 -tube acts: It
really gives 2 -tube performance. Made for battery operation. With only ten -foot antenna brings In the good

European stations
He.
tÌed
RADIO BROADCAST RECEIVER AND SPECIAL RADIO PUBLICATIONS
m

116

MECHANICAL PROJECTS PUBLICATIONS
Ahat can

HOW

be AUTOMOBILE.

An

mall automobil
s
thanit Ìi)
dollars. Will carry two Il. yer -n hÌ Imyys. Russ 35 miles
per boor and 100 to 125 miles on one gallon of g:.s.
No. 132
HOW TO MAKE A BAND SAW FROM OLD AUTO PARTS.
Made from
osuinI
parts.
satisfactory work. Uses 25.gaure
10 ami 12 -inch band saws. Assembly is easy for each
part fills Its allotted pluie perfectly
No. 135
NOW TO BUILD A REAL LATHE FOR $5.00. Requires
few hand tool. about 55.00 worth f
material and
patience to build. The lathe ta
p i °le of drilling.
Ismg. trimming. boring ami thread clung
No. 135
HOW TO BUILD A SIMPLE PORTABLE REIMS
A real refrigerator. Does
of
The cooling nit
operates
alcohol flame.
c fire.
y d Ihealsensiven to
Excellentnfor boats.
pas.
pie
etc
Ne. 135
HOW` TO BUILD LARGE TESLA AND OUDIN COILS OIVINO 1S -INCH SPARKS. interesting high- frenuen 1v ap.
paratos with which
which
mw higin- frevueny anti x.,-r excan
performed. Capable of producing
volts
perit'°ent.s
HOW TO MAKE AN ARC WELDER. A real a
welder ronof doling commercial Jolts satisfactorily. Uses
he:sy
dLle
uty transformer which
rates from the 710.volt A.C.
The output of the cam chine ranges from 15 to
10 0í amperes
No. 142

ill

.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

HOW TO USE AN A.C. ARC
. Companion public..
lion to the one listed directly before. Very Informative:
specially to the garage man or mechanic who has had
Iatt :e or n experience
ith an arc welder. Contains any
Imnortant diagrams and photographs of actual work done
with an
welder
NO. 143

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN MICROSCOPE. A microscope
which the hone mechanic can easily build in hi. s inp.

The lenses are obtained from the finders of
Although simple amt easy to build. It is a thoroug :riY
No. 144
practical and efficient instrument
HOW TO MAKE A WIMSHURST ELECTROSTATIC MA.
CHINE. An easily constructed generator of static r
tricity capable of discharging a fat three-inch spark.
l'sed in schools where electricity Is taught. Can he
He. 145
built for less than $2.00
NOW TO MAKE A POWER DRILL PRESS FROM SCRAP
PARTS. An excellent practical drill press that will make
work easier for the mechanic. About S2.00 wort, of
mw material and scrap iron are une only r eau:
No.e
NOW TO MAKE AND EXPERIMENT WITH AN ELECTRONORUS. with this device numerous interesting experielectricity Cain tie performed. 5.any
n en is with
of Irise exl intenta are thoroughly explained anti I-

lie

No.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements in this section are inserted at the rosi of fifteen rents per word for each insertion -nurse. MU lais
ud address cad, itdud a: nn
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A.C. AUTO GENERATORS

TURN SCRAP INTO MONEY. AITTOPOWER Sti(WS
you how easily and economically auto generators can be
converted into A. C. or D. C. generators and D. C. motors.
2 to 1000 volts; for sound, radio. power, light. or welding.

No previous experience neeessan ronadete information all
in new look, with simple Instructions and illustrations.
Endorsed by thousands. Only $1.00 postpaid. Autopower.
Inc., 409 -V S, Boyne Ate.. Chicago.

HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED RADIO TESTERS AND tt1REMFN
wanted. Positions Immediately available. Apply Radio
Office, 5 E. 19th Str., N. Y. C.

RADIO

ENGINEERING.

BROADCASTING.

AVLt-

tion and police radio, servicing, Marine and Morse Telegraphy taught thoroughly. Ail expenses low. Catalog
froc. Dodges Institute, Pine Street, Valparaiso. Indiana.

FARM AND CITY RADIOS, $6,95

IT;

SAVE OVER

cent: amazingly new farm radin; operates from
free windlkm'cr; new farm power or battery. Lowest cost
electric lights. Agency -clean up; catalog; free offer.
Marro Company. 264 E. Idth. Kansas City, 21,
00

circuits.

It

is

quite important, in this unit to use the

specified parts, since the indicating instrument
is unusually delicate (0 -500 microamperes) and
any change in the values of the parts is likely
to cause the needle to swing off scale -as well
as

changing the calibration of the V.-T. volt-

meter.
In wiring the unit, care should be taken to
keep wires well separated; and heavy, well insulated wire should be used, throughout. This is
especially true of the grid wiring of the 954 tube,
and all wiring to the terminals, which are of the
porcelain "stand -off" type.
When the wiring has been completed, according to Fig. I, it should be very carefully checked.
before the power is turned on. The tubes may
then be inserted in their sockets and the power

plug inserted in the power line.
A note here may cause trouble later :-Since
the power supply is directly connected to the
line, without any intervening transformer, the
chassis of the Q Tester should never be grounded
directly, but only through the 0.1 -mf. condenser
provided in the ground lead. (The condenser
ground should always be provided during tests.)
Also, when testing coils, condensers. etc., in a
set, the set should be disconnected from the lineor care must be used to plug the Q Tester corre. toy into the line. so that the chassis of the Tester
is connected to the grounded side of the line.
Failure to observe these instructions may result
in fire- works!

ADJUSTING THE VOLTMETER
The V. -T.

per

Please Say That You Saw It itt
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voltmeter may be calibrated by

turning the switch Sw. 2 to the V.T. V.31. position, turning on the line switch, adjusting the
Zero Adj. knob until the needle is a zero. and
the terminals C and D to the secondary of a filament transformer with a high resistance wire -wound variable resistor in series
with the winding. Then, by means of an A.C.
voltmeter of the usual moving -vane or hot -wire
type. a calibration curve for the V.-T. voltmeter
can be run, from zero volts to the maximum
I which is about 5 V. with the specified cathode
resistor and plate voltage).
In using the Q Tester as a comparative instrument fur judging the merit of cells. the following procedure can be followed. The actual calibration of the instrument will be given in Part
III. but it can he used for comparison purposes
without this calibration.
First, adjust the meter for Zero, with Sw.2 in
the Q Adj. position, as explained above. Then,
insert a coil in place of the jumper. turn the
condenser, Cl. to the position corresponding to
the capacity of the tuning condenser to be used
for the coil. and turn the service oscillator to
resonance with the coil and standard condenser.
The position of resonance will be indicated by
the maximum deflection of the Q meter. (The
position of the needle in Q Adj. position. with
the oscillator turned on should be noted and the
output control on the oscillator should be used
to maintain the setting for all tests. The meter
reading can then be recorded and the procedure

NEW YORK, N. Y. connecting
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Magnet

Speakers

type 1'11S"2, C3. C5:
One Aerovox paper condenser,

0.1 -mf.,

Model

782

10"

type 454.

producer

CG;
One Aalloy

Transformer Co. special filament
transformer, type 114 -12, 6.3 V., Ti ;
One Aalloy Transformer Co. filter choke, type
730T. Ch.l;
One Electrad 2-ohm filament ballast resistor.

$

82
7l.ist

type, Rl:
',_ -W. carbon resistor,
type 1095. R2;
One Aerovox 50,000 ohm, 2,C-W. carbon resistor,
type 1095, R3;
One Electrad wire -wound potentiometer, 200
ohms. R4;
One 70-ohm carbon resistor, t_ -W.. R5;
One Aerovox 25,000ohm carbon resistor. r_ -W..
type 1095, Rf,;
One Aerovox 10,000-ohm carbon resistor, !_ -W..
type 1095, 117:
One 100 -meg. carbon resistor, 1 -W., RS:
One 0.005 -ohm resistor (see copy), R9;
One I.C.A. S.P.S.T. snap switch, Sw.1;
One Bien S.P. 3.T. snap switch, Sw.2;
One H:ammarlund, acorn-tube socket (for V1):
One metal tube socket (for V2) ;
One 4 -prong socket (for V3)
Seven I.C.A. insulated terminals. type 2305;
One Amperite line -voltage control tube, type
30 -W.

The word NOK011, was originated by us to introduce and tell
the story of our efficient, small
Permanent Magnet Speakers,
first in the field and previously
unknown to the trade. Now the
word NOKOIL is being generally used to signify P.M.
Speakers. Play safe, specify
NOKOIL when ordering Permanent Magnet Speakers.

One Aerovox 1,000-ohm,

8A5, V3;
One RCA type 954 "acorn" pentode tube.
One Raytheon type 6X5G metal tube, V2;

Re-

New Catalog showing
improved
units and lower prices now out.
Write for copy and name of nearest
distributor. Wright -DeCoster distributors are always anxious to
cooperate.

VI;

case, type 245:

WRIGHT -DECOSTER, Inc.

2251 University Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota
Export Dept -M. Simons 8, Son Co., New York.
Cable Address: "Simontrice"
Canadian Olnee, Associated Sales Co.. Guelph. Ont.

*Names of manufacturers will be supplied upon
receipt of a stamped and self-addressed envelope.
"With reference to obtaining the dial and
switch- escutcheons, as used in the original Q
Adapter, information can be obtained by writing
to the author in care of Radio-Craft.

310

Ita0a:dc ColuPutn
Raytheon l'ro,uction Cori,
ht. A Institutes. Inc

Itradrite Meter

when ordering Permanent

One Wan aluminum chassis. 9 x 41,-_ x 1!._, ins.;
One I.C.A. model 1156 pointer knob;
One I.C.A. model 1155 pointer knob;
...Photostat dial and escutcheon plates for panel.

inside Fr nit Cover

3,111.. Radio & Tel. Lab

Specify NOKOIL

One Triplett Model 421 0 -500 micronmmeter, M;
One Hammarlund 20 -500 mmf. straight liar
rapacity condenser. type TC- 500 -C, Cl;
Two Aerovox mica condensers, 0.005 mf., type
1467, C2 and C4;
One Aerovox dual-electrolytic condenser S -16 mf.

One metal

317
311

\lei »tier Mfg. Comp.?
\Iidwrst Radio Imp "rat irrt

319

repeated for other coils. The coil which produces
the greatest increase in meter reading at
resonance has the highest Q.
Next month, calibration details and instructions for using the meter for many other purposes will he given.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
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302
312
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319
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PUTTING NEW TRICKS
IN OLD SETS
(Continued front page 317)
"vib." or the

the vibrator will refuse to
tube will not light.

NEWt

GY5

7M Raddek New

1937 Radio
Perak Guide is the most comokte Radio Part. Catalog ever

CHECK FROM A TO Z
Check all connections thoroughly before replacing the tubes and turning on the "juice."
When you are satisfied -and only then -turn on
the juice and check your voltages. The high "W'
should be in the neighborhood of 225 V. at the
screen -grid of the 42 tube, with a fully-charged
battery. If it is not. and the new vibrator has not
been necessary, proceed as follows. Turn the set
over, remove the 42 tube. place the prod in the
screen -grid hole of that tube and adjust the
vibrator for minimum buzz, maximum voltage.
and an amperage drain of approximately 7 A.
Check the candohm resistor on the front of
the set. This resistor has 3 terminals. the center
and extreme left -hand contacts are the 10.000 ohm resistor, and the extreme right -hand terminal is just in mounting terminal for the A.V.C.
return leads (blue). Therefore, do not get excited if you do not get any reading from cent.
to the extreme right. as there is nothing then.
Incidentally this candohm resistor is a thoroughly
bad actor. If there is any question about its resistance or if it shows "white corrosion," replace
it with a 10-W. resistor of 10.000 ohms.
The next and final step is to replace the
vibrator's covers and line -up the set on an
accurate oscillator, using an output meter.
There are numerous other sets that can be
treated in a like manner, and the writer will
in future articles tell how to "re- vitalize' such
sets as Philco sets No. 5, 6, 7, 11, Motorola Dual
G and several others.
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published. Completely revised
up to the minute, bring.
lag you everything in Radio
and Public Address- at the
right prie... Every page brings
you extra profils! Contains over
10,000 Individual Radio Repair
Paru -hundred. of new items

-right

l'

.

-

complete new .election of
Radio Receivers, P. A. Ampl,
Ran, Tool.. Tub.., Boob and
Teat Instrument.. Everything
you need -always in stock ..
reedy for prompt shipment to
you. You need this Big Radio

Para Catalog-ire FREE!
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RAnOLEK.
625 W. Randolph Street.
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ictigo, Illinois.
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TEST

cGKø'E

A CO*9

MODEL 1240

HIGH

CONDENSER TESTER

1936
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W.

pILABLE
A
F

condensers completely. Partial tests
are likely to be misleading. Many radio sets that are
intermittent players suffer from faulty condensers
paralyzing on surges. Only a high voltage breakdown
test will catch this trouble. Now available only in
Triplett Model 1210. Test is made with a D.C. pulsating current simulating actual radio set operation.

lest all radio

For leakages the meter test prevents errors in counting flashes on the usual neon test; also eliminates
-waiting. The instrument pointer indicates infinitesimal leakages with certainty. illuminated dial line
voltage indicator with control provides for extreme
accuracy in capacity readings. Ail tests are shown on
a - ucla' Triplett precis
instrument.

Write for More Information

See Your Jobber

THIS IS A TRIPLETT MASTER UNIT!
ALL MASTER UNITS WILL
THIS CARRYING CASE

*
*
*
L_.

CHECKS CAPACITIES ACCURATELY.

*

AND LEAKAGE.

DETECTS SHORTS

DISCHARGES CONDENSER ON REMOVING PREVENTING SHOCKS.
CHECKS ALL TYPES RADIO CONDENSERS FROM .0001 TO 10 MFG.
OTHER TRIPLETT MASTER UNITS
TUBE TESTER.. "l'''

VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETER.

$21.67
$26.67

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER.'

"
1111/t.

.a üaoti,:.

AUDIO OSCILLATOR.
.

I'_\.

FIT

... ..:. :_...... ,r
.

I.

Madef111260. .,

ianDrdaorr

i.

.

d

In
° S, i°'`i
:.i
current
Itr.
$33.34

Usa lrr Yncu $20.00
Large 12- dhertleading
A.C. SIGNAL GENERATOR .Medi1
I: (:do, Imo tu ;al eon
t,
Sane wilt, Deck d -i'1.
vie .t
r,
tt
:rtbn dal
he., fundamental,all band.
.ii.. Ao ura\y 1,
$25.00
Dealer Price
Inc.! hanter,
at.del 1231 D.C.
$23.33
n. Dealer r.

Ia'nlr -I:.\I

I.

I

I

t.'3

t

I

-

_

-

u

FREE

POINT TESTER.

r

A

i

.,,,dance Input. ,d

$28.33

Dealer Price

The Triplett Master !'nit Series is a coordinated line of Test Equipment designed to give extreme portability with maximum accuracy and
protection against obsolescence. Each unit is precision built throughout and installed in a black wrink'e finish metal case of one standard
size. The Radio Serviceman standardizing on the Triplett Master !'nit series is insuring the maximum return to himself per dollar
invested in equipment.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL. INSTRUMENT CO.
1611 Harmon Drive, Bluffton, Ohio

i;Loggliser

Without obligation please send me
.... more information un M lit 1240 Condenser Tester
.... mure information un the Triplett Master Unit Series
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IJHOLESALE RADIO SERUIEE
(VALS, let

HIS Yiae

MNY

(Opt

ATLASUA GA

,1M,ATfORS
"Hans" equipment is unfolded
in the Blue Ribbon Radio Catalog. From the S. W. kit
to the swellest professional type receiver. Transmitters
parts- tubes accessories aerials hardware
are
here, In our big "ham" section -and at new "lows"
A complete collection of

-

-

-

-all

-

in price.

SET-BUILDERS
When you 'build your own " -be certain that you get
parts which will give you the kind of reception you
want. From over 50,000 Items In this catalog you make
your selection. Complete kits and parts for all circuits
are described In detail.

EXPERIMENTERS
The vast experience of our technical personnel Is at
Your service. Let us assist you In tolvine those knotty
problems which crop up every so often
us advise
you on what parts to use. Save money, too.

-let

SERVICEMEN
Shop at home with
Blue Ribbon Radio Catalog. Use
Your daylight hours for servicing -not shopping. Th
Blue Ribbon Radio Catalog can be your guide to greater
profits. Lowest prices ever quoted on service Instruments. parts, tubes, etc.

SOUNDMEN
tt

Rely on WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.. INC..
to furnish you with the best in P. A. equipment-and
at prices that give you plenty of room for decent profits.
Our complete line described in the big P. A. section
of the Blue Ribbon Radio Catalog.

HOLESALE
CHICAGO. ILL.
901W.JAEKSON BLVD.

BRONX.

finest compilation of radio accessories you have ever seen.
From hundreds of thousands of radio items available, our
engineers have accepted only the best -after exhaustive tests
in our own laboratories.

HERE'S RADIO'S BIGGEST MONEY'S
WORTH IN ONE GIGANTIC BOOK
Over 150 pages BIG-with autre than 2,5110 illustration-, and listing
50,000 items, this mastodonic catalog offers values never before obtainable. Only our tremendous purchasing power makes this possible.
Our five completely stocked warehouses scattered throughout the country
and our interlocking Teletype System assure you of TWENTY -FOURHOUR shipments. At new low WHOLESALE PRICES, you will find a
brilliant array of new receivers listed in this catalog, all wave and short
wave, from the smallest 4 tube A.C.-D.C. compact to the colossal 24
metal tube console fit for a king.

Send for Itr Today-IT'S FREE
THERE ISNrA
THING ICAO FINO
AT"WUaESALF
FINO OUT FO/=

YOURSELF.

SERVICE C0:

NEWYORK.N.Y.
IOC SIXTH AVENUE

N.Y.
543 l.FORONAM 110.

world's greatest radio supply house scores again! In
T1 HE
the 1937 "Blue Ribbon" Radio Catalog we give you the

ATLANTA. GA.
4E0WPEACHTREEST..NW.

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., Inc.
100 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Rusia

No. 3L.

FREE BLUE RIBBON CATALOG

NAME

ADDRESS

NEWARK.N.J.

217 Cl MTA At AVl.
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